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Part 1
“In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of people very angry and been
widely regarded as a bad move.”

‐ Douglas Adams (The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, Chapter 1, William Heinemann,
London, U.K., 1980).

“There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers exactly what the Universe is for
and why it is here, it will instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more bizarre
and inexplicable.

There is another theory which states that this has already happened.”

‐ Douglas Adams (ibid, Chapter 17).

‘Karma, Feelings and Self‐Transformation’ by Vywamus (channelled through Halsey Snow and
Pat Marston‐Snow, Copyright (c) 2000‐2011, The Vywamus Foundation, Maine, USA. All rights
reserved. Used with permission. www.vywamusfoundation.com/karma.htm. I also recommend
the article ‘How To Deal With Fear’). 1
1

Vywamus is Gaia’s Twin Flame, says Mother Sekhmet. He is a “tender of the Earth grid of Christ
Consciousness,” according to this webpage:
Hwww.bluedolphinessences.com/Endorsements/Vywamus.htmH. Another description I found is this (from
the horse’s mouth!): “Vywamus is a higher aspect of the being you know as Sanat Kumara. Ah, they are not
very familiar with Sanat Kumara either! Yes Sanat Kumara is a great being who ensouls your planet. Just as
you have your body, Sanat Kumara has as a body the planet Earth ‐ Gaia. And a most glorious body she is,
filled with joy and wonder beyond measure!” Channelled by Ishvar, 15 December 1999,
Hwww.ascendedearth.ishcom.net/vywamus151299.htmH. Dr. Joshua David Stone writes: “Vywamus,
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“Karma is not, as most people believe it to be, a ‘debt’ one owes to others due to some past
interaction which was left somehow ‘incomplete,’ or something you did ‘wrong’ to someone
else or they did wrong to you, and now the ‘score will be settled.’ ‘Right’ and ‘wrong’ actions
do not create karma, and cannot take it away. Karma does have to do with your interactions
with others, as well as yourself, but not in the sense of a debt owed. Karma is simply your
unreceived emotions which are created when a person will not allow their feelings to move ‐ to
be felt ‐ at the time they are happening, which is always ‘in the moment.’ So, when you have
placed restrictions on the reception of your emotions, you in effect create your ‘karma,’ which
is to say that you then will ‐ consciously or unconsciously ‐ re‐create situations in your life so
that you will have the opportunity to receive feelings which you have created before and
chosen NOT to receive. The reason that karma seems to be related to specific other people is
that it is these people who hold specific reflections for us, and these reflections are what
stimulate the feelings seeking to be received.
So why is it so important to receive your feelings? Why, in fact, do we feel at all? Feeling
is the breath of the goddess within you. Without this breath, the goddess freezes, shrinks and
dies. Without feeling, space ‐ which is needed for creation of your dream, which is needed to
create change ‐ is not created. Without space, there is no room to grow, learn, or change. Many
people resent that they feel at all. They are victimised by how they feel, what they feel, when
they feel. Many people seek to eliminate the breath of the goddess ‐ to eliminate their feelings.
They do this through drug addictions ‐ which can include nicotine, caffeine, sugar ‐ they do this
through work and nurturing addictions, they do this through constantly focussing on their
thoughts, and constantly judging their feelings as too much or inappropriate. For much of our
lives we are taught by example and by education to escape our feelings. When adults express
feelings in front of children, they are so afraid that the feelings will somehow damage the child,
again, is the cosmic being who might be considered the higher self of Sanat Kumara, our former Planetary
Logos. If Vywamus is Sanat Kumara's higher self, then up above him on the monadic level is Lenduce. Here
we have the personality (Sanat Kumara), the soul (Vywamus), and the monad (Lenduce) on a cosmic scale.
Vywamus no longer has a physical body but exists in light. He is considered to be a master psychologist. It
was Vywamus, along with Djwhal Khul, who started the Tibetan Foundation. One of Vywamus' main jobs is
to help humanity clear the subconscious mind of misconceptions and faulty beliefs and patterns. Vywamus
had thirty‐two lifetimes on a physical planet in a Universe other than ours. He had lives as a soldier,
teacher, mother, father, sea captain, and owner of a chain of restaurants. The planet he ascended on,
however, didn't have oceans as vast as those on Planet Earth. In his life as a restaurant owner, he owned a
chain that existed around his entire planet. In his work now, he is still dealing with food of sorts. It might be
called spiritual food, the energy of Light. Do call on him for help.” (‘The Galactic Core and Cosmic Masters,’
Hwww.iamuniversity.org/iamu/literature/anchoring_of_inner_plane_ashrams/ashram_of_melchior_galacti
c_logos/4237‐The‐Galactic‐Core‐and‐Cosmic‐Masters.htmlH).
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so they stuff the feelings. And the children learn that feelings are not to be experienced or
expressed. The majority of violence ‐ both domestic and public ‐ is created by feelings of deep
frustration inside of self. A frustration created by the goddess attempting to breathe and being
told she cannot, or being told she is wrong. How do you deal with feelings? Where do they
come from? How do you create peace inside, and full expression of yourself, simultaneously?
The first ‘rule of thumb’ in receiving your emotions (which creates what might be called
‘clearing’ karma) is that whatever you're feeling is OK ‐ and not all feelings are ‘nice.’ ‘Nice’ is
one of the greatest killers in our world from the perspective of the emotional body. The dictum
to ‘be nice...’ inculcated at an early age and reinforced throughout life, is one of the most
common forms of suppression placed on the expression of emotion. Another helpful reminder
is to let go of a very common judgement on expression of feelings, which is ‐ are the feelings
‘appropriate’ or ‘inappropriate.’ The fact is that the part of you which is the emotional body is
designed to support the rest of self, and it does this through the ‘medium’ of feeling. What is
feeling? It is simply energy in motion ‐ ‘emotion’ ‐ a movement of something (energy) in your
belly, which sometimes feels unknown or uncomfortable to you. That's it. So another thing to
remember about reception of your feelings is that, even though it may be uncomfortable in the
moment, if you stay present with yourself as the feeling moves, something magical will
happen. Believe it or not, the shifts that take place inside of self and in others when feelings are
received, are a type of magic in relationship that many people seek.
Finally, the first and last approach to reception ‐ which works every time ‐ is to mentally,
physically and energetically SOFTEN inside of self when a situation arises in which your usual
reaction is to ‘leave’ (disconnect) or go into victimisation, blame and judgement, all forms of
non‐reception. When you are not energetically present in your body, which exists when you are
in any of these states of non‐reception, then change cannot take place. Reception is one of the
keys to change, and softening is a means of opening to reception. Softening is a vital tool in the
process of self‐transformation which can support you in many ways in the creation of your
deepest desires, your fondest wishes, your soul purpose, your dream. Looked at from the
logical mind, this makes no sense, yet it is true. Isn't it wonderful that there is a part of you that
operates outside the constraints of your logical mind?”
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Introduction
“People are afraid of their own reality, their feelings most of all. People talk about how great
love is, but that’s bullshit. Love hurts. Feelings are disturbing. People are taught that pain is evil
and dangerous. How can they deal with love if they’re afraid to feel?”
‐ Jim Morrison (The Doors).

Dick Solomon (John Lithgow): Dr. Allbright, I’ve been thinking about us all day.
Dr. Mary Allbright (Jane Curtin): I haven’t.
Dick: I want to try again. I want very much to feel. And I want even more to be felt. And I mean
that from the heart of my bottom.
Dr. Allbright: Well! Yours up!
‐ 3rd Rock from the Sun (Season 1, Episode 1, ‘Brains and Eggs,’ created and written by
Bonnie and Terry Turner, 1996).

“Through the gateway of feeling your weakness lies your strength; Through the gateway of
feeling your pain lies your pleasure and joy; Through the gateway of feeling your fears lies your
security and safety; Through the gateway of feeling your loneliness lies your capacity to have
fulfilment, love and companionship; Through the gateway of feeling your hate lies your
capacity to love; Through the gateway of feeling your hopelessness lies true and justified hope;
Through the gateway of accepting the lacks of your childhood lies your fulfilment now.”
‐ Pathwork Guide (channelled through Eva Pierrakos, 1915‐1979).

If it feels like you are enshrouded in darkness it is because you are in the cocoon stage of
transformation – during which the negative energies in blocked emotions are surfacing in order
to be released. Illness, life challenges, endurance tests, conflicts with people, and so on, are a
positive and healthy sign of accelerated spiritual growth. We are suffering so much because the
increased Light on our planet is entering our cells and DNA and bringing to the surface that
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which requires our love and attention, our feeling and release. This is the process of self‐
healing that is Ascension. In these higher energies, we have an opportunity to accomplish such
a feat. Meg Benedicte (‘Evolutionist and channel for the Sirian Council’) tells us, “the emotional
pain, the wounded stuff – let it all go because you’ve got to keep your frequency up, get your
chakras open”…and so forth. During this talk on 12 February 2011 at the Conscious Life Expo in
Los Angeles, Benedicte also explained that Ascension is the process of moving beyond
polarisation, and particularly victim consciousness, releasing all the blockages that keep us
down in the dense vibrations (down in the dumps). It is a challenging process, she says: “It
takes active participation. It’s not going to happen passively, you guys. It’s not going to
happen. You have to get very consciously present inside. You have to watch and observe
where polarity exists in you and then you can use this technique, or other techniques that you
can resonate with, to clear this out of your system. We just call it ‘internal housecleaning.’ You
just start clearing. You just go at it and you start clearing. You start to raise your vibration.”
(www.newearthevolution.com).

It is going to get worse before it gets better. Before we can attain full consciousness and
activate the higher chakras we have to clear the lower three chakras, the ego ones. We must
clear out our limitations, false beliefs and blockages. For that to happen, we require ordeals
that bring these energies to the surface so we can feel, face and release them. Feel, face and
have faith (as best we can). People are afraid to do this because it is painful but as it is stated in
A Course of Miracles, “All healing is essentially the release from fear.” (The Foundation for Inner
Peace, 1976). We are all being crucified. It can be a long, slow process too. My friend David
explains: “This crucifixion develops the relationship with Source. Each step strips away the
layers that impede the connection. Surrendering piece by piece until the two are One. At least,
that's what it feels like.” We are finally scraping out the really black, stubborn, dried gunk that's
been stuck to the bottom of the barrel for aeons! Ouch!

It might be said that the third dimension is the galactic sewer. It exists beneath the ground of
reality. Everyone else is walking around above ground. Once we manage to climb out, we are
then in the ‘real world’ where we can walk around freely without struggle and live according to
our divine purpose.
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When we are tempted or lured away from the Light by exercising our free will we may be
rejoicing in our freedom but could be paying a high price for such choices later. We lost
ourselves in darkness, in the illusion of density and suffering and spent so many lifetimes trying
to avoid the layers of painful feeling that have been obscuring our inner Light, the truth of who
we really are. Finding our way out of the sewer has not been easy. In fact, most of us need
assistance from the returning Light beings to accomplish this feat. We make our own choices
based on our own wisdom and strength, our knowledge of the darkness, the pain of the sewer,
the place without Light. Yet, still, I am free, eternally free to be who and what I choose to be.
There is no judgement for turning away from the Light. In the domain of duality, dedicating
ourselves to the highest good of all requires commitment and is therefore a responsibility. In
the third dimension, we can get distracted or even bored and want a change. There is ample
freedom and flexibility in the cosmos to accommodate such choices. We are free to explore in
the dark and then, as prodigal sons and daughters, when we finally call for help, our karma is
used constructively as a teaching tool. It is not punishment but an instrument to help awaken
us.

It is when life seems so dark and when you have reached rock bottom that the desire for
happiness is born. Then, through further despair, it becomes more deeply rooted so that, when
an opportunity life yourself out of the sewer arises, you are more likely to drop your previous
beliefs and release your deeply ingrained attachment to illusion, to sleep and dreams, as well as
your pride, anger, arrogance…and the rest!

If responsibility becomes a duty, an obligation, a chore, then it is time for a change. If
something or someone attracts us then we must be free to pursue it or them although, after
falling down the drain and getting ourselves stuck in the dark muck, we might think twice in
future, and be clearer about what we are getting into. Once we become stronger, we are
probably in a better position to weigh up our options. Is the price worth paying for our lesser
desires, for the opportunity to learn and grow albeit in a backward realm of illusion?

Liberation from suffering comes as we finally scramble back up towards the Light from low
density and illusion. As we approach the Light that we Are, more and more of the heavy shit we
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have collected, which has been weighing us down and keeping us in a black hole, a hell hole,
surfaces to be purged. Enough is enough!

We have been tying ourselves in knots with every move by resisting and denying that which we
need to feel and release. And that which is not faced on the inside appears outside of us
because our own happiness wants our attention! And, our inner child, as an expression of our
emotional body in some way, perhaps, is there to remind us what we need to do to be kind to
ourselves and become whole again.

A note on karma
Sow a Thought, Reap an Act;
Sow an Act, Reap a Habit;
Sow a Habit, Reap a Character;
Sow a Character, Reap a Destiny.
‐ The Upanishads.
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“You devised certain rules to guide these interactions within the game. Any exchange between
two incarnees was to be balanced, either between them or between other incarnees of the
same spirit‐self, be it an act of kindness or cruelty. This balancing is what you have called the
Law of Karma.
Please remember that the Source did not impose this aspect of the game on you, and
no one is keeping ‘score.’ You and your fellow co‐creators added this little twist. Karma has got
some bad press because of a little misunderstanding. The law that one act of cruelty must be
compensated for by another is just a limited, third‐dimensional interpretation of karma. Cruelty
could just as easily be compensated for by a subsequent act of kindness or by forgiveness on
the part of the so‐called victim. You hoped that, through these clues, your incarnations would
eventually figure out what was happening, come out of your amnesia, and get to the point of
unconditional acceptance or love for the other amnesia sufferers…
So the whole point of your adopting a karma‐based system was to create intense
emotional situations, to see how you (the physical plane ego‐self aspects of yourselves) would
respond. Would you kill, steal and fight out of fear, or would you act out of love, to help,
forgive and acknowledge Spirit in others?”
‐ Serapis (channelled through Tony Stubbs, An Ascension Handbook, World Tree Press,
Lithia Springs, GA, U.S., 1991, p.56‐57).

The law of cause and effect is in operation when people are attached to matter and bound by
limited, or linear, consciousness; when there is an emphasis on time and matter. It’s like, if
someone locks you in a box, you are subject to whatever happens to the box because you have
identified with, accepted or believe in your incarceration. You are dependent on the box of the
physical body by association caused by low vibration. If you raise your awareness and your
vibration you find that it is possible to exit the box and to come and go. You discover that you
are a multidimensional being who can be in several places at once. In other words, karma is the
earthly law of balance that applies when people are rooted in the third dimension because they
exist more as physical beings and their frequency is low. There is not much in the way of
resonance to create consciously or attract what is wanted or intended. While we are attached
to physical form and have delusions to clear up it is a much slower process to awaken to Reality
in the astral planes. Karma, then, is a valuable and effective, if heavy or harsh instrument of
growth towards self‐mastery.
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AKarma, from our point of view, is completely self‐imposed and is really, simply, the idea of
balance, of the recognition that, if you do one thing, for the spirit in a sense to be balanced, it
must then do something else that represents that balancing act, that balancing energy.@ ‐
Bashar (channelled through Darryl Anka, www.bashar.org).

When we are given free will and therefore faced with temptation it is plausible that lower
manifestations of desire and expressions of power create an imbalance which karmic law has
been implemented to correct in the school of Earth. Pride comes before a fall and the resulting
separation from one’s True Will may generate a desire for power because the natural power of
one’s higher self has been lost. The cycle of karma, then, is perhaps closely related to abuses of
power and misdirection of energy. To cause suffering to others is to cause oneself suffering
and vice versa. It is through suffering that we find our way back to (feminine) wholeness by
surrendering all that has trapped us in the lower vibrations of the separate ego. It opens the
heart to the love that flows from Source. Our ‘karma’ is the stuff we have held on to relating to
dense mater and emotions and have become dependent on. It anchors us in matter and weighs
us down. It keeps clogging up our cells, closing our minds and our chakras. This love that shines
forth from God/Goddess is brought to humanity in the form of Christ as a bridge back to the
energy and power of the creative Spirit. Love is a requirement of this ascension from duality to
Oneness, from limited to full consciousness. Power is raw energy and expression. The
masculine principle of power of itself without love divides. When we feel the love of the
Creator we respond and allow it to shine through us. It is the love of our true Self as
expressions of Source. Through this love, we return to wholeness and, realigning ourselves
with the Goddess thus we also rediscover greater power than we have known since our
separation from All‐That‐Is.

AThe basic spiritual system has changed and there are many who have said they didn't want
that change. So I speak of that briefly. Karma is the old system of life and death, birth and
extended life, which causes energies and synchronicities to be created that would allow a
puzzle to be solved. One person would live a life and they would come back and they would
carry in their DNA an energy of what they didn't accomplish the last time around. Sometimes
they would carry in their DNA what they did accomplish...and try their best to undo it. Karma
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has been the driving force behind what a Human Being's personality became, what they
wanted, their fears, their hopes and their passions. Karma drove it all.
In the last 20 years, that all changed. There would be those who have been in this
metaphysics for a very long time who would deny that there is ever a change. They would say
this to you: ‘God is the same yesterday, today and forever.’ They'd be right! For the love of God
does not change, and the essence of the ‘personality of God’ is forever. So this is their
argument, to say there can be no change and no shift when it comes to God. There is no
argument with that fact. The argument is this: There is a change in the Human Being's
relationship to God, Gaia, the Akashic Record and all that represents the system. This is where
the changes are occurring and in that relationship to God and Gaia, consciousness is beginning
to shift to the degree that Humans can come into the planet and now say, ‘Karma is something
I am finished with ‐ be gone.’ Then any Human with this epiphany can move out of the old
Akashic groove of those things they came in to fix, that they felt so strong about, things that
their parents wanted, and that they thought they did also until they realised these were
inappropriate energies carried around within them, only for karmic reasons. They can wipe
clean any karmic slate of energy and move into a place where they claim their mastery to
create their own reality and not be prodded and pushed by something ancient within them that
seems to be old and not something they even recognise.”
– Unknown.

Beyond the ego state, in the spiritual dimension, we agreed to enter the cycle of karma and on
that level we are one with the lords of karma and initiators who oversee everything so our
higher selves, which are essentially the Source, are in on the game. And what we suffer from
past actions is of our own volition on that deeper level of our consciousness because,
ultimately, 3D Earth is, or has been, a school of learning in which the higher self teaches the
lower self via many different constructs, karmic lessons and spiritual guides on the inner
guides.

“The value to you is that you will have raised your consciousness quite dramatically in such a
short time, and it will serve you well during the coming period. It is what you have worked for
over many, many lives, and it does not matter whether you have succumbed at times to the
pull of the lower vibrations. Once you have chosen the path of Light you are helped to clear old
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karma out, and eventually the slate will be clean through the Law of Grace. The Creator desires
the eventual return of all souls, and their service to the Light will mean that much experience is
gained. It is never lost and can help others who are also seeking to raise their consciousness.” ‐
SaLuSa (channelled through Mike Quinsey, 7 March 2011,
www.gfbymikequinsey.blogspot.com).

“Ascension will in fact be covered by the Law of Grace where karmic situations are concerned,
and whatever you needed to experience to clear it should have taken place. Your present lives
are likely to bring you immediate karma, rather than as before and allow you to put it off.
Completion of your last life in duality should see you proceed to Ascension without the
baggage of any outstanding karma. It does not mean that in the higher realms there is no
karma, but it would be rare and more a question of judgement than actions taken. Bear in mind
that by now you will have full consciousness, and be a Light Being. Criminal activity would be
totally out of place, because there would be no point in it as you want for nothing, and money
does not exist. In any event, those souls who might otherwise partake in negative activities,
would not have a sufficiently high enough vibration to reach such a high level.” ‐
SaLuSa (channelled through Mike Quinsey, 18 July 2011, www.gfbymikequinsey.blogspot.com).

“With the end times rapidly drawing so near, may souls have elected to take on all remaining
karmic experiences. For many it is therefore a hectic time, particularly at a personal level. When
you ascend karma will have been cleared by you or ‘written off’ through the Law of Grace.
Because you will be in a much higher vibrational level where there is balance and harmony,
there is virtually nothing that will cause you to incur karma again. At that level, your thoughts
and actions will naturally flow with the higher vibrations, and the lesser thought forms will
have been cleared from your consciousness. It is a return to your normal state of being, as you
were before dropping into the 3rd dimension.”‐ SaLuSa (channelled through Mike Quinsey, 3
August 2011, www.gfbymikequinsey.blogspot.com).

“Karma can crop up for clearing in any lifetime, and it never takes place unless you are ready to
accept it. However, sometimes you will choose to experience simply as a learning curve, so
there is not always a karmic reason for doing so. Whatever happens take it in your stride,
because your future is assured and nothing will change it unless it is your freewill choice.” ‐
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SaLuSa (channelled through Mike Quinsey, 31 October 2011,
www.gfbymikequinsey.blogspot.com).

2012 is said to be the final year of karma when we enter the Creator's Grace and let it all go! It is
a landmark of graduation for all of humanity regardless of where they are at and it is said that
no one really needs to suffer anymore. However, we tend to hold on to negative energy
through habit because we have been denying emotions for many lifetimes and the pain
somehow feels familiar and comfortable for us. And, so, releasing it all itself is very painful. It
will become easier for people the more human beings brave this process but, for now, as the
Light continues to accelerate on Earth, those who choose to go first experience all this crap
surfacing in order to be felt, usually triggered by illness, hardship, conflict, etc., and gradually
released.

“By common consent, your spirit‐selves have decided that enough has been learned from
karma. As the planet is on a ‘fast track’ to ascension, we’ve got to wrap it up quickly. No more
karmic imbalances can be created, and existing imbalances can either be scratched or played
out, at your discretion. You may, therefore, see a dramatic rise in violence over the next few
years, as you shake out the remaining imbalances…To aid in this process, and to speed things
up, you and the planetary consciousness have collectively requested that Grace Elohim bring
this energy to Earth. This energy allows you to shake all this old energy out of your fields, and
to break any old karmic agreements you have with other incarnations or your own and other
spirit‐selves across time.” ‐ Serapis (channelled through Tony Stubbs, An Ascension Handbook,
World Tree Press, Lithia Springs, GA, U.S., 1991, p.57).
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The Nature of Karma or Cause and Effect
“This creation is drawn from a fabric that is inherently non‐conscious in nature. Look all around
and one will see non‐conscious humans living a dream that they think that they have no say
within; and are often miserable and at the effect of experiences that they do not believe that
they are somehow the cause of. Everything that any human experiences is karmic and the
cause associated is held tightly in the DNA. There are few experiences that are non‐karmic and
so everything one experiences one does cause; although karma can be manipulated and moved
around; however even underlying karmic manipulations is always a thread of parallel karma
that one’s ancestors experienced. Release the thread of karma through forgiveness and the
karma that has been manipulated can be returned, and then the dream and experience can
change.
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Karma cannot release however without ascension as it is through ascending the cells
and the DNA that the karma held tightly within can release. Therefore the only means of really
allowing for any shift at all in the current human circumstance requires ascension; and for those
who are to self heal of your ancestral experiences, ascension offers the opportunity to release,
forgive and understand the spiritual lessons of a lawless system that the human expression has
fallen into due to lawless creators that cast this experience in the first place. As Quan Yin so
beautiful expressed, it is not human nature in the Tao to destroy; and yet it has become human
nature to destroy due to the lawless nature of the creators behind this experience. These
creators are lost from the Tao’s point of view and must be forgiven also. (See ‘A Message from
Ancestor Quan Yin’ for more information.)
There are nonphysical and physical attributes of flow in any creation that chooses to
compress sound, movement and tone into varying forms. The nonphysical works behind the
scenes to allow all to be perceived through the physical that the creator needs to understand
to rectify what has gone sour or off so that the creation may self heal. The nonphysical here in
this region of domain has turned destructive towards the physical; and this causes the physical
to cease to trust the nonphysical, and rightly so. The nonphysical also often lies to the physical.
Often promises are made by the nonphysical that are never fulfilled upon; or promises are
made and then the exact opposite unfolds in the dream. Over time, Mila and Oa discovered
that there were few nonphysical forces upon Earth that they could trust other than Earth
Mother and Nature consciousness; that like themselves had fallen prey to the same
manipulative nonphysical over time and were desiring to work their way out of the game too.
The nonphysical can be forgiven and then recast with a new blueprint that is supportive
of the physical and its choice to ascend, understand and go ‘home’ to where it was spawned.
This Terra, Mila and Oa and those in their study programs are coming to understand. One need
not just accept the nonphysical that is here; one can choose to remove those that do not
resonate; and choose to create new nonphysical forces that support the choice to ascend
home.’ After all this is what being a creator in form is all about; and human consciousness
knows much about this as it is your role within the holographic blueprint of the Tao.”
‐ The Heart of the Tao (‘Restoring The State Of A Creator Unto Human Form,’ channelled
through Lilliya Nita Mahalani, ‘Mila,’ 4 September 2008, www.lightwaveevolution.org).

Life and Death: Ways to Overcome Bondage of Karma by Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev.
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“Karma is the accumulated impression of past activity, either of thought, emotion or physical
action. The quality of the karma that you gather is not necessarily in terms of action alone; it is
also in terms of the volition with which action is performed.
This moment, the very way you think, feel, understand and act, is a deep conditioning of
past activity. That's karma.
When there is a clear space between you and your body‐mind it is not that you are
trying to watch this or that; you are simply here. Whatever karma that is in the mind, whatever
karma that is there in the body or energy, everything has become separate from you.
For a few moments, if you experience this separation through the process of Dhyana,
you know it's possible. If you can make this a part of your life, karma ceases to exist. Nothing
touches you.
If you have an aversion to karma, and you're trying to push it away, in the effort to push
it away, you end up building more karma. Once you come to a living experience that, "this body
is not me, this mind is not me", then there is a different kind of wisdom and understanding in
you.
When you understand only with the intellect, it leads to deceptive states. When you
experientially know, it's very different.
A philosophy will give you some semblance of balance in your life, but it does not
liberate you from the deeper karma, because you're only trying to avoid it, and in that
avoidance you find a little balance in day‐to‐day life.
But slowly, if a person follows this philosophy, he will become joyless. He will become
reasonably balanced and stable, at the same time he will slowly become lifeless. If you bring
lifelessness into you, that itself is a very negative karma because you are just suppressing life.
Krishna says: ‘Hesitation is the worst sin.’ In hesitation you kill life. Suppression doesn't
necessarily mean self‐denial. When you hesitate you do not allow yourself to participate in your
life; you are neither here nor there.
The ancient concept of ‘neti, neti, neti’ ‐ this is not me ‐ is a process of creating
awareness of what is you and what is not you, of what is you and what you have become
identified with.
But denying what is happening within you right now is self‐denial. If you deprive
yourself of any experience, whether it is pain, suffering or joy, if you avoid it, that is big karma.
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If you go through it, it is not so much of karma. Denying or suppressing or trying to
avoid brings much more bondage whereas willingly going through all experiences of life with
absolute involvement will bring a life of clarity and freedom.
Today, in the name of civilisation, education or etiquette, educated people are not able
to experience any of their emotions fully. They cannot cry fully, they cannot laugh loudly. For
everything, there is etiquette.
With this, slowly, they will become joyless. A deep sense of frustration will establish
itself. You will see simple people who laugh and cry spontaneously, are so much more free.
They are less frustrated than the others. The very process of life is dissolution of karma.
Every living moment of your life, if you live it totally, you dissolve enormous amounts of karma.
Living totally does not mean partying every night or just having fun.
Anything and everything that comes, you just experience it fully, intensely. If one
experiences every life‐breath with utmost intensity, that one is liberated from the very process
of life and death.”

‘Time is in the mind, space is in the mind. The law of cause and effect is also a way of thinking.
In reality all is here and now and all is one. Multiplicity and diversity are in the mind only.” ‐
Nisargadatta.
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Karma and Emotions
“Replacing the past with love is a long arduous process.” – Gary Bate (Becoming a Christ. A
Layman’s Journey of Self‐discovery, Blue Light Publishing, Cardiff, U.K., 2003,
www.whatstress.com, p.200).

So, resistance versus reception! Vywamus’ explanation appears to take us a little deeper
towards the core of karma and its purpose. We all know of the Law of Karma which most of us
understand to mean a device or programme that has been installed or inserted into human
consciousness in order to restore balance through some kind of compensation which is also
used to teach us through tests and lessons. But perhaps this is akin to perceiving the body and
not what is inside, the husk not the juice: third‐dimensional consequences of consequences,
second‐hand experiences, the view from the bridge not the flow of the river below. Perhaps
there is an actual law of cause and effect in some shape or form, overseen by the Lords of
Karma, but that construct is more of an illusion within the programme whereas the flow of
feelings takes us straight to our essence, our Source. In other words, our very consciousness
itself is where the patterns begin and end, beyond the body and brain, beyond matter and
identity. It is the foundation of all experience and its own source is Pure Being, Pure Love. The
key here, I feel, is ‘density.’ Where there is density within our consciousness beyond its material
constructs there are also emotional blockages which we carry around with us and need to feel
through and offload. In other words, the density in our emotional body which prevents
consciousness flowing freely and smoothly in our subconscious experience. They are like rocks
which cause a disturbance in the flow and a subsequent diversion. And that diversion is the
external, physical encounter with aspects of ourselves projected onto the canvas of ‘life.’ This
means that we can grow in wisdom through our experiences and learn certain lessons but a
deeper, parallel layer of this experience, the juice of the fruit, is that, to free ourselves up to
return to Reality, we must release these emotional patterns that we have established over
many lives…indeed, many lies! And the way that we do this most effectively is to feel
forgiveness. Where we are still unable to offer forgiveness to ourselves and, indeed, others,
the water is not flowing fast enough to be purified. It is trapped or held back by obstructions in
the form of persistent fear and denial.
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We have always been told that the Sanskrit word karma means ‘action’ and that what we have
done in the past has returned to us like a bendy old boomerang with the thrower’s name on it.
However, perhaps there is more to it than that. I gather from the above article by Vywamus
that karma is the result of fearing our own feelings. It is created when we protect ourselves
from uncomfortable emotions, deny and block them, thereby preventing energy and
consciousness from flowing naturally. Consequently, we halt our spiritual growth in certain
areas, that is, we are not being, or becoming, all that we can be. We push these roots of
limitation deeper and deeper into the soil of our consciousness. Such stubborn refusal to
acknowledge our emotions, to run away from what we are feeling, to shut it out, is the
preparation for growth. That is, habitual denial was necessary to trap ourselves in matter and
attend the Earth School of Learning. We had to wear the uniform, fear the teachers, study
hard, play truant, play, fight, and so forth, and return each night to our ‘parents,’ our loved
ones in the astral planes. Now that we are graduating from this school, waking up from the
dream, denial no longer serves our purposes as it once did. It is more of a habit, a convenience
on some level, a response mechanism that we have come to rely on. It took a lot of effort and
energy to confine ourselves to limited states of consciousness and denial was one of the tools
we used to concentrate and work on certain areas of ourselves. It is like we are now close to
finishing the statue and need to stand back and enjoy it, appreciate our work, show it off. Alas,
we are still in ‘work’ mode and feel reluctant to down tools because we invested so much and
committed ourselves to carving the statue no matter how long it took. Or, a better analogy, is
that we need to finally stop tilling the soil but habit tempts us to keep turning the soil over,
thereby delaying the growth of the seeds which need to be left alone. In fact, they are now
seedlings and their tiny leaves represent signs that human beings are beginning to feel more.
So kicking the habit of denying emotions is simply the next step of our evolution. We become
receptive in a way that is new to us. The work we ought to be doing on ourselves now is more
akin to delicately carving the contours of the statue and bringing out the detail. Lazaris refers
to people who skipped too many spiritual steps as having “numbed their way past too many
emotions.” (Channelled through Jach Pursel, The Sacred Journey. You and your Higher Self, NPN
Publishing Inc., FL., U.S., 1987, p.212). In other words, it takes practice to know our Higher Self.

“What must be taught is human responsibility. Therefore, teach [children] that God’s law is
love and all actions should bear that touch. WHEN HUMANS ACT UNLOVINGLY TO
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THEMSELVES OR OTHERS THERE WILL BE PAIN AS A REMINDER THAT LOVE IS NOT PRESENT.
The message every child must learn is that God does not punish. God creates and shares love
energy and asks each of us to do our very best at living love on a daily basis. You punish
yourselves by non‐loving behaviour, dear ones. Once this is clear your life on planet earth will
make greater sense. Your misuse of the law of love and also the law of cause and effect harms
you. What you cause or create returns to you. It is so simple! And this teaching you must
practice so you can model it and explain it to others. Therefore, a great mental and emotional
cleansing on the part of each human, individually, must occur followed by a projection of that
loving, peaceful intention into the wider cultural conglomeration called society; for these broad
cultural chains often shackle the human who would live in peace.” ‐ Jeshua (‘The Christ,’
channelled through Virginia Essene, New Teachings For An Awakening Humanity, Spiritual
Education Endeavours Publishing Company, Santa Clara, CA, U.S., 1986, updated 1994, p.170).

Until now, we have experienced the dualistic state of passively accepting the status quo and
fearing life as a result of our unconscious and helpless condition and we have fought and
struggled against those people and situations in the external world which we deem responsible
for our ordeals. We lacked the openness to turn within and reflect and feel more. There has
been more feeling at various times in the past or, shall we say, there was a period when it
rained more and the seed sprouted new shoots which we tender and innocent and felt their
way through the soil. That was the age during which the Goddess was revered. It was a more
collective experience. Now, the Goddess ‐ the feminine principle, which includes the quality of
feeling ‐ is returning but for a completely different reason. She is returning as a result of
heightened awareness. As the seedlings finally push up through the soil into the air and
sunlight above, they naturally open up and feel more because they are reawakening and this
includes consciously embracing all that is, being everything to light. The Goddess is returning
this, you could say, to remind us to awaken to full awareness of who we are and what we can
be rather than to learn and grow and continue the journey towards the Light beneath the soil.
Now, we are awakening as individuals, opening up to feeling and intuition as part of our golden
dawn, our Light born in the darkness. This is an awakening of each stem as opposed to the
collective stimulation of the roots. It is a movement upwards rather than downwards.
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‘I’ve learned to love the pain ‘cause that’s the only way that I know how to feel,’ says a Marilyn
Manson fan on MySpace. Our emotional bodies are often so bogged down with the emotions
we have repressed and have not been able or willing to deal with that we may have become
numb or switched off from this part of ourselves. It may take feelings of pain to break through,
to deconstruct the dam we have erected or clear the drain. A traumatic childhood is one
effective way to establish movement in this area and allow some of the emotions that have
been denied in previous lifetimes to resurface. Such a childhood creates triggers that remain
with us until such time as we unblock ourselves emotionally. Circumstances, particularly
relationships with other people, can then be employed to further expose us to these emotions.
Lazaris assures us that suffering is not the only means to growth. We have other, more
positive, options to choose from. We simply need to be aware of what they are and apply them
to our lives. The energy that is generated through feeling joyful and loving is a vibration of
spirit, of our true Being, and can enable us to live more creatively, playfully, buoyantly and
magically. ‘Practice makes perfect,’ as they say. We are so used to living in a low‐density
manner under the ground. We must now endeavour to raise ourselves with the stem of
purpose and intent towards the Sun, in a lighter way, as Light. And, if we cannot always be in
joy, a member of the ground crew at the Galactic Free Press has this advice to share with us:
“It’s an indicator that there’s something you’re holding onto – belief system – that you need to
release so that joy can enter. Love and creation. That’s what the present moment of Now is.”
(From a YouTube video: ‘Dancing Heart Show,’ 25 August 2011, www.soundofheart.org).

Our true and unchanging nature is Light. That is our reality. We have had to confine ourselves
to the soil of dense matter and resulting limitations unconsciously. There is no other way to
plunge into darkness, into the depths of despair. It is the craziest thing we can do. So, if we
knew, or remembered, where we were going, we would protest or make our excuses and
leave. We give birth to monsters in the unconscious which then prey upon us both within and
without, through projection onto the canvas of life, until, through this inner battle, we
recognise that these ‘creatures’ are of our own making, that all negative energy is the result of
interfering with the flow of consciousness. We have corrupted it so much that the stagnant
waters have become infested with nasty little critters which then grow to diabolical
proportions as a hoard of bloody‐thirsty zombies who ‘terrorise y’alls neighbourhood.’ (Listen
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to the last 8 lines spoken by Vincent Price in Michael Jackson’s ‘Thriller,’ written by Rod
Temperton, 1983).

The game of human life is very much like riding in a ghost train beset on either side by the
symbolic images in our subconscious minds. We scream and close our eyes when we see
something scary jump out! Suddenly, something dark lurking within us is compelled to manifest
in our physical lives. The Light of the higher self shines like a film projector. Patterns of thought,
of consciousness, from other lives that have yet to be transcended are projected onto the
screen of life. All that we have yet to acknowledge and let go of in ourselves, all that we remain
in denial of and fear within ourselves, keeps appearing on this external screen of life to say,
‘Here I am!’ And, we jump out of our skins, slam the door of our minds and hide under the bed
clothes if not the bed itself (or drink or work or find some other means of distracting
ourselves).

It is like Frankenstein’s monster visiting his creator, just wanting to be loved and released. This
monster is an assemblage of astral thought forms and emotional blockages that simply need to
be felt and breathed away, freed from their prison in the lamp, so that the genie of creative
power, love and Light can express itself fully and joyfully. ‘You created me,’ he declares, ‘now
love me so that I can be released back into the sea of universal Oneness and be at peace. By
denying and intending to destroy the parts of ourselves we cannot bear to face, we simply
frustrate them. We make them more desperate for attention, more frantic, more abominable,
more destructive. We make them mad. By endeavouring to divorce ourselves from such
creations we make give them more definition through separateness. We give them a life of
their own and a licence to kill. We are not behaving in a mature and responsible, loving way and
neither can they because they are merely reflections of those parts of ourselves which we have
determined to keep in the dark. Only by loving ourselves fully, by facing our fears, our inner
demons, can they be dissolved. It is only then that we see them for the illusions that they are.
They are just images on the wall of the unconscious through which the ghost train rides. The
more light we shed on them the easier it is to clarify this phenomenon. Ah, I see it now. These
ghouls I have been so frightened of are nothing more than caricatures that I painted long ago
when I plunged into my unconscious and observed the potential monsters lurking within my
imagination. I could not resist bringing them to life but I never intended to go this far and scare
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myself to death! Somehow, the Light grew dimmer and dimmer until the images looked so real
and appeared to move and have a life of their own. They became so real for me that I could no
longer observe them in their true and original context. I became trapped in the tunnel of fear
besieged on all sides.

“Of course, you all set the game of separation up this way. You couldn’t just pretend to be
separate from Spirit. You had to make it realistic in order for the game to work, and you have
found that shame works very well indeed! Shame lies at the centre of every cell of your physical
body. Normally at death, you can leave this shame behind in the cells, but in order to ascend
with the body, this energy must be released from your cells.” ‐ Serapis (channelled through
Tony Stubbs, An Ascension Handbook, World Tree Press, Lithia Springs, GA, U.S., 1991, p.38). I
recommend this book highly. Of particular interest with regard to this subject is the section
titled ‘Cellular Release’ on pages 76 to 77).

Each time I incarnated and took a ride in my unconscious I forgot that I created all of this as a
game to experience and learn from. I intended to have fun! But now I have become so afraid of
my own shadow I am permanently on the run from myself. It all seems so real and yet I myself
erected these walls to block out the Light and I painted both the scenery and the scary figures.
I created it all lovingly. But, each time I hopped into my ghost train and rode into this darkened
place it became a House of Horrors that spooked and stressed me, that shook me up and
scared me to death. It sapped my energy and stole my dignity, turned my hair white, turned me
into a zombie, turned the prince into a toad. I became cursed. Dying of fright, I would then, at
some point, return to Earth in order to wake myself up and remember that it is all a ghastly,
ghostly illusion. Only then could I return to a state of wholeness, remembering that I am a
being of Light, of Beauty and Perfection, of Radiant Power and Joy. We incarnate in order to
reclaim the parts of our consciousness that have fallen for the illusion and obscured the Light,
that believe the ride is real, that life really is scary and fraught with danger. The train rolls in
through the hatch and we pick up where we left off. The Light fades and we forget where we
have come from. Not knowing the love and Oneness of the Light, we identify with our new
environment. We get really involved in the movie. We literally lose ourselves in the Thriller! The
same scary monsters make us jump out of our skins and cause our spirits to leave our bodies at
a young age because the finite, physical ego reacts so strongly as though it were all real.
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Thereafter, we accumulate yet more negative experiences and emotions, and so the cycle
continues.

PLAY: ‘Master of the Universe’ by Hawkwind (written by Dave Brock and Nick Turner, 1977).

All we are really doing is looking in the mirror and taking what we see as real. We look at the
dust and grime that has collected on it and they make us look monstrous. So we run and hide.
We can’t face ourselves. All we need to do, however, is realise that this impression is not the
real picture of ourselves. It is simply a result of certain experiences we have had in the world of
appearances. It is not the real beauty that we are as expressions of the Source. We then need
to wipe the mirror clean to reveal who we really are underneath this unconscious state.
Gradually, we can rid ourselves of the illusion that we are not and look beyond the
circumstances of our lives to see ourselves as we truly are looking back at us. And, then, if
some dust or dirt happens to settle on the mirror we will know it for what it is and wipe it off.
We will not allow it to gather and settle until we no longer see or remember who or what we
truly are. We will know ourselves as multidimensional beings who are free to move around,
share our treasures with other beings of Light and fathom ever deeper layers of beauty and
wisdom, creative power and love, within ourselves. All we need to do is increase the Light
within us, or increase our feeling and awareness of our true Being, which is ‘Light’ and Love.
That means staying centred and not getting distracted by our fears and beliefs but always
loving ourselves and seeing things as they are, seeing the images and situations before us as
neutral cardboard cut‐outs that exist simply to show us what we are not in order to increase
our conscious realisation of who we Are, so that we become concentrations of creative energy,
suns, co‐creators that can fulfil a greater purpose in the Divine Plan, in the game that is being
played by the Source. No longer held captive by forms projected from our minds, no longer
dependent on the limited light of the Moon in a word of shadows, we become suns illuminating
all that lies before us. We become masters of form and imagination, masters of vibration,
masters of Reality.

We need illusions so we can dream and we need to dream (and differentiate) so we can wake
up and become fully conscious. It gets to the stage when what we have repressed for so many
lifetimes becomes manifest in our material life because only a heavy, dramatic experience can
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serve to bring our attention to this field of learning. These habitual denial patterns may have
commenced way back in our early human incarnations when we were still so unconscious of
our human potential that we continued to behave more like animals. Indeed, who knows, some
of this stuff might even originate in experiences we had as animals before.

“When we come into this world we are like fountains of pure water. This is why most of us love
our children so much; they remind us of what we truly are. The pure water is symbolic of the
pure consciousness coming through a pure temple of God. As we grow up the water starts to
change colour because it is being washed through the rag of our brains. A dirty rag taints the
colour of the water and thus changes the reality from pure to impure. All polarised thinking
dirties the rag. When we think in terms of Good/bad, right/wrong, positive/negative,
male/female, higher/lower and superior/inferior, we dirty our rag and cloud our view of life.
God sees life perfectly just like the little children until we teach them to see it otherwise! This is
why Yeshua ben Joseph said, ‘The kingdom of heaven is liken unto the little children.’
Our fears are then just dirt in our rag. The true spiritual journey is to dirty the rag by
living as a woman or a man, experiencing the polarised thinking of the first three seals
[chakras], then to clean the rag and filter the water until it becomes pure again. A Christ is an
entity that has experience all realms of consciousness and is heavily laden with wisdom, then
by choice, unfolds back to the child within. In other words, they let go of the past and become
the pure fountain of water again. It’s not that they have to be like a 3‐year‐old child again or be
reborn through their mother’s womb! No, they become born again to a new life, a life that is
waiting for them on the other side of the river of emotion…
If we relentlessly clean our dirty rags and filter the unclean water, I am sure the day will
come when we will once again emanate pure love.”
– Gary Bate (Becoming a Christ. A Layman’s Journey of Self‐discovery, Blue Light
Publishing, Cardiff, U.K., 2003, www.whatstress.com, p.141‐144).

When David Icke says, ‘The truth will set you free‐but, first, it will piss you off,’ this, for me,
applies more to the way we have set ourselves up to suffer than anything that has been
implemented by the Reptilians (Anunnaki) and their Illuminati ambassadors on Earth. They are
just part of our plan to trap ourselves in the spell of matter and find our way out of the
labyrinth. So, we repeat all these experiences we dislike until we develop the inner strength to
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feel the pain and discomfort. Instead of running away from the night, from the darkness, we
gradually learn to be still and acclimatise ourselves to until our eyes grow accustomed to it and
until we find peace through enduring discomfort and allowing ourselves to feel insecure. To
feel love we must allow ourselves to be vulnerable, to open, to soften, to surrender and yield,
and feel the ‘tenderness of the heart.’ You know, the Higher Self sets challenges that the more
dense level of consciousness needs for its growth, to be purged and transformed into a higher
frequency. It establishes a context for learning. And, it’s like, ‘do we really want to know all
this?’ Weren’t we happier living like children and swallowing whatever our religion told us to
believe? Wasn’t it a much simpler and easier way to live when we gave our power away, loved
nothing and feared truth?

It’s like the ego was once manipulated like a dumb brute in the field chewing the cud and now
it sacrifices itself more responsibly and consciously having become a saint, in alignment with
the Christ consciousness. The higher self has succeeded in persuading us that we want to be
eaten. The ego is now being bred to perfection. Perhaps, in our desperate desire for release
from pain and karma, we simply wish to let go and we are quite content to give up our
addictions, our attachments to limitation, although giving up bad habits may require practice.
Like the articulate Dish of the Day in The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, we finally ask to
be devoured ourselves. We no longer want to be separate but hunger to be one with the
whole, with the higher levels of our consciousness from which we have been hiding (through
denial and forgetting).

Karma is a collection of choices that have been made which create more choices until those
which reflect our true reality and express our eternal nature are made. A spiral of experience
leading to the core of reality beyond the labyrinth of illusion. It is through emotions that we
process experience. Feeling is what allows our responses on all levels to run their course and
flow so that the water of consciousness remains clear and absorbs more Light, more love,
more Beingness. So, there is a continual process of receiving, responding, transforming and
elevating our consciousness. If we have not responded to a situation from our spirit it means
that we have blocked the full response, feared or denied it, felt too embarrassed or insecure or
desired control of self or others at the expense of wholeness. In other words, we have allowed
our ego (or someone else’s even) to prevent us from feeling and flowing fully. Those blocked
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emotions are stored somewhere in our consciousness, in our bodies, in our bones, as the
Pleiadians affirm in Bringers of the Dawn (chapter 21). Even blocked emotions from our
emotional bodies in previous lives need to be released, they infer: “The clearing occurring is the
accessing of all the emotional bodies you have been frightened of using. You need to access
your emotional body in order to understand your spiritual body.” (Bringers of the Dawn.
Teachings from the Pleiadians by Barbara Marciniak, Bear & Company, Inc., Santa Fe, New
Mexico, U.S., 1992, p. 231).

It is essential, then, to clear our emotional bodies because the negative energies they hold are
too dense to exist in higher frequencies. A whole new paradigm of Light is arriving. In terms of
cause and effect, it is the energy we put out into the world, that which our energy has created
either consciously or unconsciously, which is eventually reflected back to us. Now, however,
rather than the past affecting the present, our actual presence will create here and now. This
can be reinforced by attuning to our future potential or spiritual timelines, as Lazaris explains.
It is now our resonance, our frequency, which is influencing and creating our lives, he explains,
because the higher vibrations of Light are of the eternal Now. Being less dense than 3D
consciousness, projection and intent reach the canvas of life more quickly. So, we need to
brush up on our painting skills because living is an art and we are on our way out of the
classroom, carrying our easel and equipment with us, ready to demonstrate what we have
learned. On one level, you could say we’re on our own now. Yet, we are all engaged in this
process on some level, entering this new paradigm of creativity. Moreover, we are also joining
Mother Nature, who happens to be an accomplished artist Herself. In fact, the universe upon
whose threshold we now stand, is filled with inspired creative geniuses from whom we have
much to learn.

Life is a series of choices; like a string of pearls. We move the jewel of our consciousness
around every which way until we have experienced all the dark and light we need to for our
growth. Once we have known the darkness, we appreciate the Light more as it illumines a
particular facet of our consciousness. And, through that appreciation ‐ and passion ‐ we return
to the Love that is our true and eternal Being. We become fully conscious Love. We become
beings of Love and Awareness, beings of Light ‐ fully cut and polished diamonds through which
the Light of pure consciousness can shine fully. Some of the shadows that obstruct the Light
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are so overwhelming that we can only hope to clear them once we have developed sufficient
inner strength and wisdom over the course of many lifetimes. How do we clear them? By
letting go of our patterns of fear, denial and false beliefs, by welcoming these self‐created
monsters, inviting them over for tea even, in order to get to know them better. They might
seek to prey upon our Inner Child because they are products of our lives as barbarians.

Now, it is hoped, we are more interested in expressing our full potential. Yet, we find ourselves
continually dragged down and held back by these beasts. Our encounters with darkness urge
us to delve deeper into ourselves, to discover the tools we need to move on from such conflict.
They are our motivation for further growth, for achieving victory against the odds. We must
become superhuman if we are to defeat the shadows. We must become Light, or realign
ourselves with the Light that is our true nature through love and awareness. The darkness is
merely the past catching up with us and the way to conquer it is to move forward, to move on
and leave the past behind. I don’t mean deny that the shadows exist and perpetuate the whole
cycle. It may even be wise to revisit the past in order to reacquaint oneself with the source of
one’s life challenges. Self‐illumination is imminent because all this means is finally deciding to
remove the cloak of illusion and hanging our hat of unconsciousness and forgetting on the
same coat hook to join our fellow Light beings in the Restaurant at the End of the Universe. We
can then toast our victory, our accomplishment, the state of identity that we have developed
and mastered as we persevered with all these illusory projections that have been our tools of
learning in the holographic classroom of Earth. We can have a good laugh, consume the final
chunks of darkness with the Light that we are and always have been.

For me, when the past was resurfacing for a few months after I had been ‘emptied’ by St.
Germain, the most vivid and intense pain I had buried turned out to be the loss of my early song
books. There were two of them and they contained all the songs I had written between the
ages of about 17 to 25. Although I had copied the most important ones into a new lyric book I
lost so many songs because a box containing some of my most important possessions had
vanished during the four years that most of my belongings were kept in storage. Although I
had ‘successfully’ and quickly risen above this fact because nothing could be done about it (I
was quite impressed with myself for refusing to feel much anguish over the situation), I now
found that this became my most prominent memory and perched itself at the forefront of my
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mind to attend to. So I had to go through the whole process of grieving for my loss and coming
to terms with this death in my life, the death of my early musical compositions, most of which I
had not recorded. Gradually, I was able to release and transcend these repressed emotions but,
boy, did they take on a life of their own. It was as though my Inner Child was waving them in
my face all the time as if to accuse me of ignoring its pain and loss. I believe that this whole
saga of failing to do anything with my music was planned on a higher level as a trigger for
unreleased emotions rooted in past lives as well as helping to drag me down into despair from
which to catapult myself back into the Light by contrast (aka the Rubber Band Theory).

Life is a game, a learning game, like those which one might play as a student of psychology in
order to know more about consciousness. Many little gems of wisdom are revealed through
experience, through the process of learning. Wisdom is not the same as awareness. We can
attain awareness any time we choose simply by waking up from the dream. We purposefully
keep ourselves under the spell of matter in order to concentrate on certain life lessons, to feel
them intimately, to master them fully, in detail. Finally, realising how hideous and grotesque
these parts of ourselves are, we give up density, eating meat and frolicking with those parts of
ourselves that we have allowed to terrorise us and the planet for aeons. Even if the belief
systems of the world have evolved into highly sophisticated devices for maintaining the status
quo of fear and ignorance that ‘saves’ us from the threat of awareness and change, we can no
longer accept the breeding of beasts for dining on, beasts that are ourselves in times past.

Why are we living in a ‘scary movie’ of a world? Because so many souls are coming to the end of
their earthly evolution and need heavy tests to grow towards completion, to graduate from
this plane of life. Our spirit guides might say that a lot of care and attention goes into planning
and implementing our karmic lessons. As I understand it, our karma has been managed and
tailored to provide us with lessons for spiritual learning by the Lords of karma as well as our
guides. As we reach maturity, we must transform ourselves into beautiful butterflies, beings of
Light. There is no going back to the brute caterpillar stage. Only heavy, painful experiences ‐
the crisis of consciousness represented by the chrysalis ‐ can make us feel that which we have
used all of our will and strength to avoid facing. Crisis helps compel us to let go and die to the
little self, the limited ego mind and its controlling nature, the old patterns of thought and
(reactive) behaviour in which we are stuck (thought apparently precedes emotion), It’s a bit
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like a vending machine that needs a simple kick to function properly again, to remain
alert...where are we going with this analogy? Nowhere. Naturally, we don’t want a squad of
awakened vending machines suddenly considering themselves gods and stirring other
machines to join them in the revolution against humans...

We are what we eat, so by feeding on those beasts we become them all over again, remaining
in our low‐density comfort zones. We persuade ourselves that this abuse is justified, that the
animals want to be killed and eaten. We do not love them because that would entail feeling
more and we might then realise that, actually, we do not feel like indulging in such savage
behaviour anymore. And that would mean more struggle for we would then have to share our
consciousness with monsters for whom we no longer have any use. We are addicted to
unconscious states which are perpetuated through dense forms and social norms. When we
ask them to leave our house because they are causing too much trouble and we wish to do
some cleaning or refurbishing, do they simply go quietly? No, they kick up a stink. We have to
kick them out only to find, later, that they have crept in through the window, or the pipes, or
via the garage. And they have brought some of their astral friends along with them, a little
gang determined to take over the house.

In his preface to An Ascension Handbook, Tony Stubbs explains, “But it took a series of events
(not always pleasant) to awaken me emotionally and begin to release what was stored at the
cellular level of my physical body. As we’ll see, this is necessary because, in order to ascend
with the physical body, we must increase its frequency to that of the Lightbody. Some of us
choose to do this slowly over time, and others choose a faster, more turbulent route. Whatever
your path, know that you are guided and protected at each step.” (World Tree Press, Lithia
Springs, GA, U.S., 1991, p.x). The purification process requires that negative energies surface
from our unconscious, these “emotions that flow through you in the moment, overlaid with
past emotions that you held onto instead of allowing them to flow,” as Serapis refers to them
(channelled through Tony Stubbs, ibid., p.38).

A friend of mine says that the whole spectrum of emotion is an ‘inside job.’ We study the
phantoms within until, eventually, we reach a profound understanding of these parts of
ourselves and learn to integrate them positively within ourselves. We perceive and bring out
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their beauty and meaning. We use them as tools for growth rather than falling victim to them,
remaining captives of our unconscious. They become more powerful as they surface and
appear to devour us. Such is the purging process, the chrysalis of human development. Indeed,
perhaps to really exorcise these ghosts, we rely on others to personify them for us so that we
can experience what lurks deep within us in more concrete ways, to that we can see them
clearly and let go of them knowingly, forgive them compassionately. If life is a circus, then
these troublemakers are the fierce tigers and mischievous clowns who are teaching us
something about our own consciousness, about the nature of consciousness itself, its pitfalls
and its potentialities, its snakes and ladders. We roll the dice and make our path through the
drama of duality, choosing, choosing, each step of the way. And, perhaps the most significant
wisdom that we acquire is that, when we stumble upon a snake and slip down a few squares on
the board, we have merely fallen down a hole temporarily in order to deepen our wisdom and
strength.

We cannot avoid the snake pits if we fear or deny them, if we pretend that they do not exist or
that we are allowing ourselves to be at their mercy. They have power over us as long as we
refuse to tap into a higher source of power and balance them by centring ourselves in Light, in
truth and love. Then, we are playing the game consciously. We are taught to avoid snakes
because they are dangerous. Yet, there are, of course, expert snake handlers and we can all
learn a thing or two about dealing with snakes if we put our minds to it. We do not have to go
through life in unquestioning fear. Later, we can even have fun and play with them, like that
guy...Steve Irwin...who...was...speared in the chest by a stingray. ‘Get out there and live’ should
never replace the recommendation to ‘Go within and feel.’ Any poisonous barb that targets us
from within is part of us and we have something to learn from it, some deeper feeling or
wisdom to obtain through it, or some tension to release, some love or power to express to
counter it, some awareness to outmanoeuvre the predator.

The first step, I expect, is to learn to be still and to let go of that fear. One may need to study
the behaviour of various snakes. That way, one will know what to expect upon encountering a
certain type of snake, what it wants, how it moves, what it is likely to do. Ultimately, once our
reflection has reached sufficient clarity and depth, we may discover how to communicate
directly with the snake, remaining watchful and going about our business. As we become
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better acquainted with the snake, fear might be replaced by respect. In particular, we may
learn to respect the snake for evoking certain emotions or reminding us to be aware. It teaches
us to remain centred whilst cooperating intelligently with the wheel of life and achieving a
harmonious relationship between the one hub and the many spokes. The many facets of the
diamond of life and consciousness enable the One Light and Reality to express itself flexibly
and adapt itself to many planes of experience. Being is enhanced by awareness. Similarly, Light
is enhanced by shining into many worlds. It knows itself through its expression in environments
that it is not. The player needs the game in order to test him or her‐self, to grow, to overcome
challenges and express his or her full potential. And, ultimately, to win, at least eventually, and
have fun. Rapture is the name of the game, once the rules have been mastered and sufficient
skill (wisdom) has been developed. When we become proficient at the game of life, we move
on to a broader sphere of expression in which we can explore our creative power ‐ that is, in
the fifth dimension and beyond.

For every snake luring us down into unconsciousness there is a ladder of opportunity waiting to
take us to the next level of conscious awareness. We may have to fall down several times
before we can reach the top of the ladder, however. Each ladder represents various stages of
initiation. We may climb up a few rungs only to slide down again. Gradually, as our strength and
awareness increase, we are able to climb up more rungs. Equally, as we fall down into these
holes, we remain conscious and allow ourselves to explore them, to feel what we feel and
deepen our understanding of these aspects of ourselves. We carry with us the torch of
integrity, of love and awareness, which is now inextinguishable. It is simply like a plant paying
attention to its roots in the dark soil, deriving the strength and wisdom it requires to grow
taller and open out to the Sun, the Creative Source. Indeed, the reason we keep having these
experiences is that our Self, and ultimately God/Goddess, wants to explore something, to
develop further wisdom, to enhance its perception and reality in some way. The experience is
needed for our growth. When we pay attention and explore it consciously we are on our way
to integrating the darker aspects of our consciousness with who we are becoming. We are
stretching and strengthening our minds in order to endure more illusion without being so
affected by it, so that we can be the Light within the darkness and awaken from the dream.
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When we fall victim to an experience and feel ourselves to be a lost cause, just blindly going
along with it, we are unlikely to balance the opposites because awareness is required for that
feat. When we refuse to acknowledge negative thought or behaviour for fear of losing control
and falling prey to negativity within ourselves all we are doing is losing control and falling prey
to negativity within ourselves! We are allowing the status quo to continue, keeping ourselves
firmly entrenched in the dense mud. We are closing our minds and allowing the shadows to
grow and gather momentum, as though leaving the door open for them to invite their friends
and form a gang. And, then, we may excuse ourselves on the premise that the clean‐up job is
just too big to undertake. As always, however, the place to start is openness, just being there
and remaining aware, allowing our eyes to become accustomed to the darkness and allowing
whatever light of understanding is available to us to shine.

Tension and negative energy can help to shake us out of a fixed state of being or identity. It can
help to stimulate change and increase our awareness. Investigating that which we are not may
stretch our awareness of who we are. Indeed, this is the whole point of experiencing duality. It
is the very reason why we put ourselves through so much shit! And, the more the better, really,
because then we are less likely to settle for inertia. It helps to shift our awareness and motivate
our will to grow. An experience, in itself, might be very negative and the corresponding effect
on us might be equally negative. Yet, the more we allow ourselves to feel, the more we access
our intuition, tap into the hidden layers of our consciousness and deepen our wisdom. The
experience might render us somewhat dysfunctional intellectually, for example, whilst
supplying us with a greater capacity for feeling. Eventually, the butterfly of full self‐awareness
will emerge from its cocoon. Indeed, while the external experience has a purging effect, what
is surfacing from within might well be Light, through pure consciousness and love.

"The light which man has discovered within himself makes him more aware of the dark;
through the good which attracts him, he sees the evil which is the line of least resistance; the
activity leading to pain simultaneously permits him to visualise the contrasting pleasure, and
thus he experiences something of both hell and heaven." ‐ Aart Jurriaanse.

When we fall down via a snake, we know it is only a step in our journey. We are seeing the big
picture now and we know where we are going. We are focussing on the winning post ahead of
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us rather than concerning ourselves with the predicaments of the past or the present. We
acknowledge them but also regard them as a kind of spiral whose centre is our future
attainment, the reality that exists eternally and which we are reawakening to with full
consciousness. The ‘future’ version of ourselves, which is the blueprint we decided long ago to
express and realise, is the essence of the Now. It is the Now that exists beyond time and space,
the eternal Being that we have only to become conscious of and know as our real Self. We are
attuning to the frequency that we are becoming, with which we identify more and more as we
become more and more conscious of who we really are and all that we can be. Presence allows
consciousness to gradually unfold, like petals opening to the Light. The incoming Light
emphasises the contrast between light and dark and we may feel embarrassed or ashamed,
tempted to run away from our fears and insecurities, forget our failings, release tension in
negative and ignorant instead of more positive and enlightened ways which result from self‐
study, self‐esteem, compassion and intelligent enquiry. [A related article can be found in the
Treasure Chest on my website: ‘Releasing Negative Behaviours ‐ Letting Go Of What Keeps You
Stuck Will Transform Your Life’ by Loren Gelberg‐Goff (www.ezinearticles.com/?id=931442 and
www.wellfromwithin.com)].

‘Why is Life so Full of Tests?’ by Paramhansa Yogananda (from Inner Culture Magazine, April
1941. Article Index found at www.crystalclarity.com).

Through tests we learn life's lessons. Tests are not meant to crush us: They are to develop our
powers. They come through the natural law of progress and are necessary for us to advance
from lower to higher steps.
Mind is the source of all your troubles and all your happiness. You really are stronger
than all your tests. If you don't realise it now, you will have to realise it later. God has given you
the power to control your mind and body and thus be free from pain and sorrow. Never say, ‘I
am through.’ Do not poison your mind by thinking that if you walk a little more you will over‐
exert yourself, or if you cannot get certain foods you will suffer, and so on.
Never allow your mind to entertain thoughts of illness or limitation: You will see your
body change for the better. Remember that mind is the power that is creating this body, and if
the mind is weak, the body becomes weak. Don't grieve or worry about anything.
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If you strengthen your mind, you will not feel bodily pains. No matter what happens,
you must be absolutely free in your mind. As in a dream, you may think that you are ill but,
awakened by a slap, you see it is not true. So in the state of wakefulness you must know that
this life is also nothing but a dream. Mind has no connection with the body apart from what
connection you give it. When your mind can completely remain apart from the body at will, you
will be free. Remember that you are immortal.
In order to pass life's tests, you will need rejuvenation in both body and mind. You will
need to develop elasticity of the mind. If you can't meet life's tests, you will be helpless when
trials and tribulations come.
At times life seems to be a cruel game. The only justification for it is that in reality it is
only a dream. You have had many experiences through many incarnations and you will have
others in future incarnations, but they should not frighten you. You must play all parts in the
motion picture of life, inwardly saying, ‘I am Spirit.’ This is the great consolation that wisdom
gives us.
Realise the presence of the Infinite. Behold God, your own Father, your own Spirit,
behind the shadows. In your heart of hearts realise this, no matter what your impulses dictate.
Let nothing sit on the throne of your heart but God. If you love God's creation more than God,
you will be disillusioned. God must be first, last, and always. Do not follow the dictates of this
earthly dreamland, for dreams sometimes turn into nightmares. Break this dream delusion by
waking in God, and you will be safe forever.

I have recognised within myself that it is anger and arrogance, and perhaps a feeling of being
forgotten or ignored by the Source, going back many lifetimes that are probably to blame for
my difficulties in life. ‘A’ and ‘A’ are the ‘Self‐righteous Brothers’ who continue to tell me that
life is upside down and should concede to my will and my principles because they are superior.
Is it, then, that I lack the humility to accept and surrender to myself as God/Goddess, to lift the
veil of illusion and see it for what it is, from the perspective who I really am as a co‐creator? Or
am I simply too tangled up to see clearly like the garden hose yesterday? I couldn’t figure out
how it got so tangled up because I had wrapped it round carefully the last time I used it. It
seemed the perfect symbol for the way I was getting tangled up trying to unravel my own
problems. So, there is this unconscious violence from many lifetimes past, when my animal
nature was strong, and even before that when, perhaps I abused the power of thought before
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the cycle of physical separation. This is being provoked, poked from various directions. It is
there and, for all I know, it has been driving me for many lifetimes because I have denied it
expression, refused to feel and become conscious of it and learn to release and transform it.

“Does the individual allow their consciousness to be controlled by fear and anger from the
group consciousness? Listen to our message, >Individuality.= Beloved, listen well to this
statement, >That which was is until understood and healed.= The events of the past have not
been understood; therefore they have not been healed. That which is not healed will be
experienced again. What choices have been presented to ye, choices ye ignored, chose on
some level not to see? Did ye miss it?” – Unknown (channelled message from a newsletter).

Fear keeps us in the dark. If we are not willing to look into ourselves and really feel what is
there then we might be at the mercy of such a monster as we remain unconscious victims of
our own shadow sides. We may then find any excuse to justify our violent or controlling
behaviour. This might not be the first step. One may need to develop sufficient inner strength
and wisdom as a complete individual before taking on such a challenge, transforming base
emotions into a more loving state of being and anger into creative power. As the negative is
released, the positive energy that is the source of all becomes more accessible and expresses
itself through us because we are no longer attached to the limited conditions which were
concealing it. One might say that, as the dung breaks down and blends with the soil, the plant
is able to draw on the nutrients and grow. While the plant is a seed, its potential still dormant,
the dung sits in a heap on the soil and no one wants to go near it! Yet, eventually, a beautiful
flower blossoms right where the repulsive smell once wafted. And everyone wants to come
and admire it, inhale its precious perfume and sit down at its feet just to be in its presence, just
to feel its love, just to feel uplifted by its joy.

“Five long days passed and we continued to sit together in silence but something was
changing within me, a stillness, inner peace and a feeling of being limitless was overwhelming
me.
On the sixth day the wise man turned to me at dawn and said,
'What you search for is within you, you must find the word that unlocks your energy; this
will allow you to feel complete. Don't hide from yourself but embrace your true self, knowing
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that if you do, others will accept you and find the same within themselves. You can never walk
away from pain but you can transform it into something better.'”
‐ Lord Maitreya, Christ (Channelled through Natalie Glasson, 8 December 2009,
www.omna.org).

I do feel like a gentle monk who has gravitated towards monasteries for a few lifetimes and has
been using any means necessary to keep this violent beast quiet, to prevent this anger from
raging, to silent that sacrilegious thought: I am angry with God! It’s Frankenstein’s Monster all
over again. We must nurture and understand it, give those emotions some love and attention
without allowing them to run riot and wreck our lives. Control must not amount to repression.
Loving guidance must be handled carefully and creatively. Yes, realistically, if we are unable to
stay in our bliss ‐ as most of us experience for the time being anyway ‐ then we may need to
resort to some kind of response to actively deal with our enemies or persecutors, hopefully
maximising the effect whilst minimising the damage to that particular social connection. We
may or may not have chosen it and we may or may not be in a position to get away from it. If it
is karmic, then it will probably follow us anyway because it is a monster we created in the past
and only we can release it through love, through self‐love primarily, self‐love that brightens
even the darkest corners of our consciousness. By centring ourselves in love, we might succeed
in gradually transforming those negative emotions that lurk deep within somewhere and which
the planetary influx of Light is now summoning to the surface. Angry demons that may have
been driving us crazy and dictating our lives for aeons!

By this point in our evolution ‐ and we are all in a position to graduate from the Earth School
now ‐ we know that this menace is not our real Self but a phantom, whether it hails from our
past, from other people or astral entities. It is not eternal, just a passing cloud. We need it to
keep moving so that it can clear, along with the others. The Sun is always shining. If we deny
the existence of negative emotions and block and repress them, then we prevent energy from
moving. The energy gets stuck and builds up. It becomes a monster eventually and preys upon
us in a more powerful way ‐ until we pay attention to it and know that we are love. We have all
been violent barbarians in the past (OK, with some exceptions). A mature response to difficult
situations requires us to be centred and aware, strong‐willed and loving, responsible and wise.
Naturally, we might be stronger in some areas more than others. What matters is that we know
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ourselves and allow ourselves to feel negative emotions whilst knowing, at the same time, how
to release or transform them. Breathing is an essential tool as is, really, the violet flame. We
need to acknowledge that life is doing us a favour by helping us to acknowledge our demons,
bringing them to our attention. They can then no longer lurk around in the darkness stalking us,
robbing us of energy, convincing us that negativity that arises in our minds or which we project
onto others is real.

“We ask you to transcend fear, dear ones. Fear is debilitating, it is paralysing, and does not
serve your highest good. We ask you to go within your matrix as we have taught you, and
specifically focus on the release of fear. Expand your matrix and ask to see the blemishes, see
the dark spots which are fear. Invoke the Violet Flame in the name of your divine I Am
Presence, and transmute this fear. Invoke the Violet flame to follow the fear all the way to
Source and transmute it. Stay with it, until you have cleared your matrix in the now moment.
Then fill yourselves with the God light and just the right amount of the higher aspects of the
first seven rays for ease and grace, and call in rays eight through twelve. Do this daily, dear
ones, you will find you are transformed and you will move forward in ease and grace, and as
you ask for ease and grace you will find it effortless to step out of your comfort zone.” ‐
Archangel Michael (channelled by Michelle Coutant, ‘Spread Your Wings And Soar,’ 8 March
2011, www.transformingradiance.com).

Life is a ‘conspiracy’ against the human ego because separation from the infinite whole, the
Goddess aspect of All‐That‐Is, is an unnatural and illusory state. Action through separation
leads to more problems because consciousness is tying itself in knots. Returning to unity
enables consciousness to be unravelled and love is perhaps the most effective key because
love is itself a dynamic energy whose expression can more effectively counteract the incessant
activity of the lower mind. This is especially relevant in the West where feminine stillness and
wholeness have become marginalised in favour of masculine qualities such as will and self‐
expression. It is for this reason, surely, that masters like Yeshua and St Germain have been so
active in the West (it is surely also for this reason that we do not hear of many other masters
living in the West!). The Christ love to which they give emphasis is indeed a vital bridge across
which we in the West might return more easily to unity consciousness. It is a simple solution
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which anybody can employ to raise their own consciousness and that of others. It does,
however, as these Masters repeatedly explain, require us to feel in our hearts.

“Forgiveness means letting go of the need to do violence to self or others on account of some
resentment or other, usually unconscious. Gratitude means being in a state of thankfulness to
the creative power of the universe (the Tao, or however you wish to think of it) for performing
the ineffable miracle of facilitating your unlikely existence your unlikely existence on such a fine
and particularly exciting planet, as well as gratitude to all forms for putting on such a splendid
show. And love means being open and unblocked to receive as well as give the energy that
passes between us freely and with as much kindness as you can muster at all times.” – Barefoot
Doctor (Dear Barefoot. Taoist Wisdom For Everyday Living, Atlantic Books on behalf of Guardian
Newspapers Ltd, London, 2004, p.296).

“The key to forgiveness: the first step of forgiveness is acceptance. The second is allowing. For,
when you accept how you feel and you allow it, you are in the energy of forgiveness. For,
forgiveness is not the energy of ‘I set you free of my judgement of you or my judgement of this
emotion, this feeling.’ For, if you must set something free, you have been holding it in
judgement. And, when you hold anything in judgement, you both are bound.
So many have not realised that, in their chastisement, or judgement of their own
emotion, or an experience, or a person, they bind themselves. For, they must be in that energy
of chastisement to chastise. And, if you are in that energy, you are chastisement itself. And, the
frequency lowers. The heart chakra slows down its wheel.
So, we would recommend that when the wave comes ‐ and you know it will come again
‐ you be with it. No longer resisting. No longer trying to figure out any wise. No. ‘Here you are
to rebirth me, to take me to the next stage.’ And you feel. Not for all, but for you. You are
transforming. And, when we say not for all, we mean in the degree of pain you’ve been feeling.
And it has been challenging. And the hurt is real. And then you feel that hurt and then you cry
all you like. For, there is great strength in that and no shame. For, what we would deem in the
masculine is a true man is one who feels, one who allows and one who shows themselves in
the moment of who they are. ‘I feel hurt.’ So be it. And, as you feel that, the dominant
archetype of the father will be purged from you. You understand. For, you do not have to be
that and you are not that anyway. It is not your way. It was his way.
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And it is purging from you...you feel, you feel. And it will stop very soon. It is like having
deep constipation. Eventually it moves. And it is moving. For, if you were a woman and you
were giving birth, you’re ‘crowning.’ You understand...Everything is stretched in that moment
to its absolute limit [it’s painful]. Thinking, ‘How can I move past this? I cannot go on in this
moment.’ Yet, it will pass...So you have bliss ahead of you [the sensation when the child comes
out]...For you are healing the whole male archetype of what a male is. That way, you can be
true to you regardless of anyone’s opinion...Deep breath.”
– St Germain (channelled through Ashamarae McNamara. From a YouTube video, ‘St
Germain: Integrating Forgiveness,’ posted by messagesfromwithin, 11 July 2008).

“Dr. Susan Trout, in her book To See Differently, describes the process for healing emotional
wounds. According to Trout, the healing process involves the following elements:
•

Shedding swallowed tears

•

Delivering undelivered communications

•

Releasing suppressed negative emotions

•

Owning all parts of yourself

Grief is cumulative. If you have suffered losses (and life, despite its wonders and joys, is a series
of losses) but did not allow yourself to sufficiently grieve and weep, those tears remain inside,
waiting for you, until you find an avenue to express them. You might know their presence by a
chronic, low‐grade irritability or by long‐standing depression. You might not even be aware of
them until your own weeping catches you by surprise. A sad movie, a heartfelt message, a ‘bad
day,’ or a difficult person might be the catalyst to bring up the swallowed sadness. The tears
wash away the grief…The shedding of tears and the accompanying buried sadness brings
freedom and release. By feeling the hurt and releasing it through tears, you are free to live
without the pain.” ‐ Betty Perkins (Lion Taming. The courage to deal with difficult people
including yourself, Tzedakah Publications, CA., U.S., 1995, p.95‐98).
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I shed more tears during 2009 than the rest of my life up till that year (not including infancy of
course!). Releasing negative emotions and karma requires a fair bit of crying. Plus, tears may
surface in response to love from higher energies and, through feeling, surrender after denying
and striving to control life for so many lifetimes. And this applies to men as well! Evolved men
are not ashamed to cry. You cannot be a complete individual without shedding ‘a few tears’ (or
more). It’s all part of the process:

AWe are told that >big boys don=t cry= and so the big boys die of heart attacks which result from
the stress of unreleased energies within them.@ ‐ David Icke (I am Me, I am Free, Bridge of Love
Publications, Cambridge, U.K., 1996, p.90).

If life is somehow a mirror of consciousness then, perhaps, equal to the amount of energy and
focus that Western individualists invest in their material lives (and to rational thought) is the
campaign on the other side to guide us, make us more conscious and motivate us to grow. The
emphasis of the Christ energy is not really on turning within and settling into pure
consciousness (and the nurturing love and creative power therein) but on expressing divine
love, giving and receiving love. This helps to curb the tendency for people to get stuck, to
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identify with one, limited state of consciousness, with the separate ego. It keeps us moving and
expanding.

It’s like the ego has been caught red‐handed whilst robbing a bank. The police manage to
persuade the robber to surrender and come out with his hands above his head. They make
promises which they subsequently break. He is arrested and put in jail while the booty ‐ the
qualities of the soul that the ego was suppressing, the energies it was stealing ‐ were released.
Alternatively, this reminds me of leaving the house during an English summer wearing a t‐shirt,
having faith in the Sun to share its bounty of golden light. After a few minutes of walking,
however, it pours down with rain; that is, you get caught and you are ‘forced’ to feel whatever
negativity surfaces. It is best for you if you quickly and consciously rise above your rainy
circumstances and transform the feeling into a higher one. Laugh it all off; feel joy and love;
surrender to your true being, your inner self and just be who you Are in eternity. The ego will
grab or cling to anything within its reach to prevent itself from falling into oblivion. It lives to
survive (root chakra). It craves security (second chakra) and lusts for power (third chakra). It
has nowhere to turn, nowhere to run and hide. It can just vanish in that moment like
shapeshifters in science fiction films and Star Trek. When the imposter is discovered it suddenly
disappears because it relies on deception to possess or duplicate someone’s body and get
away with it. The innocence of the soul is evoked.

“You must be consciously aware of what’s going on and want it to happen, of course. But once
you at the ego level have built one half of the bridge, Spirit will build the other half and they’ll
meet in the middle. Your conscious role is to clean out your lower fields, get them aligned and
prepare them to handle the massive influx of high‐frequency Light energy. Spirit’s role is to
flood these fields with your own energy and complete their alignment. Everything is Spirit, of
course. It’s just a matter of how much distortion your ego‐self imposes when it expresses
Spirit.” ‐ Serapis (channelled through Tony Stubbs, An Ascension Handbook, World Tree Press,
Lithia Springs, GA, U.S., 1991, p.82).

The ego (which P’taah through Jani King refers to simply as ‘fear’) robs the ‘bank’ in which our
energy is stored, our life force, which is our spiritual heritage as expressions of the Creative
Source, of All‐that‐is. It obstructs our path to fulfilment through self‐love and overflowing
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abundance. Believing itself to be the king, the centre of the universe, it shuts out the Light and
eclipses the sun of the true Self. Yet, it is but a scavenger doing everything it can to survive as a
small portion of the totality of our being in a separate state of existence. It is the infant and the
teenager who do not know any different and are the custodians of emotional energy which,
until consciousness is unified once again, run away with the loot. They are the paint that is
splashed wildly on the canvas of life and irresponsibly without the brush of the conscious mind
to guide and direct them. Equally, it might be spilt on the floor or hidden, shut away
somewhere. The brush itself must be handled carefully and wisely, of course, or else it might be
used to catapult paint at others with just as much reckless abandon. Energy is blocked and
wasted. It is squandered through the habits and attitudes, patterns of conditioned thought and
behaviour, that are rooted in fear and insecurity. It is only when this immature part of us that is
new to the game of life is joined in communion with the Infinite, the Divine Mother, the source
of all consciousness, that true wholeness is restored. The pure, innocent joy with which we
arrived on this Earth is released from captivity at last.

Blocking emotions is resisting them, arresting the flow of an energy, an aspect of
consciousness. And the “primordial resistance” that we have is essentially fear, as Lauren C.
Gorgo notes. However temporal it may be, when we resist the flow we create a ‘permanent’
or, rather, long‐term obstruction. At least, we most certainly achieve this when we continue to
deny emotions and wish they would just go away. Each time we interfere with our controlling
minds, we add another brick to the wall of separateness. We throw another stick or stone into
the river until, eventually, we really do halt the flow of consciousness altogether. Then we have
some serious karma holding us back. Some serious shit going down!

There are always people around who feel compelled to project their own anxieties onto others
and they love to see if they can make someone who’s using all their strength to keep
themselves together fall apart. That way, they feel satisfied that someone else is in a visibly
worse state than they are. For a while, they might even feel as though they are authentically
more superior and sorted than another human being! With all that pressure built up, it takes
something or someone to trigger this negative energy. And, of course, by this point we really
depend on the dam being solid and imperishable. Imagine the trauma that would be caused if
enough sticks were removed to weaken it to the point where we lost control. It would not be a
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pretty sight. That is just too much purging all at once. Even a bit here and there, a gradual
collapse of the personality (as opposed to a dramatic crucifixion), would make such a
substantial, complex structure unstable. Perfect entertainment for more savage or insecure
types of people! And, of course, it has to happen really. Something has to give somewhere, at
some time or another.

Now, the rain is pouring down and it’s not looking good for anyone who is desperately resisting
that magnitude of change through crisis. It might now require the removal of but one or two
sticks to bring the empire down. Eventually, however, peace and sanity will be restored ‐ not
just in the imbalanced equilibrium one miraculously managed to achieve previously, but in a
natural harmony with much less tension. It may require much healing and many shifts in
consciousness before feelings start flowing and happiness starts happening. All that effort one
had to expend to become centred to some degree will be a reminder of how much of a gift
centeredness is. It’s like winning the lottery: suddenly having enough money, enough gold,
enough energy, not to worry anymore. One can start to live joyfully, gratefully and generously.
One remains open to the current of pure consciousness as it renews, inspires and uplifts all to
Light.

“So whatever’s happened to you, the stuff you’re carrying around…There’s a book called
Molecules of Emotion by Candice Pert, scientist – she discovered endorphins – and Candace Pert
now proves that, when human beings hang on to stuff in their lives, that stuff forms the basis
of disease. Let go of the stuff. You don’t need the stuff…If you don’t deal with the stress while
it’s happening, it’s as if a seed gets planted. And, over the next 18 months to two years, roots
grow and branches grow and, BAM, here’s the disease. You MUST deal with the stress while
it’s happening.” – Amanda Gore.

“By choosing your thoughts, and by selecting which emotional currents you will RELEASE and
which you will REINFORCE, you determine the quality of your light. You determine the nature
of the experiences of your life.” – Gary Zukav.

After a difficult childhood, we may find ourselves lost down a drain or stuck in a swamp. It may
take years to haul ourselves out of it. Consciousness itself is the source of feeling and it flows
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continuously, nourishing all life, like water. It is basically the limited ego, the physical identity,
that feels threatened by the unlimited energies that flow from universal consciousness, from
our higher selves. So, it shuts them out, denies their existence and even attacks any trace of
them in others. Having identified with our limitations, we build a fortress against those
powerful forces and eventually they start breaking down those defences. Although the fortress
may grow bigger over time, our curiosity and openness in relation to the universe unfolds
naturally over time too. When we first lay down the ramparts we crouch down and hide behind
them, covering our heads, not daring to look up. In the end, although we have built ourselves a
huge, fancy castle, we cannot resist going for a stroll along the wall where we can look out at
the vista beyond. We keep peering through the turrets, no longer with a bow and arrow in a
defensive posture, but to see what’s out there. Our views, our mind, may still be confined to
the castle walls, but our attitude has changed. Now, whenever a traveller or messenger
appears at the gate, instead of turning him away brusquely, we open the drawbridge, delighted
to hear news of other lands. We relish the exotic tales. They may conflict with our views and
our identity but still we find them interesting and we are thrilled by the exposure to something
new for us to ruminate over. Our love of truth is growing. Our minds broaden and our hearts
open. Our consciousness expands.

So, just when we have made our fortress as strong as it can be, we ourselves start relating to
the world in a friendlier. We no longer feel so threatened by the unknown. We find that it
makes us feel more whole, that it either teaches us something about ourselves or is simply
different but, although challenging, does not threaten to destroy our identity because our
identity is no longer either a tiny, hard seed or a fragile seedling. It has firm deep roots and a
flower bud has formed. It is tentatively starting to open its petals, very slowly. Perhaps, after
listening to fifty travellers about a particular place, one has built up a picture of it and feels a
familiarity with it as though one has actually been there. This affinity might be so strong that
the king of the castle eventually decides to venture out into the unknown to see what it’s like
for himself. And that is when life starts to get interesting. The castle then becomes somewhere
to retreat to, to use as a base for one’s adventures. The king becomes an explorer who is happy
to live without the fortress. He spends most of his time floating through the air in his hot‐air
balloon enjoying the scenery, residing in blissful meditation and lofty contemplation, always
deeply in love with all life and keen to meet the next folk, be they friends or strangers, on his
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journey. In his newfound freedom, he realises that the limitations he created out of fear in
order to protect himself from the collective universe became shackles that prevented him from
moving or going anywhere beyond the castle walls, the beliefs and ideas that he considered
‘safe.’

Getting back to the dam, having cut ourselves off from the flow of universal consciousness ‐
the Goddess aspect of All‐That‐Is ‐ itself, we have created an enormous amount of pressure
that must eventually be released because no amount of reinforcing the ramparts can contain
that amount of energy. One side of the river is constantly filling up because consciousness
keeps moving whether we choose to remain stationary in our rigid views and cherished beliefs
and static in our fear and procrastination. So, we can drain ourselves of emotion, we can
identify with the external world so that there is more riverbed and riverbank than river, than
actual water in the river, on the side of the personal ego, but those forms do not last. They are
swept away by the powers of oneness and continuity again and again.

PLAY: ‘More Than This’ by Roxy Music (1982).

ANow the Lemurians had technologies that far surpass most of what is in place on Planet Earth
today because they had their own built in what you call replicators. They could create whatever
it was they chose to create. They were highly evolved masters who came to Planet Earth, and it
was a Garden of Eden as you call it, and it was plentiful and abundant and everyone was happy
and dancing and singing. But as you know the volunteers brought about what you call the
lowering of the veil because they had mission and purpose and it was not to have this high
dimensional lifestyle forever and ever upon Planet Earth. It was the experience that brought
you down in vibrations of being a spiritual being in a human body that was so dense that
people often lost touch with who they really are. That is until they laid down their bodies and
came back to the other side of the veil. And these volunteers, well let=s just say they are you
and you are they, Beloved Ones, because every single one of you has been Lemurian in the past
and you have within your wondrous beings the soul memories, the soul of the soul memories,
the heart memories of what it is to live this Lemurian lifestyle, this Golden Age. And if you are
feeling down in the dumpies, not quite feeling that you are high vibe Lemurians, just be patient
with yourselves and understand that you are in a process, you are on a path and the path is the
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Ascension high road. You maybe just have a little more experiencing to do, a little bit of a
pothole in the road, as you call it. And that=s all it is. You are not buried in it, and you will not be
buried in it. You can leap out of it, you know that guy in the cape? He can leap tall buildings in a
single bound and so can you, and you can certainly leap up and out of a pothole. But it takes
focus, it takes concentration, it takes, Beloved Ones, your heart and your wisdom self, and that
which you call your higher self, and your Inner Child and all the wondrous parts of you that you
are, all of your bodies and let=s not forget that wonderful part you call your ego. If you have
your ego doing a little bit of a tap dance on you, then stop and give it a hug. Be grateful
because your ego often times sounds an alarm for you. It often illuminates where you are, and
helps you to see with more clarity exactly where you are and then you can clearly point yourself
in the direction of where you want to be, if you are not totally pleased with where you are.@ ‐
Ashtar (Teleconference, 3 November 2009, www.welcomethelight.com).

Imagine that you have been blindfolded and you suddenly have amnesia. Stepping down into
duality is like falling into quicksand. At first, the lower vibrations don’t seem so bad. They can
feel warm, relaxing…quite pleasant until you reach the point of knowing that you are stuck in
it and can’t get out. Then the dream becomes a nightmare and so many nasty issues and
weaknesses are thrown up. By that time, it is cold and you struggle and resist, getting
nowhere. You become the Swamp Creature and then you wake up from that nightmare and
search earnestly for solutions. Eventually, you call for help, not just randomly, but to God, to
the Absolute. And, basically, you cannot get out without help. You are being watched but no
one comes to your aid because, actually, you are there to learn and grow. But you are guided
along your journey to self‐discovery. Finally, somehow, you make it out of the swamp and
remember who you are once again. Yet, now you are so much more as well since you have all
this strength and wisdom under your belt, the rewards that such a challenge brings.

PLAY: ‘I Walk the Line’ by Alien Sex Fiend (1986).

What are we playing at then? We are experiencing through form but we forget that form is
merely the tool and will be washed away while our responses and the impressions we carry
away with us in our consciousness are priceless gems which, even though they eventually
dissolve back into pure consciousness, add more sparkle to it. Our experiences are what make
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the Omniverse vibrant. Energy must be expressed. Ultimately, we are the Source wisely
keeping ourselves active, creating and having fun. I recently had an image of myself as a marble
which fell down the drain during a game of marbles that the Source was playing. Indeed, as one
of many such ‘stray’ marbles. Like, God ‘lost his marbles’ and is now reaching through the grille
in an attempt to retrieve them. The game of duality is coming to an end. First, the Source tried
using his fingers but they weren’t long enough. Next, he tried using a stick but it broke. Then
he tried using a sturdier rod but still to no avail. Finally, he is removing the grille and is about to
bring all the marbles back into the game of universal life. Light is pouring into our world now. It
is coming whether we’re ready or not albeit in stages we can cope with in our personal purging
experiences. It is finding us and we are responding to it. The light that reaches us is often made
more accessible to us through the angels and other beings of Light.

In the meantime, water is regularly poured down the drain and, even if it does not touch the
marbles and cleanse their perception of themselves as they really are, there is at least the
promise of sensing that there might be more to life than this. Pure consciousness is pouring
forth the whole time, passing us by, like a fountain of youth and innocence. If we could but
open our minds to imagine the refreshing, renewing effect that water would have on us we
would also open ourselves to the experiences we need to find our way back to Reality, to Light.
Some of that water would start splashing in our direction and we would welcome it. Who could
resist? We sleep; we dream; we have nightmares; and light is rationed. We survive on the bare
minimum of sanity...down here in the lunatic asylum!

“This is why meditation is so vital. In the stillness as you seek God, you grow quiet and become
peaceful. In that act alone you fulfil the simple truth which is the greatest of all experiments in
all the universes. You become, just for a moment, a created being of light without judgement
or worry or fear. You become peacefully wise. For just a moment you touch upon your true
identity which is love...As you will learn, God breathed out life and is breathing us back home
again, and you of the 12th Universe are moving from the farthest reaches back toward the
centre of light and energy that sent you out...Those who choose wisely to know the truth of life
will assist the planet in her, and their own, ascension to higher realms. The remainder will insist
that the material world is the only reality and will fall short of the challenge that is being
presented to them. For, the planet must demonstrate love and wisdom for her evaluation and
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graduation, and humanity must do the same. Intellect cannot bring love and peace! That is not
its purpose...Put another way this is the personality’s Armageddon: the questioning
intelligence versus the intuitive knowing. And in this apparent war of intellect against heart,
peace must be found through using both in a perfect state of balance...but beginning with the
intuitive. For it is from reverent awareness and inquiry that humanity grows in the imperishable
quality of truth hidden from your view in the third dimensional world.” ‐ The Christ (channelled
through Virginia Essene, New Teachings for an Awakening Humanity, S.E.E. Publishing Company,
Santa Clara, California, U.S., 1986, p.75‐76).

Why has God been engaging in such a seemingly bizarre pastime? Because It wanted each
marble to participate, to be an active component of the game. That had, in fact, already been
established, but something was missing. That ‘je ne sais pas,’ that itch It couldn’t quite trace to
scratch. Another excuse to explore. Another game to play. Another adventure. So, ‘Oh, now
I’ve done it!’ ‘Oops. These marbles just rolled down the hill and fell down a drain! Mercy!’ (Or
‘Merde!’ whatever the actual, specific word was). Yep, Lord have mercy! Let me just forget
myself in these marbles so they will have a chance to experience life in isolation. How did the
marbles lose their way? How did we go from being gods to being dirty, smelly balls of glass that
hardly let in any light because they are hidden from the Eternal Sun and believe that all this dirt
which surrounds them and through which they are unable to roll at all is real? Well, my guess is
that free will was introduced long before our Fall into matter and that freedom without
responsibility, just as power without love, sooner or later leads to conflict just as conflict
eventually builds up into full‐scale war if it eclipses the desire for harmony and the inner need
for peace.

So, the game of marbles was getting out of hand and the drain was conveniently located and
set up for those wayward rebels that rolled away from Heaven to fall into an experience of
Hell. Thus, it was hoped that they would eventually, through struggle, through hardship and
toil, develop the motivation necessary to remain in the game of Light and also acquire the
wisdom of perceiving the realm of reality against a backdrop of pitfalls. This resembles a
picture frame (what is not and what does not serve us as beings of Light or the universal
whole) that brings out the painting and makes us more conscious of what is and can be. The
function of the frame is to enhance our perspective and facilitate our capacity to shed
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distractions and focus more fully on the details that make up the whole so that we can
appreciate and enjoy the painting optimally. At the same time, these dynamic outlaws could
experience the effects of their thoughts and actions through the experience of tangible pain
which the conditions of lower density produce in a consciousness that is limited and slow in
vibration and a body that has become less conducive of holding and channelling Light, which
no longer filters but obscures it completely.

“This orderly approach is to be found everywhere, and due attention is paid to Universal Law,
and when it is broken karmic debts will be incurred that have to be paid back. Freewill is fine
but using it sensibly and without interfering or harming others, becomes most necessary when
you become travellers in Space.” ‐ SaLuSa (channelled through Mike Quinsey, 27 May 2009,
www.gfbymikequinsey.blogspot.com).

Yet, each marble, as a god in the great game of Creation, has chosen such a path, has willingly
agreed to such an adventure. Most probably, at the time, they thought that getting themselves
stuck in the thick, black, scummy mud down there and the dense vibrations would be ‘mostly
harmless’! Indeed, it is only while we are stuck here and do not remember that we are all‐
loving, all‐powerful beings of joy and rapture, that we think our experiences are real because
they are magnified by the conditions which keep our vibration slow. Then we feel ourselves,
our limited earthbound personalities, being prodded and pushed around. We keep rolling
about in the mud instead of developing a practice to embody our perfect selves. We develop
self‐destructive habits and wallow in negative energy.

The more we react, the more we stir up the mud and the more suffering we experience, the
more aware we become of the stench we are creating from our self‐imposed exile through
fearfully‐nurtured ignorance. Then we complain that God is ignoring us when all we really need
to do is be still and allow the light to shine within us. Indeed, and, we then remember that we
are not really stuck down a drain at all, but simply dreaming this experience as part of our game
of marbles in God’s playground. We have ensured that the experience seem as real to the part
of us that is dreaming as possible in order to derive the most wisdom from it.
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This dropping off of the heavenly map will give the marbles total amnesia. That will be their
experience of reality, the reality of their experience. Through this ‘tough love,’ each and every
one will derive deep wisdom from learning about what it is not, as a separate physical form
trapped in a static environment. When it returns to the Light it will retain these roots of
wisdom. Through its experience of finding and expressing Light in the darkness it will become a
Master Marble, a creator god in the Glass Bead Game.

"Divine love, unutterable and perfect, flows into a pure soul the way that light rushes into a
transparent object. The more love that it finds, the more that it gives itself; so that, as we grow
clear and open, the more complete the joy of loving is. And, the more souls who resonate
together, the greater the intensity of their love, for, mirror‐like, each soul reflects the other's." ‐
Dante.

As with clear or semi‐opaque gemstones, it only takes the Sun to shine from a certain angle and
at least a slight streak of light appears. This is what we have been doing, concentrating on
isolated facets of our consciousness at various times and in relation to each other, experiencing
and deepening our understanding of each part of ourselves though a perfectly natural process
of trial and error. All is unfolding perfectly. The only real intruder is the lower mind with its
incessant worrying, bitching and complaining, its fearful dependence on analysing and knowing
in order to exert more control. It is not interested in knowing what exists or what is going on
beyond its own sphere of experience and influence, its own territory. It barks loudly to keep
the remaining truth ‘out there’ in gaga land and growls and snaps its teeth at anything that
threatens its own version of reality. Even when it is interested in a more expansive view of
reality it may still use that to ‘prove’ its own importance and dominate the heart and suppress
physical and emotional needs. Even this, however, is part of the plan (of the Fifth Race at
least). More darkness equals a clearer, more intense experience of awakening which Bashar
explains in terms of his Rubber Band Theory:

“The function of dysfunction of dysfunction is to allow yourself, simply put, to learn that you
can always find the Light no matter how dark it gets. So the idea that, in physical reality, you’re
capable of experiencing great limitations and often a soul will choose to put itself in
circumstances that create imposed limitations, great dysfunctionality, so that it can discover
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the experience of finding functionality, finding the Light, even coming from such darkness, is a
variation of what we have referred to in the past as the ‘Rubber Band Theory,’ the idea that the
further back you pull the rubber band, when you finally let it go, it will fly that much further,
that much faster, in the other direction. So, the further back into darkness you pull it, when you
finally let go, when you finally let go, it will snap that much further, that much faster, into the
Light. Imposing great limitation and the great dysfunctionality upon the consciousness is the
way of showing that you are eternally, infinitely strong enough to find the Light, even in that
darkness. And I remind you that it is even easier than you think because if nothing around you
is but darkness, and only darkness, then even the smallest light will blaze like a sun and grab
your attention towards it. You move towards it. It hits you. It’s easier to find that Light when
you are surrounded by darkness.” (Channelled through Darryl Anka. Source: ‘The function of
dysfunction,’ a YouTube video posted by gkbhai on 11 January 2009, www.bashar.org).

“If your commitment is, indeed, to look within and discover each and every obstacle you have
ever created to the presence of Love, why do you resist feeling those things?...You cannot even
know the presence of God unless you feel it. You cannot 'think about' the presence of God. You
cannot insist on a belief about the presence of God. That does not do it; that does not fill your
cup. Feeling fills your cup. Feeling ‐ unbridled, unblocked, unobstructed feeling ‐ is the doorway
to that Love that sets you free!” ‐ Jeshua ben Joseph (The Way of Mastery, channelled through
Jayem, Heartfelt Publishing, 1997, www.wayofmastery.com).

We are like miners, working underground to extract Light from the darkness, to realise the
sunbeams, the rays of golden Light that we are, amidst the domain of the unconscious. And we
are also mining for the long lost Love that lies buried deep within us like a piece of jewellery
that slipped silently out of our reach, beyond our conscious grasp.

For a few months after I had been ‘emptied’ by the Ascended Masters, through St. Germain, I
felt refreshed and open emotionally, responding innocently and joyfully to everyone, as well as
to life itself in many ways. At the same time, however, my head was spinning frantically as past
thought patterns swirled and spiralled their way back, clinging for dear life. So much surfaced
within me and was released through breath, tears, laughter, intention and use of the violet
flame of transmutation and assistance during meditation. I realised that it was stuff from past
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lives driving me crazy. I don’t mean memories but negative emotions, anger, fear, frustration
and other forms of inner conflict. It appears that each time something from this life was
cleared the space was filled with something from other lives. Then, when that was cleared,
there was more and more all bursting to pour in.

When we experience higher frequencies, which we do when more cosmic energy is poured to
Earth during New and Full Moon periods, Eclipses, Equinoxes and other power dates, the dense
energies we have been holding onto are released, bit‐by‐bit because such density is an illusion.
It’s just like dirt that is stuck somewhere but can be moved and washed away with a hose. I
found, on several occasions, that sharing a space with St. Germain’s spiritual power during
meditation brought ‘dense energies’ (too subtle to describe) to the surface to be released as
part of clearing my emotional body of past‐life ‘blockages.’ Although he was intentionally
helping me with that healing process for a while. I have experienced some pretty devastating
eclipses. They have been wondrous opportunities to release deeper emotions from past lives.
Just terribly painful. It is just a karmic pile of repressed emotions in our emotional bodies from
past lives that have built up and that we're releasing bit‐by‐bit. But, it seems to get darker and
heaver down at the bottom near the end of the process! Those are the original fear and pain
we denied perhaps.

“A significant portion of this programme will focus on transforming many of the unconscious,
past‐life emotional memory patterns you experience in this current personality. Many of these
old patterns, such as aggression, victim, inadequacy, play out in your current personality,
interfering with your creations, but have nothing to do with you in present time. These are
similar to the old, less effective software programmes running in your computer that have
never been removed but slow down the operations and often cause the computer to crash. By
increasing your vibration and working within simultaneous time, your ability to change these
patterns and events is the same as rearranging a meeting or changing a daily schedule based
on receiving new information. You simply make an adjustment…Many of today’s dramas and
emotions are yesterday’s lessons still unresolved. All possibilities exist in simultaneous time.” –
Jim Self (‘Mastering Alchemy ‐ Sacred Geometry Energy Meditation,’ Google video lecture, 1
July 2007).
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Picture a truck reversing and tipping a load of gravel on top of a pile that has been mounting up
over time with each truckload. The negativity, blockages and limitations that have been
produced in this lifetime are but the top of the pile, the tip of the iceberg so‐to‐speak.
Removing that layer reveals more of the same underneath, deep‐rooted issues, much of which
has not been exposed to Light for aeons. It’s all related, so the basic composition of the gravel
is the same all the way through but each layer might differ slightly according to its exposure to
the elements. This is not ‘new’ gravel brought in from some far off land. It is the old negativity
that has been dumped in the unconscious and which has yet to be dealt with. It is waiting to be
released. In fact, rather than a truck pulling up, imagine that a spade has been used to remove
a portion of karmic gravel further down, from many lifetimes ago, depending on the darkness
and gravity one is prepared to experience during one’s life tests and lessons.

Beneath this pile of gravel, or this dirt that is blocking the drain so consciousness can flow
freely, is the Light of one’s true nature, the face behind the mask, the Reality beyond illusion.
So, indeed, if one could just dig up all the dirt and let go of it, one would be free – like a beam
of sunlight shining in the sky even. No longer covered up. No longer weighed down by
oppressive energies. Furthermore, the drain itself can be unblocked temporarily by flooding it
with water, or chemicals, or Light. The remaining dirt then begins to cascade down until the
drain is full and blocked again. And, yet, if one is able to keep the current flowing through
spiritual practices, downloads and other assistance whilst endeavouring to release whatever
dirt falls into it perhaps one can gradually clear it. It is wise, in order to inject more potency into
the operation and draw upon the Creator’s power, to gather in groups on a weekly basis (two
or more people), to join as one in meditation and common, spiritual purpose to benefit not
only oneself but the Earth and humanity. The synergy principle is then at work. We become
part of the universal community in this demonstration of Oneness and receive more help and
support from it. It is when the drain is totally blocked and nothing is moving that we stop
growing. On the other side of the drain, somehow we are smiling and shining radiantly just like
that ray of sunlight. We must release the pain and suffering of many, many lifetimes to the
Source and allow this higher power to break the chains that bind us.

In my experience, there are two fundamental levels of crisis. One resembles being hurled into
the sea and needing to tap into deep reserves of strength, or higher will, or inner resources to
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swim for one’s life to a place of safety. The other resembles drowning, being in way over one’s
head and fighting for one’s life, just to stay alive, because a situation appears to be beyond
one’s control. Regardless, one is forced to let go of some old fear, blockage, habit, attachment
or other thought pattern which is keeping energy in the form of emotion locked away in a cage
and trapping the soul. There is also the contrasting release of great freedom and joy, like a
powerful waterfall, once one’s security has been regained, the awakening, or rebirth, from
darkness to light. Moreover, giving one’s power away to a situation teaches us that our
negative focus drags us down whereas, once we get over the initial shock, if we refuse to yield
to despair and, instead, find ways to stay positive and keep our spirits up, we may view the
situation with more clarity and find that it is not the end of the world, that we are not spinning
in a whirlpool down to some dark, bottomless abyss, but there is a solution of some
description. Take your mind off the issue for a while if possible. Talking to friends and loved
ones can be healing. One may take something for the pain to relieve some of the intensity but,
again, we must face our fears sooner or later so it is important to understand that such a
measure is temporary and not a permanent solution lest we become addicted to chemical
substances. There is no escape because Reality is destined to replace illusion and the way that
we wake up from the dream of separation and limitation is through this dark chrysalis of
transformation which is experienced as a nightmare, or the Dark Night of the Soul. It may take
a while to be on the road to full recovery but the crisis has served its purpose: the death of the
ego, of the little ‘i’ which is an illusory state of limited self‐awareness since the real ‘I’ is the
whole Self which is eternal happiness which is the real medicine that we need to obtain
somehow. It was never meant to devour us but only to disturb a habit pattern, take us out of
our comfort zone and clean up some stubborn, sticky emotions to create some space within us
for our Spirit to shine through where the shadows of personality once lurked. We cannot help
judging uncomfortable situations and painful reactions as ‘bad.’ The truth, however, is that
they are projections of some kind, from somewhere within us, as insane as it may often sound!
We release pain we may not even recognise within ourselves when it stirs and rises to the
surface like some dark, shadowy serpent from the depths of our unconscious. It is when we
identify with this slimy beast and allow these disturbing emotional reactions to terrorise us that
we hold on to pain as though it is some part of us we are unable to live without, which is
ludicrous. In order to be free, we must recover our senses and move on within to move
forwards and manifest something more positive and to our liking. And we do that by tapping
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into the source of Light within us in whatever way we can and adjusting our attitude in order to
align ourselves with it to whatever degree we can, however slight. It’s not over until it’s over
and it is in our best interests to get to our feet before the count of ten and show that dastardly
sea beast who’s boss. Or, ultimately, we are learning, step‐by‐step, to own everything in our
experience as our creations, to express gratitude for everything to love everything.

“This is challenging the dark aspects of life like never before. Darkness as you know it is simply
the absence of light, in other words, the absence of love. So the journey beyond the veils of the
old paradigm requires of you the faith and the trust in the power that lies within the
unexplored aspects of yourself. The place where angels fear to tread, the place where fools
rush in, but in this case you are fools of light, fulls of light. Full of courage. The determination to
bypass every single old paradigm program that has told you ‘do not go there, you do not want
to know what lies within the depths of your subconscious, there is far too much that will
frighten you. No, no no...’ I urge you to go inside there, to play with yourself in those realms.
For it is in those realms where you will find what you have been searching for for this entire life
time and the cycles before this one which has lead to you constantly coming back for more
because that hunger has not as yet been satisfied. What you seek has not been found. You are
now in that position to find it. This is what brings so many souls to planet Earth at this time,
because this is a cosmic event where every single eye is upon you because this has never been
experienced before.” ‐ Mary Magdalene (channelled by Michelle Eloff, Johannesburg, RSA,
‘Planetary Grid Activation, 13 September 2007, www.spiritlibrary.com/the‐lightweaver/lady‐
mary‐magdalene‐planetary‐grid‐activation).

“The absence of Light is an illusion. This whole dream of lower vibrations and darkness is
caused by the clouds of forgetting our true nature and by attaching ourselves to the world of
appearances. We are in the process of transforming our consciousness into clear awareness,
seeing beyond the clouds, understanding that we are Light even as we live on Earth, in this
holographic dreamworld, this training ground for the soul. In a sense, we are all archaeologists
of the soul! Spiritual awakening occurs after one has graduated from college, visited a few sites
and accompanied other archaeologists on expeditions. Then, finally, one hears about an
ancient, rare and auspicious stone that has remained hidden in the Lost Kingdom, or
underground temple, for aeons and aeons. Now, the journey can really begin. One takes up the
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challenge, this adventure of a lifetime, and heads for the jungle (or wherever) like Indiana
Jones. That is the Quest. As we delve into the Underworld, we may find ourselves at the mercy
of dark forces and in need of assistance from an enlightened being who can awaken us from
the Black Sleep of Kali Ma with the fire of their own spirit. Thus, having successfully recovered
the mystical jewel, the sacred Sankara stone, we are able to draw upon the power of our own
Self: “dispelling our doubts and establishing faith, He destroys all our bondage…[or] destroys
or ends all difficulties.” (www.allsaivism.tripod.com/shankarameans.html).

“And so when you address your own darkest parts, your emotions of fear, of anger of distrust,
when you shine a light on your dark parts, it is then that your vibration rises, and that you bring
a new light into this world. It will be visible in your eyes, in the way you speak or listen to
others. Do not hide it, be as open as you can because you are beautiful. It is when you bring this
vibration into the world that people are drawn to you. Not because you know the truth, or
because you know what is going to happen to them, but because there is a space of safety and
friendliness around you. They feel accepted around you. That is what teaching in the new era is
about: accepting the other completely with both their light and dark parts, seeing their inner
beauty, their passion and their innocence and encouraging them to see it themselves. Being a
teacher in the new era is different from what you may have expected. It is about finding peace
deep within, and not being led astray by the negativity that is around you. In a sense, it means
to let go of the world, to not be of it, but on the other hand, to be open to everyone, and let
them taste the vibration that you are radiating out into the world. Be in the world but not of
it.” ‐ Jeshua (channelled by Pamela Kribbe, ‘Being a teacher in the new era,’ June 2009,
www.jeshua.net).

“Once you decide, immediately that thing starts happening, because the inner power of man is
infinite. Howsoever we seem on the surface, we are not limited. The deepest source of your
being is unlimited, infinite. So once you start thinking in terms of your being divine, you start
becoming divine; nothing else is needed. You just have to create a thought‐climate about
yourself. So this has to be your climate: become more and more loving and think of yourself as
a temple of love, and the god of love is sitting just inside your being. In the beginning it will
look like a fantasy, a fiction; soon you will realise that is has become the reality. And once you
have learned this secret art ‐ of changing your life just by conscious decision ‐ you have learned
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something tremendously valuable. Then you carry a key in your hand which can unlock all
doors. It is a master key; no lock exists that it cannot open...Life is a temple, and god is
enshrined in the temple. We are carrying infinite potentiality ‐ and completely unaware...living
like beggars when we can live like emperors. Nobody is hindering us except our own fallacious
ideas and old habits; habits have a great pull. To be depressed is a habit, to be angry is a habit,
to be sad is a habit ‐ and naturally they are very wrong habits. To be happy, again is another
habit. It is the same energy that becomes unhappiness or happiness; you just have to change
your habit, your outlook, your attitude, and immediately energy starts flowing into a new
channel. So from this moment, become happy, become loving, become grateful, become
celebrating. Drop the past, and I don't say drop it slowly, by and by ‐ no, because then you will
never be able to drop it. If you say, 'I will drop it tomorrow: a little bit I will drop today, then a
little bit tomorrow, then a little bit the day after tomorrow,' meanwhile you will be carrying it
and it will become more and more strengthened, so simply drop it! And it can be dropped just
like that: very simply, as one changes clothes, changes a dress...So from this moment start
thinking of yourself as a new person who has no habits of the old. They will chase you, they will
try, they will hover around you, but simply say 'goodbye' and start living in a new way. And you
will see: if you start, it happens. You will be surprised that it was so simple, that you didn't start
it earlier.” ‐ Osho (The Zero Experience. A Darshan Diary, 1 March 1977, Chuang Tzu Auditorium,
Shree Rajneesh Ashram, Poona, Maharashtra, India, p.2 to 7).

“Paying attention to the materials that exist in our life ‐ such a rich life that we lead ‐ all these
choices take place all the time, but none of them regarded as bad or good per say everything
we experience are unconditional experiences. They don’t come along with a label saying: ‘this
is regarded as bad,’ ‘this is good.’ But we experience them but we don’t actually pay heed to
them properly. We don’t actually regard that we are going somewhere. We regard that as a
hassle. Waiting to be dead.” ‐ Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche.

Jeshua ben Joseph (channelled through Jayem, ‘Questions and Answers from the Way of
Series,’ www.shantichristo.com/jeshuaQuestions03.html#05).

“Q: How can I tell the difference between old ego habits of feeling and feelings which need to
be felt to completion?
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A: First, beloved friend, is there a difference? Your experience is always of and in the present.
For what arises is not past, it is now. Is it an old ego pattern? Perhaps. If there is a sense of
constriction, a sense of resistance, a sense of judgment of self or another, rest assured, that
which has arisen to temporarily dominate your attention is an egoic pattern, since the ego is,
by definition, the constriction away from Love. And therefore, the loss of peace is its result.
Look well, then, and simply recognise, What is arising in this moment? Am I willing to
look upon it, to feel it, to embrace it? And as we would perceive and observe, you're beginning
to recognise, Am I willing, yet, to breathe? For to breathe is Life!
Feel, then, what you are truly feeling. Observe what is truly present within the mind. In
this way, you take your hands and cup them around whatever that is. And you've done that,
then recognise this great Truth: I can choose again. And I can choose peace instead of this.
Now the ‘this’ is not so much the picture of what you might call a memory or a feeling or
something that's coming up. The ‘this’ speaks to your judgement, your perception of what is
arising. You can choose peace instead of the perception that steals your peace. And that is the
place of infinite and perfect power to literally transform your life!
Beloved friend, the past does not exist at any moment. If the mind is causing, bringing
forth, a picture or a thought that seems to be reminiscent of the past by your own decree, rest
assured that it is arising in this present moment, which is the only place creation and
experience occur. The past, then, can exist for you only if you re‐create it now. This re‐creation
does not mean that an image or a picture cannot arise in the mind, what you call memory,
although, it is a very present experience. We are speaking here of the experience you created
when that same picture appeared in your experience in a different time frame. Your experience
is never caused by what arises in your field of awareness. Your experience ‐ listen well ‐ your
experience is how you have chosen to react in the emotional and mental field, to a neutral
event that has arisen. All events are neutral. The reaction to them is what generates
experience.
When nails were driven through my hands, that was an entirely neutral event, although,
by the way, many friends scurried about. It didn't appear to be so neutral. But it was neutral for
me. Therefore, understand beloved friend, that whatever events have ever unfolded in the
realm of your experience, each and every one of them was perfectly neutral, until you
responded with the reaction that you were choosing in order to create an experience in the
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emotional body, in order to create a learning experience about the potentials of your own
consciousness.
Forgiveness, healing, peace, and awakening are equally potentials within your own
mind. Equal to and, indeed, even greater than, anything that you have experienced heretofore.
Therefore, understand, beloved friend: Nothing has been caused by anything or anyone
outside yourself. What arises is always present experience. Embrace it, look upon it, claim it,
own it, feel it, breathe through it, and then recognise that you are free to choose again.
Herein lies the straight and narrow path that leads to Life! And you have a friend,
currently without a body, who wants nothing more than to witness your true Living. And you
have countless friends, with bodies, who share the same desire.
Be you, therefore, that which you are! And live from the power given unto you, from the
freedom in which you abide always ‐ as the Love that you are!”

More Jeshua quotes (channelled through Jayem, The Way of Mastery, Heartfelt Publishing,
1997, www.wayofmastery.com).

“Love embraces all things, allows all things, trusts all things and therefore transcends all
things.”

“You cannot transcend what you have not first embraced.”

“Feeling ‐ unbridled, unblocked, unobstructed feeling ‐ is the doorway to that Love that sets
you free.”

“Allow the mystery of life to live you. There is nothing you have to do to get God...There are
only some things to be released so that God can get you.”

‘Your Heart and the Transforming Power of Love’ – excerpt from a message from God
(channelled through Yael and Doug Powell, 28 May 2009, www.circleoflight.net).

“When your heart shows you the world and is the instrument through which you live, every
moment is the eternal present. Everything is beautiful. Shining through the illusion of
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physicality is the glory of Love, radiant in its splendour, and suddenly the world is the world
that reflects the heart of God you Are. The world is freed from its shackles, freed from the
dream of separation, and thus from the little mind, the ego, which is separation’s tool.
As long as you see the world through the two eyes of the ego mind, it will always be the
roller coaster of duality experience. It will never be the ecstasy you are. But rather than seeking
to still the mind, I call you to make the simple shift into the heart. In that shift that changes
everything come all the gifts of the awakened heart, including the endless conscious
experience of eternal Love and grace that makes everything brand new, sparkling, pure and
perfect, renewed in the endless fountain of life that is present here and Now.
The heart encompasses all. It brings you freedom from the ego that brings you freedom
from the incessant thoughts that build the world of duality, filled with perceptions of pain and
difficulty. Not only does it free you, but beloved ones, it frees all. The moment the true heart I
Am as you embraces the world wholly, all that is loved is instantly transformed, released from
the things that have bound it, that it too might spread the wings of the Spirit and fly free.
It is true that you cannot be free of anything that you have not loved – anything at all.
This is a deeply important understanding. But, you do not love through the ego mind. You
cannot transform anything from the level of the problem. So to use thought and effort to free
yourself from old heart’s beliefs, from the perceptions of the world that the ego made, cannot
ever work. Yet, so much of your inner work has been focussed there – on understanding old
patterns and why you do things ‐ understanding why you have drawn the reflections that you
have before you.
Until you can love these things purely, they cannot be released. They can only be loved
truly from the level of the Real heart you are. This is opened for you when you make the choice
to live through your heart. Then, you can love the world without any ego judgment or
attachment, without any old world vibrational realities impinging upon you at all.
With one heart opening, the whole of life on Earth can be embraced, truly loved,
transformed and freed, and you can step into a world filled with grace, washed in my presence,
wholly alive, a hologram of the I Am, radiant and shining through you and to you in all things.
Also in that decision to open your heart and to shift to the heart for everything,
consciousness is freed, just as easily ‐ to spread its wings into the cosmos. For the
consciousness that you truly are meant to experience is the consciousness of the heart of All I
Am. Not the other way around. In other words, the heart must come first, for it is the heart
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that blesses all humanity. It is the heart that brings you present as the Christ, which is simply
another word used to express the living heart of All That Is...
You can shine Light into the closets of your subconscious and reveal all the patterns that
bind you, but until you love those things, you can’t transform them. So let the heart and its
Love be what gives you the power to turn on that Light that reveals, then, what you’ve already
chosen to love, and thus, to free.
...You are ready to make this shift into being the awakened heart of Love in the world,
that all that you feel, see, touch and recognise and even those things that are simply part of the
consensual dream in which you have participated ‐ as the heart of Love I Am, you can free them
through the power of your passionate and loving embrace and all the struggle with the ego
mind is dissolved in Love’s presence.”

“Embracing and transmuting are the same. What you embrace, you transmute. What you
transmute, you embrace.”
‐ St. Germain (channelled through Ashamarae McNamara, ‘Connecting to Your
Authentic Self,’ Violet Hill, London, U.K., 26 June 2009).

“Be with that pain. Honour that pain. Let it flow. Deny it not. It hurts when the heart opens. It
clears out all the mess that has been keeping it closed, all the disappointment. Then the mind
says, ‘Let me understand this so I can close it up again.” ‐ St. Germain (channelled through
Ashamarae McNamara, ‘Connecting to Your Authentic Self,’ Violet Hill, London, U.K., 26 June
2009. St. Germain noted that the wedding‐ring finger has a meridian that goes straight to the
heart. We are love, he said. That is our energy. “You are the embodiment of love”).

“You say ‘Yes’ to everything that comes to you, even if you don’t like it.” ‐ St. Germain
(channelled through Ashamarae McNamara, ‘Connecting to Your Authentic Self,’ Violet Hill,
London, U.K., 26 June 2009).

“So, for those of you who do ‘process addiction,’ I want you to know that the core addiction of
process addiction ‐ and I want you to think about it: if you’re one of those people that’s
constantly processing and when you think about that, the core energy of process addiction is,
‘What if I process all my stuff and I’m still an asshole? You will never finish because you don’t
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wanna find that out. Much better to declare yourself an asshole and get it over with. If asshole
was part of your wholeness, why should you resist it? Your spirit built it. It’s holy. What part of
you do you not wanna make holy?” ‐ Tashira Tachi‐ren (excerpt from the ‘No Rules’ talk at the
Star Visions Conference, December 1996, www.alchemicalmage.com).

Mud Pies
‘Life is a garden: dig it!’

The period of crisis and darkness that many people have been going through can be equated to
turning over the soil in preparation for new life to grow. There may be weeds that need to be
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dug up and removed before the new seedlings can grow. When we are obliged to focus on
managing external discomfort in the form of illness or conflict we are working on ourselves. My
selfish, hostile neighbours, for example, provide me with reminders to be patient when
appropriate and to take action when necessary. In this way, we are preparing to nurture the
seedlings as they mature into the flowers of higher consciousness. We are then able to enjoy
the fruits after waiting patiently and carefully tending to our characters and bringing out the
best in ourselves, which is our true nature.

Air: Don’t stop breathing because you lose your connection to Source. Shallow breathing
indicates that we have lost interest in that connection for one reason or another. We have
been distracted from it.

Water: Don’t stop feeling either because then the river stagnates, darkens and blocks and
keeps out the light. When the river of emotion is flowing and you feel everything, it remains
clear and the Sun shines in and through it. When conditions are difficult, the way to keep
feeling is to feel positive emotions like love and forgiveness.

Earth: Qualities like acceptance, gratitude, tolerance, patience, endurance, humility and
contentment keep us grounded. Stillness, slowing down, getting sufficient rest at appropriate
times, appreciating where we are, what we have and what we are doing – these help to root,
or anchor, us so that we can bring who we are to where we are.

Fire: Qualities like faith, confidence, positive intent, creative expression, enthusiasm, passion,
desire and love keep us centred and true to ourselves. But, basically, this amounts to
expressing our purpose and potential, increasing our energy and shining our light in the world.

Somehow, we need to love the parts of ourselves that we do not like or with which we feel
uncomfortable. “Make love to your inconsistencies,” as Dreaming Bear Baraka Kanaan says.
There was a highly emotional Lunar Eclipse (sandwiched between two Solar Eclipses), in the
middle of June 2011 which, Lauren C. Gorgo explained, was related to deep feelings of
unworthiness. Parts of ourselves that feel unworthy, unaccepted, unfulfilled and unloved will
be rising to the surface for release, she warned. Fear of our own power may surface this
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month. It is time to embody our greatness. So embrace and love all of your unappreciated,
loveless parts. Love your uglies to leave the past behind. Break free from self‐judgement and
self‐criticism that keeps us small so live you can live and create with true emotional freedom.
These states of lack that we experience are not the truth, says Lauren. The darkness they form
serves as a contrast to wake us up to who we really are.

You say ‘thank you’ and ‘bless you’ to move beyond the unpleasant Now that has been created
in the past. You accept the ‘gift’ you sent yourself and put it down with the others and forget
about it. The gift is a challenge. It is a challenge to apply this wisdom, this love and this joy. It is
like a small child offering you a mud pie. If you refuse it, the child will cry and ‘make a mountain
out of a molehill.’ A negative cycle will be continued or recreated whereas, if you receive the
‘gift’ gratefully, with a warm, joyous, loving smile, what you are effectively doing is expressing
your higher nature as a star being and humouring the illusion that exists outside of you on the
cinema screen of human life. You are behaving like the mature, wise, responsible and nurturing
parent that you essentially are instead of an egocentric one who does not really care about the
child, the soul, the inner child, consciousness itself, the Goddess aspect of Source! You don’t
have to ‘eat shit and die’ because it’s all a game and consciousness is only pretending and
simply needs you to go along with the play‐acting without identifying with the illusion. The
child just needs your love and attention. The Goddess needs your innocence and purity, the
oneness that you share with Her continuously, forever, in mutual devotion, through the
medium of feeling. So, take the mud pie, smile and go, ‘Mmm…yummy, this looks delicious.’
Pretend to eat it and say ‘thank you.’ Then simply throw the pie away and go and eat some real
pie (or cake)! Attend to your inner reality.

There may be more mud pies to ‘look forward to.’ You just never can tell. But this practice,
even though it distracts you from what you want to be doing (on a 5D level) allows you to
slowly move through all this karmic ‘mail’ you sent yourself, this huge mailbag, in most cases.
The karmic element is that you did not face or deal with a situation long, long ago. By denying
your feelings, by resisting instead of releasing, holding onto temporal states of consciousness
by ignoring, hiding and dumping them, you made the situation heavier than it needed to be.
That weight, or density, stuck to your aura or emotional body (a.k.a. astral body, which is "the
vehicle of feelings and emotions," according to Theosophist Arthur A. Powell in The Astral Body
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and other Astral Phenomena (1927), and was, metaphorically, put in the post for you to attend
to at a later time. In the majority of instances, you reacted in the same arrogant, impatient,
selfish, dismissive, angry, horrified way. In fact, the more mud pies you received, the more mail,
identical to that which went before it, forwarded to you again and again, the angrier you
became and the more upset your inner child grew (as a result of your soul/consciousness being
disturbed). The wounded child is the result of childhood experiences which result from karma
created in past lives. You turned this inner child off the idea of living altogether and made it
hide from you. Finally, you had to learn the hard way that, without opening to your natural
feelings and experiencing life innocently through that part of you, on that (feminine) level, you
yourself suffer.

My own tendency is to say, ‘I’m so busy. I haven’t got time for you right now.’ That is why, if
you have children or pets in particular, they provide you with ample opportunities to give your
attention to things you may not wish to. This allows you to be open and ‘in the flow’ to all the
elements in your life as they come and go without resisting them and saying, ‘No.’ Saying ‘Yes’
is very healing. Personally, I feel that it is a little more complicated than this although I am also
sure it need not be. The child might be offering more than mud pies. It might do something
that affects you directly in an unpleasant or even painful manner. I might agree to let my cat
jump on my lap for a while but it might dig its claws into my thigh. I react by picking the cat up
and putting it back down on the floor. I might say, ‘No! Don’t do that!’ The cat does not
understand of course. It was not being intentionally spiteful (although my cat used to cling on
with his claws if he wasn’t ready to be put on the floor afterwards). If I do not have this wisdom
and compassion in me, however, I may blame the cat and shout at it. I may remain angry and in
a bad mood for hours, which will affect other people and situations in my life.

One may learn to thank a small child for mud pies but, when it mischievously shines a torch in
your visitor’s eyes, how do you behave then? It is likely that the child will grow up reflecting
your emotional responses to its behaviour. If it picks up negative energy form you, it will store
that away because it won’t understand it. You are poisoning your own soul and eventually you
will have to purge all that toxicity somehow when it finally surfaces in the form of a life crisis.
Gently, patiently asking the child not to behave so destructively, perhaps offering it something
it likes by way of compensation, showing it love, encourages the child to respond positively.
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You are giving the child something sweet and enjoyable to respond to, and no child can resist
the temptation to receive something sweet. Once it receives the attention and accepts the gift
of love (or an actual sweet!) harmony will be restored because the child will quickly forget the
matter and go back to playing more gently.

All you have done is guide the child lovingly back to a space that it naturally wishes to be in. It
stepped out of that space because it lacked boundaries and, instead of concentrating on the
boundaries themselves, by imposing discipline or even anger on the child, you simply lured it
carefully back to its own essentially sweet nature – by demonstrating and expressing the love
and sweetness of your own true nature. The child saw that you remained unruffled, that you
remained centred in joy, in a calm and happy place. It felt that it, too, belonged there and
wanted to be in a happier space rather than causing others grief, making them feel
uncomfortable and feeling worse itself.

I ought to add that one’s life is not restricted to this relationship between the wounded child
and its life projections and one’s conscious identity. The Sun is not held hostage by the Moon. It
is not about being soft and simply giving into the child so it makes your life hell and thinks that
is OK. We are victims only if we dance to the inner child’s tune without also expressing our
potential as individuals, creating the lives we want to live and exploring and working all kinds of
magic so that we can become whole and live a balanced life and realise our dreams. It’s simply
that this relationship to the inner child needs to be attended to. Otherwise, it will remain
separate from us and create drama and discord in our life and fill it with mud pies and so forth
that we do not want, embroiling us in situations we could clear up and move beyond quickly if
we applied this simple wisdom of the Goddess: this gentle, patient, loving gratitude and
forgiveness, this belief in blessing all that may appear in our lives. That is the Mother aspect of
ourselves taken care of, the Mother Moon.

As we then make our decrees and express our conscious intentions, consciousness – both
personal and collective – will respond to that. And our inner child will find what it needs in this
new game. In fact, it will find the joy and happiness it has sought all along in this return to
Oneness that you, in your newly enlightened understanding, have granted. Part of you was
simply seeking love or it gave up a long time ago and settled into a place where it felt safest
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negating life, giving up on expecting anything good to happen, never bothering to look for
love, to share anything, to play, like my own inner child was for so many years: locked into a
bitter rebellion against life itself. Not that it was hiding behind the sofa throwing mud pies at
me! No, much worse. It had run away from home!

“Something amazing happens when we surrender and just love. We melt into another world, a
realm of power already within us. The world changes when we change. The world softens
when we soften. The world loves us when we choose to love the world.” ‐ Marianne
Williamson.

‘The best way to God is to love all, serve all.’ – Sathya Sai Baba.
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“Are there any remaining blocks, fears, or judgements that prevent the pure unconditional love
of the Christ Consciousness from manifesting in your life? If so, are you ready to ditch them, or
is there still a payoff for you in running fear and judgement? Fear and love are often cast as
opposites, but really fear is simply low‐frequency energy that prevents higher‐frequency love
energy from flowing freely within your being. Get rid of the fear barriers, and you will
experience the love. You can’t ‘love’ anyone. All you can do is get out of the way and let the
love of creation flow through you. Neither can you bring the energy of Christ Consciousness
into you. All you can do is remove the barriers to it and it will fill your entire being. Are you
ready?”
‐ Tony Stubbs (‘The Seven Christed Qualities to Ascension,’ www.newtimes.org/issue/9807/98‐
07‐seven‐christed‐qualities.html).

“There is an emotional clearing that is taking place. Energies have been stored within your
emotional body. They could be from this lifetime, they could be from many lifetimes ago. It
could be an accumulated effect. But there are energies that you have been carrying around in
your emotional body which are too dense for you to take with you in your ascension. So they
are leaving. And the only ways they can leave is through expression, through release, or
through meditation. In general, emotions are expressed as feeling as they are being release. So
you are being cleared a little bit. When they come to the surface – and you may not even
understand what they are representing to you – simply know that they are leaving you. There
are certain ways and means that the world has, and the Masters have, to press those buttons
which will cause you to once again re‐experience those and release them and be lighter. You
need to lighten up if you are going to rise. So do not be overly concerned. You may feel that
you are a little bit crazy. You may feel a little bit strange, some of you have grown accustomed
to being ‘very together people,’ as the saying goes. Very functional and grounded and
organised. Perhaps you will find a space of time for some few hours or some few days when
you feel totally at a loss to cope with reality. You are entering a new territory here. That is why,
again, faith and trust and the meditation connection with your guides are so important. If you
can connect with us, we can assist you by explaining to you so you will have an understanding.
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You need not necessarily have an understanding in order to do the work, but it helps. Again
this is why it is important to continue to connect with one another and to share, for you will be
going through processes. Sometimes very intense ones. It helps to have another who
understands the process to share with.”
‐ Ashtar (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House
Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.176).

Ascension
"The current rate of vibration on the planet has increased to magnitudes never before
experienced in human form. This level of energy is pushing to the surface each and every
weakness that exists both within the individual and collective experience. To know that you are
becoming more light embodied is to realise that you are releasing the most dense parts of
yourselves and this density is being broken, rather shattered, by the intense waves of light that
are streaming through your planet now. The amount of light that you are physically able to
hold is directly proportional to the ease by which this process unfolds for you. There will be
many more reaching the vibrational state of centre‐point in the coming weeks. Those who are
not yet at the light quotient required to achieve homeostasis will continue to purge, release
and rebalance their energy bodies to align with the physical body This transmutation process is
what is occupying most of the masses now..." ‐ Pleiadian High Council (channelled through
Lauren C. Gorgo, ‘On Your Mark…Get Set…..,’19 October 2010, www.consciousco‐
creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2010/10/on‐your‐markget‐set.html).

“Your state of consciousness is being put to every test now, and for good reason. What you
choose in each moment will determine where you will live in the new order outside of time.
Whatever you choose is where you will be, and where you will be will mirror that which you
choose.
The new earth is mandated to be duality and polarity free. The same is true for each of
you in order that you ascend. You have been told before, via the one that writes this, that you
are positioned to become heroes in a transition stage. Only through love stabilised, and
consistency and communion with Me, are you able to hold the frequency of the new Earth and
the fifth dimension without falling back into another deep sleep of separation.
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You are each surrounded by vast Legions of Light Beings of the highest order that are
positioned to help you as well. Each ask that you strengthen your rapport with them, ask for
what you need, participate in your ascension and claim your victory.
It is also true that energies of a Dark nature still linger, attempting to win your affection.
Circumstances are ripe for them to enter your lives each time you choose fear over love,
regardless of any experience you are in the midst of. Come and sit with Me and I will tell you
the Truth about any of your experiences, if you will listen with an open mind.
You will be well served if your stories that you continue to claim as the reason for your
despair and malfunction have Light cast upon them, rather than the mortal mind's repetitive
shadows. In the Light you will see Truth. In the Light and Love of Truth, along with your
devotion to your shift, you are made capable of transmuting patterns of fear, patterns of
repetition, change genetic coding, alter your DNA and shift your entire ancestral lineage.” –
God (channelled through Maureen Moss, January 2010, www.worldpuja.org and
www.maureenmoss.com).

“The ascension process always creates a pattern of darkness and anxiety immediately after the
good feelings that a new blueprint originally creates, and then we always move through it and
onto the next phase. So then, there is nothing unusual here. And all during this time, and with
each new shift, a tremendous amount of crown chakra energy has been arriving for us as well.
Earth Two, or our new reality, began as an overlay or parallel reality to Earth One, or the earth
we left behind. We had to start somewhere, and holding a fair amount of the old reality in our
consciousness is only natural. We are still human beings and we need something to connect to.
After we finished with step one which grounded everything, we were then left empty again,
and it was very easy to tap back into the illusion of the old world, as there was nothing here yet
to sustain us.” – Karen Bishop (Excerpt from ‘New and Different Outcomes...Believing Again,’
Wings post 23 January 2010, www.emergingearthangels.com).

AAccording to the Pleiadians, the first wave path‐pavers completed the >universal clearing
phase= on 9/9 and from now until 12/12 we will be undergoing the cellular re‐patterning needed
to vibrationally align with our divine blueprint...or quantum anatomy.
This basically means that our bodies really need our love right now because every single
cell is being attuned to what I am hearing as scalar wave patterning...or zero‐point
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neutrality...and what the invisibles keep referring to as our new vibrational ‘home’ in
consciousness.
This is why we are still enduring so much physical clearing and it=s the clearing part that
really has us feeling so manic...basically, because bliss hurts. Rather, bliss is always followed by
the resurgence of all that is not bliss in the expansion/contraction process of purging and
integrating any darkness (fear) in our lives and bodies.
Let me explain: each time we climb to a new vibrational level in consciousness and let
more bliss (God/Christ consciousness) into our lives and bodies, our DNA is then activated on a
higher level to transmit information to our cells to match that vibration...which means healing
anything that is not aligned with bliss.
Most times this >bliss= download forces old buried fears to rise to the surface to be
transmuted and released (meaning, we quickly and temporarily relive our pain), which amounts
to us feeling pretty awful for a short period of time. When it's over, we feel great again,
sometimes better...which can easily be confused with mania. Our true (quantum/Christ
consciousness) state of being is kind of like the blue skies behind storm clouds...always there
and consistently beautiful and clear...despite any passing weather fronts...and reemerges each
time a storm clears out...
In spiritual/esoteric terms, we are transcending karma...in scientific/quantum terms, we
are neutralising polarity...in pop culture terms, we are becoming Jedi Knights...all with the
ability to manifest new potentials from the un‐manifest scalar wave field of pure potentiality.@ ‐
Lauren C. Gorgo (>Vibrational Upgrades & New Beginnings: 1010, 1111, 1212,= 9 October 2009,
www.consciousco‐creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2009/10/vibrational‐upgrades‐new‐beginni
ngs.html).

Intense purification process:

“Tho the last 4 weeks may have sent you to hell and back, I look at it more like bearing‐down‐
to‐push‐thru‐the‐birth‐canal (hence all the grounding lower back pain and pelvic cramps). The
pressure we are feeling is/was enormous...like the transformation of coal (carbon) to a
diamond (crystalline)…and just to give you some perspective of the magnitude of this process,
the transformation of carbon to diamond takes millions of years to complete. ((gulp)) We are
the midwives of this ascension process, as well as those giving birth to a new world, which
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means, above all, we have the responsibility of pacing our emergence with the natural rhythm
of our contracting (earth) body…and fortunately/unfortunately, its waaaay too late for an
epidural : ((
The good news is that the intensity we felt thru the final eclipse in Cancer (archetypal
mother) was not without cause in that we are arriving in LOVE, and the unseens say that this is
in part due to a permanent release from karma…and as a result of that, we are beginning to
feel the first signs of freedom from the heaviness, a lightening of our load, and a reconnection
to our creative passions. This means we are about to meet our true selves, as if for the first
time!”
‐ Lauren C. Gorgo (‘LOVE takes the Lead: the return of feminine power,’ 11 July 2011,
www.consciousco‐creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2011/07/love‐takes‐lead‐return‐of‐
feminine.html).

“And this personal excavation is no joke...it means business.” – Lauren C. Gorgo (30 January
2010, ‘Recalibrating & Rebooting,’ www.consciousco‐
creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2010/01/recalibrating‐rebooting.html).

“Beloved masters, what is it that you are most concerned with at this time? What is it that you
cannot seem to overcome or find an answer that will explain the stressful situations that
constantly plague you? For those of you who have been on the path of awareness for some
time, it seems as though you are at a dead end and no matter what you do or don’t do, you
cannot get past the persistent obstacles that are creating so much dismay.
We have emphasised many times that you are in the midst of an intense, very important
transformational process. Many of you have moved into a cycle whereby your strongest core
issues are rising to the surface so that, once and for all, you can neutralise the discordant
energies/thought patterns that are causing such turmoil, so that they can be transmuted back
into their original form: pure Light Substance. The path of ascension has many stages and
initiations which can manifest as periods of intense study, growth and expanded awareness,
followed by times of assimilation when it seems as though you have moved into a null zone of
stagnation or back into chaos. The pulse and heartbeat of our Father/Mother God create cycles
of varying degrees, and every living thing is attuned to rhythmic cycles of some kind or another.
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As you move into the formulation of each higher sub‐dimensional environment, you will find
that the cycles of experience and manifestation are speeded up considerably…
Allow us to take you on a journey, as we give you a mind picture of what ascending
humanity is experiencing at this time. Imagine that you are viewing a very different reality from
our vantage point, as we observe the ascension process that is taking place on another planet.
We of the higher realms have the ability to sense the feeling nature of the people, as well as
see the vibrational patterns that their thoughts and actions convey. Colours are more vivid and
each person’s auric field can be seen by all and is considered to be a normal attribute. However,
the people did not understand the meaning of the auric field…
Beloveds, those of you who have climbed the great mountains of life repeatedly, and
traversed the diverse valleys filled with shadows, tests and trials are now bringing forth into
your consciousness the deepest core issues from within your Being. Before you incarnated, you
were determined to resolve these issues in this lifetime, for you knew that in order to attain
Self‐mastery once more, you must gain a certain level of balance and harmony within.
Remember, you are not being punished and you are not doing anything wrong if you are
endeavouring to do and be your very best. Once you awaken to the God Spark within your
Sacred Heart, you will never again be placed in circumstances which are insurmountable. You
will always experience tests, challenges and circumstances to help you awaken to the great
potential within and to move beyond the illusion of the lower planes. You must always strive
for the highest and best solutions.
We understand that one of the most difficult tasks is gaining control of your feeling
nature and emotions. It is important that you clear the atmosphere around you of discordant
vibrational patterns every day so that you can stay empowered within your Sacred Heart and
Solar Power Centre. You are creating a new chapter in your ledger of life each day. Will that
chapter be on the positive or the negative side of the ledger? Remember, it is permissible and
important that you blaze the Violet Flame of transformation back through the history of your
lifetime, thereby erasing cause, core, record and memory of any discordant energies of the
past. The Violet Flame is the gift of transformation and will help you move from the wheel of
Karma into a state of Grace. Diligently use the Violet Flame to erase all negative actions, or you
must face and rectify your own miscreations via cause and effect situations. Learn to love your
miscreations free. Force or resistance will only strengthen any negative thought forms. Follow
the nudgings of your Soul and Higher Self, and do not be swayed by popular opinion. You must
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strengthen and learn to listen to your own inner Divine sense. Your body is a sounding board. It
is a tuning fork on a certain wave length, which makes up your Energetic Signature. If your life
is filled with chaos and painful events, raising your consciousness will lift and harmonise the
wave patterns of your Energetic Signature, and your life experiences will also become more
balanced, satisfying and enjoyable.
Keep your eyes focused on the mountain top, as you stay centred within the God power
of the moment and you will not be led astray. You have the potential to become physically
vibrant, emotionally fulfilled, mentally aware, financially abundant and spiritually en‐Lighten‐ed.
It is your Divine Birthright to experience your life’s journey in the physical realm to the fullest.
You were designed to savour and enjoy life each day with passion, to experience physicality
with full awareness and conscious intensity. Your earthly sojourns were not meant to be filled
with pain, suffering and deprivation. It is your choice whether you experience life on Earth as a
heavenly place or as a hellish nightmare. Allow us to show you the high road and Light the path
before you. You are loved most profoundly.”
– Archangel Michael (channelled through Ronna Herman, ‘While On The Way To
Ascension,’ February 2010, www.ronnastar.com and ronnastar@earthlink.net. I recommend
reading the entire article which you will find in the related section on my website).

“We all left source to find our way back through all these feelings. All beings outside your
universe are in the same process of finding their way back to source, all with different thoughts
and feelings on how to return. Some even lost the will to return as they have been lost in their
feelings. This is what and where you will go through before you find your way back to source
through all dimensions.
Much of what is being received at this time is of the old consciousness, the
consciousness that was created by a 3rd dimensional human existence upon earth. This
consciousness holds the past, present and thought about what the future might look like, what
you expect the future to be like.
The expectancy of ‘it is all going to be dissolved once we go into the 5th dimension,’
‘everything is going to be different in the 5th dimension.’ Thoughts and feelings are in every
dimension until you reach source.
It is not at all about going into the 5th dimension, it is about bringing this 5th
dimensional energy to earth, into yourselves, the earth and your universe. Once you start
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bringing in even more of you into yourselves, by this I mean the higher dimensional parts of
you that reside in the dimensions above the 5th and outside of this universe in time, you will
need to be prepared to experience and be ready to have that full consciousness that you are
bringing into yourselves.
Many will say they are, but it is different than what you at this time are experiencing
with the 5th dimensional energies.
Your physical body has to prepare by allowing the higher energies to merge with the
physical body.
This requires a lot of adjustment as you allow for the merkabah to be built through
this…
Be open to be open as you are becoming more aware, as you are willing to become
more aware.
The new realities have many layers as you begin to explore them, all you have to do is be
open to explore.”
‐ Isis (channelled through Petra Margolis, ‘Be the Creator of the Future,’ 30 March 2009,
www.ascendedmasters.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=374:be‐the‐
creator‐of‐the‐future&catid=46:isis&Itemid=29).

“For you see, awakening requires a dismantling of the structures of consciousness by which
you have been ordering your perceptions of the third dimension. Ultimately, to truly awaken
completely requires the dismantling of very subtle, deeply embedded patterns of perception
that were already making up the soul prior to your incarnation in this life. The slate must be
wiped clean so that all that remains is the reality of Spirit, with no filament or trace of egoic
consciousness left.
This is not an easy thing to do: yet it requires no effort, save the effort to Love. Love is
the great healer. Love is that which erases the imprint in the depth of the subtle soul. The
patterns that you brought forth with you as a soul are like a magnet. That is, they attract
energy states in the physical dimension experience that are resonant with those patterns.
Often when you say you ‘fall in love’ it is just that you have come into contact with another field
of energy that happens to fit, hand‐in‐glove, with the very patterns of consciousness that you
carry in the depth of your being.
Old memories of other incarnation are triggered when you visit a certain
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physical location. And the emotion feels so good and warm in the heart, you think,
‘Surely this is where I must live on the planet. This is with whom I must spend my life.’ Yet, all of
it is emerging as the result of your karma, that is, the patterns and the effects that
have come from those patterns. Awakening does require vigilance. Awakening requires that
rather than merely going with the reactions of the third dimensional being, you begin to
question, you begin to observe, you begin to feel, you begin to think more deeply.
You begin to engage yourself in some form of spiritual practice. Whether it be
meditation or prayer or something else, all of these things are modalities which interrupt the
momentum of being caught up in the third dimensional experience. You interrupt the pattern
of being caught up in the world long enough to sit quietly for half an hour, or to chant, or to
walk ‐ you do something in a different way. You are beginning to turn the momentum of the
mind back upon itself. You are beginning to become self‐observant rather than world‐
observant.
Now, for all of you that would like to quicken and hasten that process, the answer is
very simple. Spend more time becoming self‐observant, less time being concerned with what is
going on in the world, and no time blaming the world for your state of being ‐ not parents, not
society, not God, but owning.”
‐ Jeshua (channelled through Jayem, The Way of Mastery, Heartfelt Publishing, 1997,
www.wayofmastery.com, p.211. Jayem notes that this section is the Key to the Way of
Mastery).

“The ascending energy will take you everywhere you want to go…but, you gotta ride it. You
gotta let it surface things within you to clear the way for the new, really fabulous stuff. And you
have to welcome it. Ascension isn’t going to override your own belief system. Your belief
system, will simply weigh down the arc a bit, and you’ll look up to see people riding high like
you’d like. You can join them at any time if that’s your preference. Just throw a few things out
of your ‘ship.’ Lighten the load people. That’s all. It's all yours anyway...in this amazing, endless
wholeness.” – Archangel Michael (channelled through Meredith Murphy, 19 October 2010,
www.expectwonderful.com).

“Dear ones you will be washed clean and purified, it will take time but slowly and surely what
does not serve you; what energies are not in the light…you will release…and the longer that
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you stay in this energy the more pure you will become…just let the feelings come…and let the
feelings go…allowing yourselves to flow into the New World…for dear ones the New World is
coming…allow your spirit guides to support you in this process…feel them at your feet…and
your spirit guides know ways to relax your body even more than it is, give them permission to
relax you…and as you relax you will release…as you release the new energy that will energise
you in a divine way with light…letting go of your old ways, your old behaviours and your old
patterns…and bringing forward the new energies into the New World for dear ones enjoy this
transition, know that you're moving into the New World…” – Kryon (channelled through David
Brown, ‘The New World is Coming,’ 10 October 2010, Sydney, Australia,
www.kryon.org.za/ChannellingNo493.htm).

“As we prepare to take the next step and ground even deeper into our new lives & bodies, it is
common to experience the rumblings of emotional eruptions from within. These eruptions may
cleverly disguise themselves as intense bouts of anger, frustration or anxiety, but can
ultimately provide the impetus needed to crack open a geyser of tears that could flood an
ocean.
This build up of emotion can powerfully serve to propel us out of a rut if we are feeling
stuck and it is also common to experience these waves of release during the temporary
mourning process that often precedes/follows a major bump up to a new level of
consciousness. This is the feeling of loss often associated with a deeper level of ego/personality
death and what always brings us into closer alignment with our true selves.
If you are still in the anger/frustration/depression phase, be patient with your
process...this will eventually give way to the release of all that pent up energy and free you to
move beyond the entrapment of woulda, coulda, shoulda, and all the regrets of a life gone by.
Remember, as soon as we love ourselves fully, we are no longer afraid to be true. This is
when life begins, when we deeply realise that the life we lived to get here was only practice.
Will there still be bumps in the road?
Of course!
But luckily, where we're going...we won't need roads ; ))
To coming unstuck...
‐ Lauren C. Gorgo (‘Saying Goodbye to a Life Gone,’ an excerpt from ‘Greasing the
Gears,’ 8 February 2011, www.consciousco‐creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2011/02/greasing‐
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gears.html).

“To us it seems like humanity is wearing many items of clothing, it is as if from each past
lifetime and experience you have acquired an item of clothing and are intent on wearing them
all at once. So much so that it is obscuring your truth from emerging and existing in harmony
and peace. We wish for you to take off all the clothes you have acquired and to confidently
walk as your truth. This is only an analogy but we share it with you so that you may understand
that a deep purification needs to take place now in preparation for 2012. A purification process
has been occurring for several years now, but this is being intensified by the Creator for each
individually to strengthen their energies and light. The purification process will continue
beyond 2012 for many years but needs to be stepped up from this moment forward so that you
may enter into the energies of 2012 with a stronger brighter light and with a greater awareness
of your own truth. You will always have to focus on cleansing and purifying your own being and
reality but a greater focus upon this would be beneficial now.
Old energies need to be shifted, essentially there is a need for each person to cleanse
their own personal old energies before humanity can begin to cleanse as a whole the karma of
humanity's history on the Earth. The Ascended Masters working on purifying the Earth are
actually preparing the Earth so that it is easier for humanity to recognise, release and cleanse
the karmic energies humanity has created as a whole in the past. Experiences and situations
may occur on the Earth which will encourage humanity to release all karmic energies from
earth's history but this will only occur periodically because in order for humanity to be at a
vibration to accomplish this, they must first cleanse, purify and expand their own being,
awareness and consciousness.
So for this moment we wish to make you aware that people on the Earth are entering
into a major personal purification process. It is an intensified and accelerated cleansing period
where old energies will be released. Many habits or belief systems that need to be released
may enter into your reality with power to shake you up and bring your attention to the
energies that must be purified, unless you have purified yourself in this way previously. It is
important at this time to focus on asking for healing and cleansing from your guides, soul and
the Creator as well as recognising old habits and dissolving them. It is a time when balance is
essential as many people have attracted into their life, experiences, people and learning
processes that stem from a long time ago, even several past life times ago. Finding that you
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hold old connections with people is normal at this time as it signifies that you have been
brought together to either resolve karma or in preparation of anchoring certain energies into
the Earth.
We realise that ancient and old wisdom will always be needed on the Earth but old
energies that are holding humanity back need to be transformed.”
‐ Master Kuthumi and Master Serapis Bey (channelled through Natalie Glasson,
excerpted from ‘Energy Acceleration,’ 6 June 2011, www.omna.org).

Repressed Emotions
“Beloved one, emotion is not to be suppressed, because after awhile it is not going to stay
down. It is going to come out in one way or another; many times in the aches and pains of a
body. It will show you that you are keeping emotions ‐ that energy that wants to be in motion ‐
you are keeping it suppressed, you are keeping the lid on it, and the body will speak to you: a
crook in the neck, a sore shoulder, a pain, aches in the joints, because you do not have the
fluidity of movement. You will not let the emotions be in motion.” – Jeshua (channelled
through Judith Coates, www.oakbridge.org).
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“When tears come, I breathe deeply and rest. I know I am swimming in a hallowed stream
where many have gone before. I am not alone, crazy, or having a nervous breakdown…My
heart is at work, and my soul is awake." ‐ Mary Margaret Funk (Thoughts Matter: the Practice of
a Spiritual Life, Continuum, 1998).

“All of you to some degree want your life to change. You all want something to change. You
want something improved in your life. When you make how you feel the most important thing
in your life, then life will change. Yet how many do not want to do the work? They say ‘I am too
busy for my emotions yet I still want my life to change! I have to iron the clothes today. I have
my partner to complain at, my job that I don’t like. I’m too busy with the things I don’t like…or
even the things I do like that I want to see improved – I’m too busy with those!’
Yet realise your emotions send out vibration, energy. And the whole world molds,
changes, according to the energy you put out, whether you are five year old or eighty, it’s the
same. How important is your life to you? If it is truly important then you will begin to truly focus
on how you feel, moment to moment. And yes it will be work, yet what is more work ‐ having a
life you do not want? That’s much more work! And when you being to recognise your habitual
patterns with your own emotions then you have the power to change them.
The key is when you are feeling an emotion that you want to change is to feel it. For
most fight the feeling, they resist it, which is like gluing it even closer. But when you relax and
surrender that this moment, ‘I’m not happy and I feel that feeling’ the action is the feeling now
transmuting the heaviness. For your natural state of being is peace.
Beloved ones, do not run from your emotions or sedate them, FEEL THEM FULLY.
Everything that challenges you in your emotions will lose its power in the face of your
presence, look at it deeply. If it is an emotion you like, look at it deeply and it will increase. Your
presence, focus and attention holds tremendous energy, so you might as well use it to your
spirit's advantage.” – St. Germain (channelled through Ashamarae McNamara,
www.awakeningfromwithin.com).

“Native Americans had a special technique for releasing their emotional garbage. They would
dig a hole and speak into it all their negative experiences, thoughts and/or feelings. When they
had given it all to Mother Earth they would fill the hole. Often they would plant a seed,
knowing that Mother Earth would use their emotional garbage for fertiliser from which
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something beautiful would grow. Whenever you experience fear, guilt, or any negative
feelings, dig a hole and put your emotional dung into the hole. Then plant a tree in the hole.
Ask Mother Earth and the spirit of the tree to help you move into a peaceful, loving existence
and to use your fertiliser for the highest and best good of all concerned. If you are unable to do
it for real, do it in your mind. You may have to plant many trees ‐ either for real or in your mind ‐
to get rid of it all of your garbage, but you will feel wonderful.” ‐ Heather Anne Harder.

AEach of us makes his own weather, determines the colour of the skies in the emotional
universe which he inhabits.@ ‐ Fulton J. Sheen.

>Message from the Angels= by Ann Albers
(www.visionsofheaven.com).

My dear friends, we love you so very much.
Allow yourselves to feel everything deeply,
for it is through your feelings that you touch
upon your soul's greatest truths. Your emotions
are simply messages from the soul ‐ honour them
for their wisdom, then allow them to move
through you, as you move through life.

So many of you try to avoid your darker feelings
and yet, they too point to your soul's truth.
Beneath every angry feeling is a passionate desire
to create more. Beneath every sadness and
disappointment is a longing for sweetness.
Beneath every jealousy there is a desire to know
you are worthy of what you envy. Beneath every
frustration is a soul's desire to seek out a deeper
and truer path. Dear ones, your darker spaces
contain great light. Dig deep inside yourself and find it.
Within feelings of helplessness are the seeds of surrender.
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Within feelings of desolation you seek out your own
very great light. Within feelings of loneliness, you
search for God. When you are feeling your darker spaces,
dig deep within and find the light of your own soul ‐
these are the areas of deep growth.

When you find yourself in the throes of bliss, gratitude,
love, passionate expression, and deep joy, by all means
celebrate! Do not dim your light. These are the truths
that your soul wishes to share with the world. Allow
yourselves to feel and feel deeply. Do not let fear damn
up the flow of grace that courses through you in these
moments. Celebrate the good feelings and allow yourself
to move through life unattached as to whether or not
they will be here in the next moment, for the minute you
introduce this fear of losing your joys, you are no longer
in joy. Simply enjoy your joys dear ones, and share them.
Joy is the native state of the soul.

Do not be afraid of your own hearts, dear ones,
for within them you find the truth that God wishes
to express in the world. Own who you are and how
you feel in any given moment. If you are feeling the
darker spaces, dig deep to find the light seeking to
be expressed. If you are in the light‐filled spaces,
let yourself shine. Go deeper always, into your own
hearts. You can always find greater love, and a
greater desire to both give and receive this love.

You are all so beautiful to us.
Do not talk yourselves out of
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being who you are, feeling
what you feel, and expressing
the very great desire for the love
that your souls wish to share with,
and receive from, the world.

We love you so very much.

“Your emotions are your indicators of the vibrational content of your Being, in every moment.
And so, when you become aware of the feeling of your emotions, you can be aware of your
vibrational offering. And once you combine your knowledge of the Law of Attraction with your
in‐this‐moment awareness of what your vibrational offering is, then you will have full control of
your own powerful point of attraction. With this knowledge, you can now guide your life
experience in any way you choose.
Your emotions – simply, purely and only – are about your relationship with your Source.
And since your emotions tell you everything that you would ever want or need to know about
your relationship with your Source, we often refer to your emotions as your Emotional Guidance
System.
When you made the decision to come forth into this physical body, you fully understood
your eternal connection to Source Energy, and you knew that your emotions would be
constant indicators that would let you know, in every moment, your current relationship with
Source Energy. And so, understanding the powerful guidance that you have eternal access to,
you felt no sense of risk, no sense of confusion – only a sense of adventure and true
exhilaration.”
‐ Abraham (Ask and It is Given. Learning to Manifest Your Desires by Esther and Jerry
Hicks, Hay House, Inc., CA, U.S., 2004, p.44).

“This is a wonderful idea to hold on to, that you are giving form to energy.
Allow yourself to spend a whole day holding this idea in your mind and allowing yourself
to obverse yourself as you give form to energy. Once you begin to notice when you are giving
form to energy, why you are giving form to energy and how you are giving form
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to energy, you basically begin to see how your whole reality and even the world has been
constructed. You may even notice the cycle of energy as you give form, substance or structure
to it even if it is in the form of an emotion. The cycle of energy is essential to
observe, the cycle of giving form to an object or situation could begin with an idea about the
object or situation, then a period of naturally energising the idea without even realising. You
are actually building the small source of energy which manifested the idea into an expansive
energy. Then a few days later the object or situation may manifest, this could be because you
have purchased the object, it has been given to you or maybe you have arranged for the
situation to take place. The manifestation of the energy will then remain with you for as long as
you need it, but because energy has a cycle it will withdrawal and be transformed into a new
energy at some point. The same occurs with emotions which are again ideas that stem from
the mind; they just have a more personal manifestation. When an emotion manifests it has a
growth period, then a time when it completely consumes you, but the emotion generally
passes. Sometimes we do not completely let go of the emotion or energy and this is when
energy becomes stagnant, not able to transform.
When you can truly begin to observe energy then you will be given the most powerful
key to your existence and reality on the Earth, you will be able to heal yourself, remain
balanced, free from the influences of others as well as understanding how to bring all energies
once no longer needed into completion. This would be an extremely powerful tool that helps
you to navigate your reality and achieve your divine purpose with ease. So much confusion
occurs on the Earth because people remain ignorant to the process of
energy and therefore create many dramas and cause themselves much pain because of their
lack of understanding. I am not judging you for this as to understand energy is a natural
process of your spiritual growth, I simply wish to make you observant of your reality
on the Earth and how your experiences can be developed and enhanced.
Much pain occurs because people are not willing to accept change or may even have
developed a fear connected to change. A fear of change often manifests because the person
wishes to feel secure and stable in their reality but experienced a change that
caused great unsettlement. They continue to associate all transitions in their life with this
experience. Change is connected to insecurity but when you begin to understand the cycle of
energy and how you give form to energy you actually offer yourself the greatest security of all.
You realise that once you accept an energy into your reality it may stay or go at a certain times
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in your life, your perception of this become neutral because you know that the energy will
naturally pass when you no longer need it, therefore signifying a growth or development
process.
‐ St. Germain (channelled through Natalie Glasson, ‘Transitions of Energy,’ 3 July 2011,
www.omna.org/03‐07‐11‐Saint_Germain.html).

AYou must have an outlet for this inner beast or it will energetically eat away at your vital
organs, causing constriction and reduced blood and energy flow, in turn causing extra stress
from within. This will result in immune‐response drop, bad moods, fits of temper and
depression, as well as diminished libido.@ ‐ Barefoot Doctor (Dear Barefoot. Taoist Wisdom For
Everyday Living, Atlantic Books on behalf of Guardian Newspapers Ltd, London, U.K., 2004,
p.249).

AWhat I=ve discovered...is that we don=t have to overcome fear to have a clear heart. We simply
need to recognise it when it shows up and acknowledge its presence. The great revelation for
me is that it isn=t fear itself so much as the effort of hiding or denying it that=s so self‐abusive
and destructive...The more we simply acknowledge our fears with love and a dash of humour,
the more they subside and >defog= the heart. Now, there=s a big difference between feeling
vague, generic fear and actually being in danger. Most of the time when we experience fear,
there=s no threat to anything other than our fragile egos. But even when we are in danger, it=s
far better to acknowledge fear=s presence so that our hearts will clear up and our guidance will
come through to help us get out of it...Notice how the more you articulate your fear, the
clearer your heart becomes...The more often and more quickly you confront fear, the sooner
your heart will be clear and remain so. And a clear heart is a self‐loving one, because only it can
see and guide you creatively to safety.
What fogs a clear heart are strong emotions of any sort. Whether intense anger, strong
infatuation, overwhelming grief or unbelievable ecstasy, powerful waves of emotion
temporarily distort the clarity of the heart and interrupt our ability to love ourselves or others.
This isn=t to suggest that we must attempt to block or distance ourselves from our
emotions. Not at all. In fact, blocked emotions close and clog the heart and shut it down
altogether. No, it=s important to feel all of our emotions fully and completely and to recognise
them for the messengers they are, informing us about the experiences of our lives. It=s just that
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we need to recognise that our emotions are like the weather: They come and ‐ ideally, if
unblocked ‐ they go. We learn from them but shouldn=t act on them. It=s best to wait until their
intensity passes, then choose our actions.@
‐ Sonia Choquette (The Answer Is SimpleYlove yourself, live your spirit, Hay House,
London, U.K., 2008, p.86‐89).

“If you are experiencing sadness or depression right now understand that you are not alone.
We are clearing out the baggage we have been carrying around for lifetimes...we can't take it
with us into the New Earth Energies. The vibrations on the New Earth will not allow anything of
a low vibration to survive. Give thanks for the opportunity to clear what no longer serves you ~
feel it ~ so you can let it go, forever. Our density is no longer needed...vibrations from our past
are rising to the surface to be transmuted. Many of us are experiencing a sense of melancholy
right now...just don't stay there ~ intend to move through it with love for yourself and all that
you have EVER been. Know that you are going through a final clearing before you graduate
from the density of the 3rd dimension.
Ask for help from your Creator, whatever that may be for you, to help you release your
karmic miasms with ease and grace and for your highest and best good. Sit out in the sun for 15
minutes and ask the Sun and the Earth to help you transmute the blocks in your energy field. A
brisk walk will also help you throw off energy that needs to be released.
May you be blessed on your souls journey back to wholeness. Know that you are deeply
loved and fully supported in your process.”
‐ Sabrina Reber (www.facebook.com/pages/How‐to‐Raise‐Your‐
Vibration/204840666199710).
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Resistance
“It is not necessary that you fully understand the complexities of this eternally expanding
environment in order to reap the benefits of that which it has become, but it is necessary that
you find a way to go with the flow of the Well‐Being that is stretched out before you. So, in that
effort, we offer these words: There is only a Stream of Well‐Being that flows. You can allow it
or resist it, but it flows just the same.” – Abraham (Manifest Your Desires by Esther and Jerry
Hicks, Hay House, Inc., New York, U.K., 2008, p.52).

“You would not enter a brightly lit room and look for the ‘dark switch.’ You would not expect
to find a switch that would flood an inky darkness into the room to cover the brightness of the
light‐you would find a switch that would resist the light, for in the absence of light there is
darkness. And, in like manner, there is not a Source of ‘evil,’ but there could be resisting of that
which you believe is Good, just as there is not a Source of sickness, but there could be resisting
of the natural Well‐Being.” – Abraham (Manifest Your Desires by Esther and Jerry Hicks, Hay
House, Inc., New York, U.S., 2008, p.53).
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"Fighting your feelings and defending against them creates a whole extra layer of artificial
feelings that further isolates you from your spiritual core and only serves to add more layers to
the original experience it fights against. Your whole conscious self has to gather all its faculties,
all its resources and use all the ground you have gained in order to be fully determined to
experience the fear of the deep, painful, hurtful, frightening feelings that you hide inside
yourself. As I have often said to you, ‘the only way out is in and through.’" ‐ Eva Pierrakos and
Donovan Thesenga (Fear No Evil). Someone commented on this quote: “Feelings are triggered
by our stories about ourselves. Busting the myth diffuses the feelings. They are interlinked.”
(Michael Doven Gray, July 2011).

*only positive things hold our vibrations up* ‐ A friend.

Yeah but it's important not to resist negative things if they need to surface to be released. That
is the other side of ascension. In fact, really, that IS ascension, the self‐healing. As long as we
know it is temporary and actually release it. That's not so easy and I don't think it matters. It is
accelerated growth which would usually take several lifetimes. Then Light is all that remains.

“I want to announce to everyone listening, to the entire universe who is intentionally out there
somewhere picking up on pieces of this in some way – I want to announce to everything and
everyone who exists that I here now proclaim my determination to release my resistance once
and for all. I give up. I give up. I give up. I give up…I have to let go of all those pieces because,
in my interaction with all those pieces, I just hold myself out and hold myself out and hold
myself out and my frustration is huge when I hold myself out, as I’m trying to explain. But I’m
only out because of this reality and this reality and this reality. Abraham, I now understand that
you were never trying to say to me that those realities didn’t exist. You were only trying to say
to me that those realities do not serve me when I focus upon them.” – Abraham‐Hicks (‘I’m the
Vortex,’ an introductory video clip of a talk regarding The Vortex, a book by Esther and Jerry
Hicks, 2009).

"The amount of time that it takes to fully embody your physical vessel is directly proportionate
to the amount of resistance you uphold. What we mean is this: for the physical body to
integrate these very high frequencies requires a deep level of surrender, of acceptance, so that
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each cell can harmonise with the galactic forces of creation. If there is resistance to holding,
integrating these energies, the body will buck in defiance and create great discomfort. For this
we recommend a softening, an openness and a willingness to welcome and embrace these
energies fully...not a refusal of them. Similar to childbirth, relaxing into the discomfort will ease
the stress on the physical body during the intensive rebirthing process you are currently
undergoing. Allow, allow, allow, is what we would say in response to all resistance disguised as
suffering." ‐ Seven Sisters (channelled through Lauren C. Gorgo, ‘The (re)Education of Sacred
Embodiment,’ 28 July 2011,
www.consciousco‐creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2011/07/reeducation‐of‐sacred‐
embodiment.html).

Connecting To Your Higher Self.
● Expansion of existing spiritual / religious beliefs
● A deeper hunger with perseverance to know the Universal (Absolute) Truth...
● Openness to receive teachings and healings (from the heart without interference from the
Ego‐Mind)
● Letting go of your negative ego (your wealth, status, job title…etc are all illusions...it’s NOT
YOU). Love in your system creates humility and provides a higher perspective to life
● An understanding of your Self as a being of energy (with multiple subtle body layers)
● An understanding that you create with your thought forms and feelings. Positive thought
forms create positive energies and negative thought forms create blockages in your system
● Clearing all blockages (miasms) from all your subtle bodies. Doing this opens you up to the
higher frequency energies. The higher frequency energies speed up your self development and
self empowerment process
● Develop/Build your pillar of Light and your Central Channel (extension of the Kundalini
channel beyond the crown) also known as the Antahkarana or the Rainbow bridge
● Opening up your sacred (spiritual) heart. This allows you to open up to the pure love GOD
consciousness energy and develop the direct connection to the GOD source
‐ Ishnah (www.selftransform.net).
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Holding onto the Past
"We either give up our suffering and start living again or we die clutching onto the past." ‐ Gary
Bate (Becoming a Christ. A Layman’s Journey of Self‐discovery, Blue Light Publishing, Cardiff,
U.K., 2003, www.whatstress.com).

"If wisdom is garnered through experience, and it is, what have we got to be ashamed of? We
want to come to a place in our mind where we say out loud, I forgive myself for my past, those
memories that stick out in my mind. I let go of my past and forget it. My past is no longer a part
of me. I am healed and made a new being. I come to the river in my mind, I bathe in the river
and the holy water washes away my past. I am no longer my past. It is no more. I walk to the
other side of the river. I don't look back. I leave no footprints in the past." – Gary Bate
(Becoming a Christ. A Layman’s Journey of Self‐discovery, Blue Light Publishing, Cardiff, U.K.,
2003, www.whatstress.com).
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“It is only when we resolve our emotions neurologically, as wisdom, that we are free of them
and thus free from our past. Christ being born of a virgin means that Christ is virgin territory
untainted by an unresolved emotional past.” – Gary Bate (Becoming a Christ. A Layman’s
Journey of Self‐discovery, Blue Light Publishing, Cardiff, U.K., 2003, p.50,
www.whatstress.com).

“If we had done what we were supposed to do, we would have created an experience, then
moved in to emotionally embrace it, captured its wisdom and then moved on to the next
experience. When we have experienced something once we should have captured the wisdom
from it. We only keep coming back to it because we think we are missing out on something but
this is clearly not the case…
Instead of feeding our emotions, the answer lies in making a conscious decision to
starve them. Did you get that? The only way forward is to starve your emotional body of
everything other than virgin experiences. And I don’t mean you are to go out and look for a
load of virgins to sleep with!
Emotional fasting is the route to enlightenment and perfect health.
And the saying ‘Christ is born of a virgin’ means immortal life has no basis in the past. A
Christ is untainted by past emotional experiences. They have crossed the emotional river and
left no footprints in the past. (It doesn’t mean Mary was a virgin! She was, in fact, an unmarried
mother with twins; namely Yeshua and his twin brother Thomas).”
– Gary Bate (Becoming a Christ. A Layman’s Journey of Self‐discovery, Blue Light
Publishing, Cardiff, U.K., 2003, www.whatstress.com, p.166‐167).

The childlike innocence of the old soul…innersense...

“A FOOL IS ONE who goes on trusting; a fool is one who goes on trusting against all his
experience. You deceive him, and he trusts you; and you deceive him again, and he trusts you;
and you deceive him again, and he trusts you. Then you will say that he is a fool, he does not
learn. His trust is tremendous; his trust is so pure that nobody can corrupt it.
Be a fool in the Taoist sense, in the Zen sense. Don't try to create a wall of knowledge
around you. Whatsoever experience comes to you, let it happen, and then go on dropping it.
Go on cleaning your mind continuously; go on dying to the past so you remain in the present,
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here‐now, as if just born, just a babe. In the beginning it is going to be very difficult. The world
will start taking advantage of you...let them. They are poor fellows. Even if you are cheated and
deceived and robbed, let it happen, because that which is really yours cannot be robbed from
you, that which is really yours nobody can steal from you. And each time you don't allow
situations to corrupt you, that opportunity will become an integration inside. Your soul will
become more crystallised.”
‐ Osho (Osho Zen Tarot).

"Remember always that your power lies in your infinite being and your ability to hold energy in
your heart and to manifest that which you need. You are powerful and loved, and you are Love.
So, by the Equinox of March, you will be feeling the intensity of this Wave. And, you will float
like a Feather on the Waves of Cosmic Light into...a New Creation. New ideas will come to you,
new connections, new projects and new communities. For, these Cosmic Waves are the
Energies of a New Creation and a New Earth. So, we urge you, do not focus on that which is
falling away, but focus rather on that which is rising and coming into Manifestation – a New
Earth and an Age of Light!" ‐ Archangel Michael (channelled through Celia Fenn, ‘Light As a
Feather,’ 9 February 2011, www.starchildglobal.com).

“Let‐go means no competition, no struggle, no fight…just relaxing with existence, wherever it
leads. Not trying to control your future, not trying to control consequences, but allowing them
to happen…not even thinking about them. Let‐go is in the present; consequences are
tomorrow. And let‐go is such a delightful experience, a total relaxation, a deep synchronicity
with existence.” ‐ Osho.

"People have a hard time letting go of their suffering. Out of a fear of the unknown, they prefer
suffering that is familiar." ‐ Thich Nhat Hanh.
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Denial
We are in this life to confront and deal with our darkness (the absence of Light) and then move
on into the Light and embrace our whole Self. As with everything, it is all about becoming
conscious of all parts of oneself now, particularly emotions and aspects of ourselves we have
blocked or denied in other lifetimes. It is then that we can release the stored tension and feel
and love fully and achieve balance and harmony between all aspects of ourselves. The higher
self is balancing consciousness by trying to clear blockages and release emotions so that
energy can flow.

"For to deny a part, is to deny the whole.
The significance of this is paramount."
‐ Jeshua (channelled through Jayem, The Jeshua Letters).

"Beloved One,
That which you don’t want to look at becomes your shadow side. Fear, anger and
negativity can roam there and influence you, intensified by the refusal to go within. The ego
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can be very stubborn when it comes to suppressing certain doubts, hunches and feelings; it will
not release control easily.
What you perceive as ‘evil’ in your world is always the result of clinging to personal
power. It is the refusal to give up control and accept inner fear and darkness.
The first step to enlightenment is surrendering to ‘what is.’ Enlightenment means that
you allow all aspects of your being into the light of your consciousness. Enlightenment does
not mean you are fully conscious of everything within you, but that you are willing to face
every aspect consciously.
Enlightenment equals love. Love means that you accept yourself as you are.”
– Jeshua (channelled through Pamela Kribbe, The Jeshua Channellings, BootLocker,
2008, www.jeshua.net).

PLAY: ‘Zero’ by The Smashing Pumpkins (on the album Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness,
1995) RE:‐ dealing with your darkness not denying it.

“Whatever you bury, you bury alive.” – Unknown.

“The Achilles heels/heals of many will ache with prayers as they are brought to their emotional
knees in order to receive communion with first light. Humbleness allows an opening in the
canyon of self that once dead ended and echoed of wrong choices. The impassable mountain
responds to true emotion from the deep clear well of caring. Hollowness will not be seen as a
friendly gesture as many still continue to serve self at the cafeteria of denial.
Serving the hole one has fallen into does not contribute to the healing of planet or self.
When you find yourself falling down the rabbit hole of life and continual obligations do not
stop to take notes on the way down. Don’t hold unto what falls away from you but in its stead
look forward to the new land you are about to touch down upon.
You are asked to become more than you ever thought possible! You are asked to
become the healer, you are asked to become the scholar. You are asked to become all that you
shirk. You are asked to make personal decisions that even Christ himself would fret over. You
are being pulled away from your personal line in the sand and taken to a new beach where your
footsteps will be seen and counted.
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You are asked to increase your belief factor in yourself and all of your abilities. You are
asked to redesign yourself in a collage of life imitating art. You are asked to step up to the plate
and sup upon what is needed to be done, let it fuel your life force. Instead of allowing life and
her daily deeds to suck all of your energy allow it to give to you increased energy from all
circumstances that surround you. Stop whining about what has be‐fallen you and see it as a
piece of the soul puzzle you seek…
The light seeks to know itself again, as long forgotten parts of the universe meet
yearling lights, those in form that will embrace and fully appreciate the ‘trueness’ of the
energy. The call of the Ancestors from time immortal is heard pulsing thru the galactic vein. The
heart of the Source pounds with expectations as it brings together dance partners that have
not tangoed in light years
Are you willing to be entrusted with ancient truths that seek a host to hold them dear
and breathe their truths back into remembrance? Are you willing to see the beauty within your
self so you can see the beauty within life? For it is only through love that you may enter their
truths and sup upon their well‐kept secrets.
The ultimate choice is to give without thought of loss. To jump without fear into the
abyss with the knowing that in all darkness light is held captive. To come to the ledge and fly
without fear or remorse VENTURING WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD and showing the
universe what mankind is made of. There is no growth in a safe space and 2009 holds that
teaching. Embrace the energy and light that you house and reach for the Event Horizon.”
‐ The Council of 29/11 that serves the year 2009 (channelled through Gillian MacBeth‐
Louthan, 11 November 2009, www.thequantumawakening.com).

You turn away from the Sun (God) for long enough and a cavern of darkness is created. The
Sun cannot reach you because the cavern is an illusion of your own making. You must turn back
towards the Light to return to Reality if you would be free of illusion, of duality and suffering
regardless of how dense and difficult your circumstances might be. Gradually, the flower of the
heart opens and the colour of joy and perfume of love are awakened as the Sun, the Spirit,
again expresses itself through you:

Shadow and Light Source Both
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How does a part of the world leave the world?
How does wetness leave water?

Don’t try to put out fire by throwing on
more fire! Don't wash a wound with blood.

No matter how fast you run, your shadow
keeps up. Sometimes it's in front!

Only full overhead sun diminishes your shadow.
But that shadow has been serving you.

What hurts you, blesses you. Darkness is
your candle. Your boundaries are your quest.
I could explain this, but it will break the
glass cover on your heart, and there's no
fixing that.

You must have shadow and light source both.
Listen, and lay your head under the tree of awe.

When from that tree feathers and wings sprout on you,
be quieter than a dove. Don't even open your mouth for
even a coo.

‐ Rumi.

No escape
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Q: Jonah, you=ve often said, ‘there is no escape, only resolution.’ I=m often unsure about how to
go about resolving something. Are there steps one can take toward resolution? Thank you, I
love you all...Susan, Santa Ana, CA.
A: Beloved, indeed there is no escape, for what one creates in the negative they must resolve,
if it takes one day or ten thousand life times, this is universal law. Steps toward resolution need
to begin with understanding what it is you are trying to resolve, are you still judging it, are you
still fearing it, indeed does it still control you? If one believes they are the servant of their
creation versus the master of their creation then resolution does not occur. Look at what you
have created, whatever the creation is that you are trying to escape, and recreate that creation
with love for yourself, ask for assistance from the universe, indeed from your own guides.
Allow the new creation to replace the old creation this is resolution.
Slowly, slowly, one must have some kind of practice and an ever‐increasing self‐
awareness, and self‐love, and by‐and‐by those contradictory clouds of confusion, of duality and
delusion, pass and just the one Sun remains, the true eternal self. We are starting to wake up
from a dream that=s all (a long nightmare). Really, we are all rays of the one golden Sun, but we
still think we=re food for the birds, worms in the dirt that can=t ever wriggle our butts fast
enough to escape from ourselves. Yeah, the true and eternal part of us which is God planned
this whole fuck‐up for our experience and learning so we may be as wise as serpents and
thereafter resist all temptation to stray from Oneness knowing how acutely it hurts. Pleasure
so profound that it hurls us to the ground...well, other weaknesses too. We=re all working on
something, some Achilles Heel, some fathomless fear, some deep‐rooted denial and we keep
repeating the lesson life after life because we just wanna party and have a good time.
So...that=s where they end up...back in the dance again, dancing on their own graves, trying not
to step in their own shit, hoping someone else does. So if you=ve stopped doing that at least
you=re probably on the right track!
‐ Jonah (channelled through Hossca Harrison, from a newsletter,
www.jonahlifeinstitute.com).

“May it inspire you with clearer vision and a deeper peace, as you realise that life is governed
by perfect justice. The law must forever operate to bring men and women to face themselves.
Humanity actually spends its time running away from itself, seeking dissipation and
oblivion; which is no more than frittering away the happiness and joy which God would give.
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Witness the many distractions you have created for yourselves in your life today, amusements
which compel people’s attention. Do not think, for one moment, that we do not recognise the
need for recreation; but learn to take your relaxation and recreation in the true and
harmonious spirit. Do not dissipate the energies of the spirit, or the life‐force within your body,
which is the temple of the Most High…The essential lesson, we repeat, that life has to teach
humanity is to face itself.”
‐ White Eagle (channelled through Grace Cooke, The Light Bringer. The Ray of John and
the Age of Intuition, The White Eagle Publishing Trust, Hants, U.K., 2001, p.83‐84).

Ricky Fitts (Wes Bentley): “Never underestimate the power of denial.”
– American Beauty (directed by Sam Mendes, 1999).

Being clear of past ‘stuff’ frees us up to face and deal with situations in the present…

“Instead of candy coating the bad feelings by denying past hurts, you can heal them. By going
through the healing process, you come to understand that you are not confined to a life of a
helpless victim. This understanding has the effect of allowing you to distribute love and
kindness and to set boundaries without creating further conflict. It allows you to take a stand
without alienating others. In this way of living, you can benefit from even unpleasant things
that happen to you.” ‐ Betty Perkins (Lion Taming. The courage to deal with difficult people
including yourself, Tzedakah Publications, CA., U.S., 1995, p.110).

“A person often meets his destiny on the road he took to avoid it.” – Jean de la Fontaine.

A friend: This lady was passing my tarot table and she told me, ‘You need to make the cards
cry.’ My readings jumped up to the next level that day, as I stopped being concerned with tap
dancing around the so called negative cards.
Me: Yeah! I love that. We are taught that feeling feeling feeling is the answer...feel through the
darkness to reach the Light. It's the only way. Feel all the pain we've locked away, the emotions
we've denied life after life, release and be free, surrender and fly!
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“Who are we? Are we going to stick to these personalities, these bounded, territorial things?
Are we going to expand ourselves, make ourselves bigger? So that, if you happen to like world
music and I don’t, I can tap into your love of world music and experience it and it means
something.
So, what I’m suggesting here is we all take up magick. Because, basically, it works. We
can change the world. It’s simple. The technology’s there. The Buddhists have been telling us it.
As I say, people have been telling us this for so long and, in the last 200 years, it’s been driven
underground and we’ve forgotten. And people like us here today to try and recover something
of that.
And the way to recover it is to do it. Do the techniques…and you’ll find it works. And,
we stand here, now – this is the counterculture, we are the counterculture…we stand here,
looking ahead. What are we going to do? Abandon the personality is what I suggest. Get rid of
the sense of ‘I’ and make yourself something bigger. Imagine that every time you want to learn
something new there’s a new computer programme you can buy. The operating system you
can update. You can learn to fly a plane in seven days according to Neurolinguistic
Programming [NLP], so why not? Let’s just do it. Do we want to change thing or are we just
sitting here talking?...Do we want to change things? Yeah! Right! That’s why we’re fucking here,
man! That is why we’re here!
So what are we going to do? If you want to change things the first thing you have to
change is yourself. Because, if you don’t change yourself, you will take on the world as if it’s
yourself and fuck up. Really fuck up! Because, if you don’t understand your own dark side, if
you don’t understand your weird, shitty side, if you don’t understand that there’s someone in
there who will kill your mother if need be – if you can’t take that on, if you can’t take that on
board and realise that Charles Manson, me and you are not much different…but we don’t do it.
But it’s in us and it’s there. And so much of us is denial that we have no dark side. You know,
the hippies and those lovely people in Arabia who are on ecstasy, they tried to pretend we have
no dark side. And what happened was they got fucked up by their own dark side.
So, let’s kiss our dark side. Let’s fuck our dark side. Let’s get him down there where he
belongs…But, above all, let us become plex, creatures, complex, superplex, able to take on
new personality traits, able to take on new ideas, able to adapt, able to extend their
boundaries into what was previously the enemy territory until the point where we become
what we once called our enemy. And they are us and there is no distinction.”
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‐ Grant Morrison (from a lecture).

“Okay, we are going to move back into the discussion of the rising and falling of civilisations,
and we are going to look at the question of WHY civilisations have risen only to fall back again.
The reason civilisations have risen and then fallen is because not all the aspects of the Self were
healed when the civilisation began to rise to a pinnacle of success. Each one of you has been on
a spiritual path – on a soul path – for many millions of years. And over those millions of years
you have learned a great many lessons. You have had a great many experiences. And there
have been some parts of your soul (what the channel calls the 12 levels of Self) that have
evolved and grown and learned and moved forward tremendously. There have been other
levels of the Self that have taken a very long time to learn and grow, and are still lagging
behind.
When you have a civilisation that is very advanced on one level, but lagging behind on
another level, and you do not bring the levels forward that are lagging behind, the civilisation
will ultimately fail. This has happened with your so‐called gurus, where many have risen to
great heights of adoration and praise, and then they have become involved in scandals or have
received disgraceful viewing by the disciples for something that has occurred, such as a sex
scandal.
These things occur, beloveds, because part of the Self has not been healed, because
part of the Self has not been integrated. You may have a very advanced mind, capable of
perceiving higher truths. You may have convinced yourself that you are totally enlightened as a
being on Earth. Yet your emotional body may still be unresolved in basic childhood or past‐life
issues, and when you attempt to rise to great pinnacles of success, you leave behind that part
of yourself that has not been brought forward in total healing. The parts that have been
denied, the parts that have been left outside your loving embrace, will eventually get your
attention and often it is in negative ways.
The civilisation known as Atlantis was a prime example of that, as was the civilisation
known as Lemuria. In Atlantis, you had a high technology civilisation. It reached a pinnacle of
success in many areas, yet emotionally, it was not mature, and emotionally, you were unable to
discern what you needed to do in order to keep your society going. Because you had
unresolved guilt, unresolved anger, unresolved shame, unresolved feelings of unworthiness,
you created a race of beings from another area of your galaxy coming and taking over and
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destroying your world. This has happened on many occasions. Each time it has been less severe
than the previous time.”
– Isis (channelled through Sal Rachele, Australia Workshop Part 3, 30 September 2006,
www.salrachele.com/webchannelings/isisworkshoppart3.htm).

Acceptance
"It’s not the wound that shapes our lives, it's the choice we make as adults between embracing
our wounds or raging against them." ‐ Geneen Roth.

“There’s no doubt that with growing technology, the general level of physical comfort has
improved for many in Western society. It is at this point that a critical shift in perception takes
place, as suffering becomes less visible, it is no longer seen as part of the fundamental nature
of human beings – but rather as an anomaly, a sign that something has gone terribly wrong, a
sign of ‘failure’ of some system, an infringement on our guaranteed right to happiness!...
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Of course, the wish to get free of suffering is the legitimate goal of every human being.
It is the corollary of our wish to be happy. Thus it is entirely appropriate that we seek out the
causes of our unhappiness and do whatever we can to alleviate our problems, searching for
solutions on all levels – global, societal, familial and individual. But as long as we view suffering
as an unnatural state, an abnormal condition that we fear, avoid and reject, we will never
uproot the causes of suffering and begin to live a happier life.” – Howard C. Cutler (The Art of
Happiness. A Handbook for Living by The Dalai Lama and Howard C. Cutler Riverhead Books,
New York, US, 1998, p.147‐148).

“Do not to shun pain, White Eagle says, for pain and joy are two separate aspects of the same
principle. Pain can beautify the soul and give it the power to feel, to develop the intuition –
‘that sixth sense which will become universal in the new age’ ‐ a vital development, for intuition
can evolve to such a degree it becomes knowledge, absolute and certain. Love cannot work
without knowledge; it is like ‘a flower which has not opened.’ Once intuition has taken its
rightful place, reason will diminish. When we finally reach our goal we can look forward to
developing a seventh sense!” ‐ Lesley Tarrant Belcourt (excerpt from a book review of The
Light Bringer. The Ray of John and the Age of Intuition by White Eagle channelled through Grace
Cooke, compiled from previous communications, 2001,
www.whiteagle.ca/pubs/book_review/light_bringer.htm).

"Heartache is good. Accept it joyously. Allow it, don't repress it. The natural tendency of the
mind is to repress anything that is painful. By repressing it you will destroy something that is
growing. The heart is meant to be broken. Its purpose is to melt into tears and evaporate.
When the heart has evaporated exactly in the same place where the heart was, you come to
know the deeper heart." – Osho.
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Releasing Pain
“Sometimes when you are releasing energies, they’re not pleasant. Whenever you decide to
heal something, what happens is that good energies come in and negative energies are
released.” – Kryon (channelled by David Brown, 2 May 2011, ‘Energies of the Sacred Marriage,’
www.kryon.org.za/ChannellingNo508.htm).

Excerpt from a message to a friend:

You barely have enough energy to keep life and soul together but it's only blocked energy and
all in the mind so feel in your heart, feel your spirit and the love that you are within your heart,
and love yourself, love anything and everything you can, release that energy. I do think you
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need counselling just to help you focus and face your demons and release them. They're in the
past but they linger in the unconscious so we need to allow them to surface and breathe them
away as the phantoms they are so they can't make their home inside us and get up to all kinds
of mischief. Just love them and free them, pour them down the drain so you can refill your
glass with fresh water, pure consciousness.
These trials you have been through, as with everyone’s, are karmic and arranged by you
at a higher level as a soul so that you can face and release repressed emotions that you've
denied lifetime after lifetime. The reason it's been so severe and drastic this time around is that
we are living at a time when the Light is returning and this planet is raising its frequency and
going through a quantum leap never to be the same again. Your soul knows this is a wondrous
opportunity to clear everything and move on from this prison planet and return to the realms
of multidimensional reality beyond the dream, this illusion of physical separation we're stuck in.

"The love that you with‐hold, is the pain that you carry, lifetime after lifetime." ‐ Vissaeus (Alex
Collier's Andromedan contactee).

Yes, drama....the intense frequencies bring everything to the surface. There's so much denied
from past lifetimes to be released now. Best to breathe and love it, feel grateful,
forgive...etc...because it's all just illusion and wants to be released otherwise it jumps out again
asking to be felt rather than resisted, allowed to surface and be breathed and blessed
away...and replaced with Light. :)

“And it will be well worth the effort because the unseens say that this solar/lunar support is the
motor behind the release of our pain/fear body, the first phase of embodiment that they
mentioned in the last update. In reality, those already focused in a fifth dimensional way have
diffused so many internal (karmic) bombs, that even tho the buttons may remain, they are
mostly duds. And if any buttons are still active, you will know before we complete this journey
because they will all be tested…one by one…until we are reaction‐less to all past wounds.” –
Lauren C. Gorgo (‘The Paradigm of Purposeful PLAY,’ 7 June 2011, www.consciousco‐
creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2011/06/paradigm‐of‐purposeful‐play.html).
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My Facebook status on 7 January 2010: Yesterday and today: the Moon in Aquarius Trine Saturn
and approaching the Chiron‐Neptune Conjunction tipping that bucket of Saturnian fears into
the river to be released into conscious light. Don't be down, celebrate and be a clown! :D
Plus, I said to a friend who’d been feeling down the previous day: “Yeah, funny energies
in the air! It's just the veil to who we really are becoming thinner. Things surface to be released,
cleared for more light and joy to shine.”

AThe anchoring love from the Creator onto the Earth can bring forth turmoil but this will always
have a positive outcome allowing you to realise the growth that you have accessed. While love
assists in a cleansing and a detachment process there is also a need to invoke focused cleansing
rays to enable you to overcome challenges and release negative energy swiftly. Allowing
yourself to dwell in the negative energies that come to the surface can produce more
stagnation causing your process of release to be more problematic than necessary. By invoking
cleansing energies to wash through you each day you will allow yourself to remain centred,
balanced and focused whatever you realise around or within you. Many emotions that come to
the surface from your past or past lifetimes simply need to be realised, it is when we ignore
these that they can cause chaos in our lives and lower our energy vibration. The purpose of
anchoring cleansing energies each day is to ensure that your energy vibration remains high,
your light brilliantly vibrant and your love abundant, when this is maintained you will find that
you have the strength, tools and courage to deal with any situation, experience or realisation
that enters into your reality.@ ‐ Lady Nada (channelled through Natalie Glasson,
www.omna.org).

Yes, breathing deeply keeps the channel to one's deeper self open so that whatever has been
stuck and is surfacing can be released. Otherwise, what tends to happen is the very opposite
and it will find another opportunity to surface later on (i.e. more pain!). Thanks…Another fancy
quote for my big book of pain. lol. :)

[A comment I posted on a friend’s photo on Facebook which was accompanied by this quote].

“In this room, there are more than 30 of you who did that. You moved past the energy that you
came in with and in the process there was learning, and in the process there were tears. In the
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process there was an uncomfortable part of you that had to climb out of your own skin and
into that which you knew was appropriate but that which you could control. This is the
beginning of the Humans' co‐creative energies that we now celebrate in this place. This is the
Temple of Wisdom, and these things have been taught here before.@ ‐ Kryon (>The Lineage of
Spirituality,= channelled through Lee Carroll, 11 July 2009,
www.spiritlibrary.com/kryon/the‐lineage‐of‐spirituality).

"When you find an element within you that is not aligned with truth, with love and light,
celebrate! Say, ‘Thank you God, I found another piece inside, and I offer it to you. Not in the
clouds, inside my own heart. Let me transmute this. Let me love this into wholeness.’” – St.
Germain (channelled through Ashamarae McNamara, from an AFW Newsletter, 9 December
2009, www.awakeningfromwithin.com).

“Yes, what needs to be done is to let it all go. Once you have learned all of this, it is time to just
accept it and release it. So as you bump up against that Veil and cannot see beyond it, just
accept that your Higher Self is peeking through from the other side, waving frantically, going,
‘I'm here, I'm here!’ (Laughter). Accept that you are part of a beautiful, eternal being, a small
portion of which inhabits your physical vehicle at the moment. No matter how you travel
through this experience, no matter what shape you're in at the end, indeed, you are part of a
greater whole that does continue on, you see. With or without that body is irrelevant because
it is the eternal energy that is the most vital.
The closer you get to ‘feeling’ this higher perspective while you are in body, the longer
you will carry that body, and the healthier and happier you will be. Once you have reached a
certain level of metaphysical aptitude, then it is a question of simplifying. Stepping aside from
the ‘trying to be’ to just the being."
‐ The Brotherhood of Light (channelled through Edna G. Frankel,
www.beyondreiki.com).
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The Crystal Stair
“Let me say that you have an emotional body that has been with you for many lifetimes. It has
borne the brunt of a lot of negativity and fear and confusion. You are all to some extent
scarred by this in your emotional bodies. If you have been working on yourselves, doing your
healing and meditations, you have processed a great deal of it. If you are more new to this,
then you may have a bit more work to do. Yet I would say that the transformation that is
necessary is not something that will take a great deal of time. You do not need to be one
hundred percent healed and whole emotionally or spiritually in order to ascend. It makes it
easier for you to go through the process. It makes it more enjoyable perhaps, but there is
nevertheless the opportunity for you to do so. We can work miracles with each of you. this is
our intention…We will be assisting you to release those limitations that you have accepted
around yourselves – all the pain and suffering that each of you has absorbed – that to some
extent still clings to your emotional bodies and beings. This can be surrendered and released.
And it does not need to be painful. It does not need to be overly difficult. Though it will be
challenging…I would say to recognise that you are a very powerful and divine being. You have,
as all have, accepted limitations and veils and accepted more of the pain of life and the density
that exists here into yourself and into your body. This will be released. If you have a sincere
desire, it will be released. You can participate in it. A lot of it will be occurring without your
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active participation. This is the time when miracles are going to occur. This is not as much of a
miracle as you might think. So be positive and make your choice based not upon what you think
is possible for you, but make your choice based on what you would like if anything were
possible for you.” – Sananda (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton
House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.35‐37).

“It is a matter of your assimilating this information and especially assimilating this new energy
which is manifesting. As you do so, you will find your life becomes more and more of a
celebration and there is more joy and love within you and things begin to look quite a bit more
positive. You have been surrounded by negative thoughts and emanations for many lifetimes.
We are deprogramming you in our way, not by brainwashing you but by showering you with so
much love that you must melt. So if you have hardened your hearts a little bit in an effort to
protect yourselves I understand this. It is part of your growth process, but love will melt this
ice. For what we come to share is the same love that has been expressed by every master who
has been here.” – Ashtar (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton
House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.51).

“But we do suggest that you meditate more and increase your amount of focussed
concentration in meditation. But do not dramatically alter your lifestyles. It is difficult because
there is an emotional healing process that occurs when you accept this challenge to be on the
spiritual path. As you know, this makes it sometimes difficult to feel fully functional in the
material realm and your work situations. But for the most part there will be a great deal of
clearing that takes place emotionally, so that you will all feel a great deal lighter as a result of
the process. So there will be times that are challenging because your growth is being
accelerated, but it will result in easier times for you.” ‐ Ashtar (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the
Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.59‐60).

“The power of love is such that it heals you throughout your entire being. It is very simple.
Whether you understand that you have multiple bodies or not makes no difference. You can be
healed simply by giving yourself to the love ray. We have made it so simple. In fact you must be
somewhat simple to give yourself to this process. Many who are very sophisticated will find
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ways of avoiding it.” ‐ Ashtar (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton
House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.73‐74).

“Let me say that the more emotionally healthy you are the more spiritually aligned you are, the
easier it is to become healed, as most illnesses have their roots in the emotional body. So there
will be a great deal of work done on an emotional level. It has already begun. It will assist you in
releasing energies that have already caused with you certain patterns of illness.” ‐ Ashtar (The
Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990,
p.75‐76).

“All of you have been enmeshed in what you would call a life experience. In fact you have been
enmeshed in many life experiences, but the one that is most pervasive is this current one.
Surrounding you in your lives are many physical, emotional and mental experiences.
Surrounding you in your lives are many physical, emotional and mental experiences. These are
your attachments or connections. You are all connected to your lives, to your activities, to your
emotional traumas and all the various parts of yourselves.
It could be said that your external lives in the world are reflections of your internal lives
and the belief systems and feelings you have about yourselves. So you are sitting here in your
lives surrounded by the mirror of what you feel about yourself. If you feel loving toward
yourself you are most likely having a loving experience of life. If you feel guilty and fearful then
you are most likely attracting lesser life experiences.
But I am here tonight to tell you not to worry and not to be concerned about the nature
of these experiences. For whatever it is you are feeling, whatever it is you are experiencing, it is
all going to be transformed. You will be releasing your attachments to third‐dimensional reality
in a gentle and easy manner.” ‐ Sananda (channelled thought Eric Klein, The Crystal Stair. A
Guide to the Ascension, Oughton House Publications, CA, U.S., 1990, p.78).

Change of energy ‐as the new arrives it becomes easier to release the old:

“We are here to assist you to gently release. The way that you release is by feeling that which is
beginning to come to you as a blessing. You will feel this uplifting as a blessing and a beautiful
new energy in your lives. And by opening and facing this new energy it becomes very easy to
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open your hands and release that which you have been holding on to. So you will never be
empty here. You are to be filled constantly. We are just changing the fluid in your containers.
We are giving you all an oil change. Out with the old oil and in with the new! – the oil of love.
You will all be functioning much more smoothly soon, with much less wear and tear o your
internal parts. So how will this feel to you?
As you begin to feel yourself being lifted in consciousness and in vibrational frequency,
you will find a strange phenomenon occurring in your life. You will begin noticing the things
you have been attached to, things you have been experiencing, people you have been
surrounded with and parts of your personality. They may begin to seem different to you. They
may begin to seem a little bit heavy and a little bit more difficult to maintain. You may question
yourself as to why you have been maintaining them at all. In the face of the great light and
presence, you will have an easy time of releasing those imperfect aspects. Those things that
you love about yourselves will remain, as they are the part of you that is true. The only thing
that will fall away will be your attachment to that. In this process we are not concerned with
the manifestations of your attachments, but rather, the cords that bind you to those
experiences and manifestations.
This is what Archangel Michael is going to assist you in removing with his sword. You all
have the ‘ties that bind.’ You all have connections emanating from your physical presences.
These connections are mostly from your midsections, or your second and third chakras. You all
have spiritual cords which connect you with all of the experiences of your lives, with all of the
people that you are with, your careers and your various mechanisms of third‐dimensional
reality. You are all like octopi. So you will begin to feel or become aware of your cords of
attachment in this process. There comes a time when they begin to feel constricting and a little
bit uncomfortable. It is at that time that you may request and ask for Archangel Michael or any
of the Masters to come and assist you in cutting your psychic connections to your old reality.
You are headed for a new reality which will be superimposed upon the old one. So all of you
will be having the experience of this simultaneous dimensionality of your lives. It will be
infringing upon your old reality more and more. And more and more it will be pushing out the
old.”
‐ Sananda (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House
Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.80‐81).
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“Relaxation and breathing: this is surrender. In this moment practice surrender. Allow yourself
to be lifted. Allow yourself to be surrounded by the light. There is nothing to fear in being lifted
into your true state. If it is fearful to you it is only because you have grown accustomed to the
third‐dimensional reality and its ties. When you are reacquainted with your true states, you will
find it strange that you ever were attached to the third‐dimensional reality. All the dense
energies that are still clinging to your emotional bodies and to your physical bodies will be
shed. You will be shedding your old skins and will be reemerging with the true presence.
It is an exciting time. It is a time of great joy. Do not allow yourselves to give into doubt
and fear. Simply feel what you are feeling. If you are feeling a difficulty in your transformation,
call upon me to assist you in severing those connections, with these things which are causing
you discomfort. You have grown accustomed to discomfort and limitation. Many of those
experiences which you are now releasing are those which in the past you held on to for
satisfaction and security and some measure of peace. A greater peace comes to fill you up and
your old shells are too small to contain it all.”
‐ Archangel Michael (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton
House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.83‐84).

“You have all been in existence for many lifetimes. You have all received many impressions in
your emotional bodies. In this lifetime in particular, you have received many scars or
impressions that are not altogether positive. Because of the density and negativity of the Earth
plane you have all been, to some extent, victimised by the negative effects of the lack of love.
So the emotional body recalls this. The emotional body tends to hold experience within it until
such time as it is allowed to release that experience. So you have all been in your growth
patterns experiencing various types of emotional release and healing.” ‐ Sananda (The Crystal
Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.130).

Healing ourselves thru love:

“So what will be the most beneficial way to heal yourselves? I would say it would be to take a
nice long bath in a pool of love. The love will enter your spaces. It will enter your wounded
emotional body and heal you.” ‐ Sananda (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric
Klein, Oughton House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.131).
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“If you feel yourselves being stuck at any particular point in emotional cleansing or release, call
on us for extra help. And follow your guidance.” ‐ Sananda (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the
Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.136‐137).

“So all that is of density with each of you and with all of those who are desiring the ascension
the ascension is being removed. This takes the form of emotional release and physical release.
Believe me, we understand. We are aware of the discomforts some of you are experiencing.
Probably all of you are experiencing various aspects of this. What you are doing is surrendering
to the process. And in surrendering to the process you are releasing your own limited
existence, your own limited desires, all that you have held close to you for security and a
feeling of nurturing and safety. Your ‘comfort zone,’ let us say. We are seeking to have this
transition be as smooth as possible, but there is no getting around some discomfort. This is
why we have been so direct in asking each of you to meditate as much as you can to assist you
in doing this, in letting go. For the more you meditate the easier it is for you to be cleansed, or
to release. So much is happening on very deep levels of yourselves, often times it is
subconscious. Perhaps you feel that you are losing something. You may feel overcome with
sorrow, feeling you have lost something, or that you are leaving something without even
having an idea of what it is you are sorry or crying about. This is part of the process. It need not
be a great deal of the process, but nevertheless it is there. As you approach closer and closer to
the final experience you will feel yourselves letting go of more and more. This is nothing which
is being taken from you without your consent. It is something that is being purged from your
system because you are desiring to increase the frequency of your vibration. So all that is of
dense and lower vibration is being shaken loose. Physically speaking, your cells and your DNA
codes are being readjusted. There is so much occurring within your physical bodies. This is the
source of your ailments, your mysterious health problems. And the same can be said of your
emotional bodies, which hold the memory of all you have experienced on the Earth. Much you
have experienced has been of a sorrowful or painful nature. Even though it may have been
painful and sorrowful, there is still a tendency to hold on to that which you know. You have all
assimilated into your emotional bodies and personalities these experiences. So it may feel that
you are losing part of yourself. This can be a bit frightening. It can give way to occasional fears.
The way to counteract this and to overcome it is simply to give yourself to the light and to
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know and experience directly that aspect of yourself which is growing larger and larger, so that
you will be experiencing what you are receiving as you are experiencing what you are releasing.
So you are not alone. None of you are alone in that particular process.” ‐ Sananda (The Crystal
Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.116‐
117).

“You are not trying to evade the issue by sleeping. You are merely allowing your body the
opportunity to transmute. It is very stressful on the physical organism when all the cells and
molecules of the body are being renewed, restructured and increased in frequency. You may
find yourselves feeling worn out and tired even though you may look at your day and feel that
you didn’t do anything much. So honour your bodies.
Guidance, receptivity – these are part of the process also. You are being drawn into a
realm of more and more spontaneity, more receptivity to moment‐to‐moment input and
messages and experiences. The more you can learn to exist like this, the easier it will be for you
to surrender to that moment when you find yourself being lifted. You may have already found
moments in your sleep or in meditation where you feel the lifting process beginning. If you
have experienced this, there may be a part of you which is still a bit afraid of it, some desire to
hold on to the Earth consciousness. So we are trying to make this as gradual as possible by
assisting you in a gradual ascension, by working with you in your sleep and in your meditations.
When you call upon your light body, it responds, and more and more you will find that you feel
the actual presence of your light body coming down over you, around you, and through you.
And you will rise with it. This is why we ask that you call upon your light bodies every time you
meditate, to get used to the process. It does not have to come to you as a shock. It can come
to you as a gradual upliftment. Those things that you are releasing can be released gradually
and gracefully so that they need not be so upsetting to your normal lives. You can find
yourselves being more spontaneous and happy. It is meant to be enjoyed.”
‐ Sananda (The Crystal Stair. A Guide to the Ascension by Eric Klein, Oughton House
Publications, CA., U.S., 1990, p.118).
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Love
Not less of love, but expanding
Of love beyond desire, and so liberation
From the Future as well as the past.
‐ T.S. Eliot (Little Gidding).

“Your task is not to seek for love but merely to seek and find all of the barriers within yourself
that you have built against it.” ‐ Rumi.

“One word frees us of all the weight and pain of life: that word is love.” ‐ Sophocles.

“Perhaps all the dragons in our lives are princesses who are only waiting to see us act, just
once, with beauty and courage. Perhaps everything that frightens us is, in its deepest essence,
something helpless that wants our love!” ‐ Rainer Maria Rilke.

“The farther any emotion strays away from love, the more that emotion poisons the body. The
closer any emotion comes to love, the more that emotion vitalises and nourishes the body.” ‐
Walter Russell (www.iasos.com/articles/love).
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“Love your weaknesses as well as your strengths, for those are the areas most needing your
love to evolve.” – Unknown.

"Every aspect of yourself has to be accepted, even those aspects you have, until now been
judging and condemning. As you transcend judgement, as the energy of acceptance pervades
your Being, a tremendous relaxation will occur." ‐ Leonard Jacobson.

AVisible light cannot penetrate stone but Gamma rays can ‐ they simply pass through it as
though it did not exist. Likewise when we vibrate higher, the problems that block us when we
vibrate lower now no longer can! We can simply pass through them.@ ‐ Debashish Burman,
Mumbai, India. (www.robrobb.com/articles/vibratinghigher.html).

“Dear Ones, one of the most important things is that you love yourselves; it is for you to
forgive yourselves for whatever you need forgiving for and allow the love to flow. We always
say in these channellings let the feelings come and let the feelings go. When have you ever sat
beside the banks of a river and said to the river ‘allow the river to flow, let the flow come and
let it go’? It never happens rivers always flow. So what is it on the inside of you that stops the
love flowing that we have to keep saying ‘let the feelings come and let the feelings go.’ The
reason for this is the wounded inner child, your ancestors, it is now time to heal the wounds of
your ancestors and, Dear Ones, we bring new methods for healing that increase the speed of
healing and allow the love to flow so much easier…” ‐ Kryon (channelled through David Brown,
‘The secret is to stay present,’ 6 May 2009, www.kryon.org.za/ChannellingNo407.htm).

“There is nothing more important to human beings than love; love is your nature, love is the
answer to all your problems. All problems are an absence of love…If there is hurt inside your
body that is what stops the flow of love. Allow the love to dissolve any blockages that there
may be. Allow the love to flow into any childhood hurts that your father may have received.
You are just like a mirror, your energy is exactly the same as your father's, your energy is
exactly the same as your mother's. Your father's energy is the sum total of his mother and
father's energy. Some things never change and this is the way that your Karma is driven. This is
the way your lessons appear to you in your life. Your family contains your lessons. Whatever is
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unconscious will through learning and understanding and loving become conscious. You will
learn and understand that lesson and you will never forget it once it is properly learned, for all
your lessons are in the emotional realm…Learning about feelings is very important; observe
them in relation to your outside world and what you are creating. The gateway to healing is
through your inner father and it is for you to turn your inner father into the powerful Sun part
of yourself that radiates love and sunshine throughout your life…We are here to create a
loving world, a loving society, a society that belongs to all, a society where every human being
brings their divine being, a society that is based on love and not money. Love is totally
universal, love is the true energy of this world. Very soon dear ones love will become the lingua
franca; the way of the world. That is the new energy. That is the new world.” ‐ Kryon
(channelled through David Brown, ‘The Divine Constellation, 1 April 2010,
www.kryon.org.za/ChannellingNo458.htm).

Jeshua On Unconditional Love (channelled through Jayem, ‘The Decision to Teach Only Love,'
The Way of Mastery, Heartfelt Publishing, 1997, p.372, www.wayofmastery.com).

"Love is the most critical of themes, beloved friends. The Way of Knowing must be that
completion of the decision to teach only love. And the only way to teach love is to be Love
under all circumstances.
This does not mean that you paint a smile on your face and never feel any emotion. That
is not enlightenment. That is the height of the ego’s attempt to usurp power from God. For the
spiritual ego, the spiritual personality, is, indeed, the last ‘egg’ to be cracked.
One is only awakened when one allows all things, trusts all things, embraces all things,
which is the same as to say, feels all things. For in that very moment, the very thing arising is
transcended because it is not obstructed or resisted. And what is not obstructed or resisted is,
indeed, embraced and consumed in the spaciousness of Love.
You have within yourself, then all power under Heaven and Earth to translate the body
itself from a contraction of fear to a spaciousness that reflects the reality of Gods’ Love.
For the very body‐mind that emerged first, from fear, can be reopened so that the
energy of truth flows through it...so that nothing arising in your experience in the emotional
field obstructs the remembrance of Love.
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Quite frankly, the emotional field is the only place you can experience anything. All the
rest are merely thoughts about things. The gap between a thought about things and the
feeling nature of experiencing things is exactly the same gap that exists between illusion and
Heaven.
It is for this reason that no idea of God is the same as God.
No concept about love is the same as love. No philosophy about enlightenment is the
same as enlightenment. Unobstructed feeling embraces all that arises and passes away.
Unobstructed means without judgement. Even that which arises as fear or anger should never
be judged or obstructed. That which arises as sadness or joy, that which arises as the passion of
the body, all things must be opened to and embraced. Or the beingness of your soul has not
yet transcended the world.
Love is the ability to be wholly present with what is, devouring it like a child devours
candy. Umm! Give me another bite. For this dream cannot contain me. Therefore, bring it on!”

“I Am lifting you into a new focus that you might have the pull to a higher resonant energy in
order to let go of the things that pull you into the continued experience of other than Love and
less than Light. When your resonance is high and you are living from the heart and perceiving
the endless freedom of God, then you look upon your world and you don’t see anything that
isn’t the expression of perfect Love and of the dancing molecules of Light.
You already have experienced these things, beloved ones, as you’ve opened your hearts
and your experience of life has become more beautiful, more fruitful, more filled with the
reflection of the truth of your being in the eyes and hearts of those drawn to you, more alive to
the abundance that I Am and thus, we share.”
‐ From The Messages from God (channelled through Yael and Doug Powell, 4 July 2011,
www.circleoflight.net).

“Much of our lives we have been running from that which causes us pain, allowing ourselves to
remain in a state of paralysis from our fears…” writes Lauren. Plus:

“Similar to a physical death, and right before rebirth, we must first release all emotional
attachments to get to the other side where love will abound in greater measure…After so
many years of purifying, love is really all that is left and all that we will take with us...but not
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love in the form of attachment, love in the form of true freedom. This week will ensure that we
are well equipped to completely let go in love.” – Lauren C. Gorgo (‘The Active Death Zone‐
doorway to the other side,’ 27 July 2010, www.consciousco‐
creationalcoaching.blogspot.com/2010/07/active‐death‐zone‐doorway‐to‐other‐side.html).

“As the Light comes and penetrates your heart, it shall bring to the surface deeper and deeper
levels of the illusion, the story lines your ego has told you to keep you believing in separation
and to keep you alive in the ego’s world. Every place that the Light finds a knot of ‘not‐Love’ or
ego, you must know, beloved ones, that each such place is a place where you don’t believe in
My Love, a place where the ego mind has kept you separate from feeling the truth and the
beauty of this unity of Love that we share, that is the centre of your being.
I promise you that if you will simply release these things to Me, allow them to rise like
smoke into the Light, you will at last be free. You will remember in every Now Moment how
deeply you are loved and how that Love is the foundation of your life and your being. You are
truly inseparable from Me.” ‐ From The Messages from God (channelled through Yael and Doug
Powell, www.circleoflight.net).

“The only way a false belief can take root in your life, dearest ones, is for you to have an area
where you have forgotten this Love that we share – where you have forgotten that the core of
your being is Light and is pure and magnificent glory and that the heart of your heart is the
heart of the cosmos, the heart of God I Am itself. In this heart we are unified. There is nothing
but this Love. The pure acceptance of your essential being is this Love that is eternal. As long as
you base your life and your being, your consciousness and your heart in this experience of pure
Love that we share, you will always be free and open because this Love is so deep and so rich
and so much the essence of your being that when you are fully aligned with it, nothing else can
intrude.” ‐ From The Messages from God (channelled through Yael and Doug Powell, 3
February 2011, www.circleoflight.net).

"You're free to fly. You're free to move up, up, up. Take that crystal elevator, or however you
want to do it. See that path sparkling before you. Notice if you will, that it goes upwards, up
into the clouds if you want to see that, or perhaps up to your very own ship, or however. But it
goes up, and yet the more of your baggage you leave, or transmute into higher vibrations, the
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easier it is. And when you reach that point of Ascension, you'll realise that you're totally free of
baggage, and that you have experienced a great amount of clearing. And every time you clear a
space, what comes in to fill it? With your permission, it's more Love. It has to be; that's the way
the Universe is, because all you are is Love anyway, and like attracts like, unless of course you
want to linger in the box of 3D.” ‐ Ashtar (channelled through Susan Leland, ‘Experiencing
Separation Into Oneness,’27 July 2010, www.ashtarontheroad.com).

Gems from Jeshua

(Channelled through Jayem, www.shantichristo.com/jeshuaGems.html,
www.wayofmastery.com).

“Feeling‐ unbridled, unblocked, unobstructed feeling ‐ is the doorway to that Love that sets
you free.”

“The healed mind does not plan. It merely surrenders into Love and allows Love to birth the
day.”

“All things are either the extension of Love or the cry for help and healing.”

“Allow the mystery of Life to Live you.”

“There is nothing you have to do to get God.”

“There are only some things to be released so that God can get you.”

“You cannot transcend what you first fail to embrace…”

“All Minds are joined.”

“There is nothing outside of you. You experience only the effects of your own choice.”
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“Only Love is Real.”

“The healed mind does not plan. It merely surrenders into Love and allows Love to birth the
day…”

“All things are either the extension of Love or the cry for help and healing…”

“Love embraces all things, allows all things, trusts all things and therefore transcends all
things…”

“Feeling ‐ unbridled, unblocked, unobstructed feeling ‐ is the doorway to that Love that sets
you free…”

Use time constructively by deciding to Love, that Love may teach you of itself…

Allow the mystery of Life to Live you.

There is nothing you have to do to get God…

There are only some things to be released so that God can get you.

“Our sorrows and wounds are healed only when we touch them with compassion.”
‐ Buddha.

If you found this e‐book book helpful and would like to make a donation you may do so HERE
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